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ABSTRACT

The thesis presented in this dissertation concerns the

inter-reLationship between business, art and labour in Canada during the

years 1870 to 1950. It will suggest that the foundations of "Canadian

Art" and a Canadian popular culture rest not only within the European

traditions of "fine" art, but also in the work of those artists who

practiced in the commercial environment of engraving, or graphic arts,

houses. Indeed most artists, for the period under discussion, worked as

both "commercial" and "fine" artists.

In order to substantiate this argument, a history of the

development of the Canadian graphic arts industry will be traced, using

the firm of Brigden's Limited as a case study. Graphic arts firns such

as Brigden's demonstrate the unique aspects of an industry which

included among its workforce artÍsts as wel.l as skilled technicians.

Not only did thjs reguire a management capable of recognizing artistic

creativity and practical knowledge, but it al.so necessitated an

organization capable of adapting to econonic, social and technoj.ogical

change. It was from out of this structure that the product of the

industry, the reproduced visual image, made its considerabLe contribution

to the development of a Canadian popular culture.
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION

The contenporary graphic arts industry in Canada is a nultimillion

dollar commercial enterprise which includes within Íts terns of

reference printing, typesetting, stereotying, lithography,

photo-engraving and bookbinding. Its workers incLude graphic designers

and photographers as well as printers and typesetters; the various

unions connected with the industry since their formation in the

nineteenth-century, have recently analganated (in 1983) to form the

Graphic Communications International Union, and the industry's equipment

is in the van of computerized technology. But those who work in the

industry still taLk of "craftsmanship" and "dedication," and many stilt

train in institutions connected with the arts. There are, in short,

aspects of an earlier artisanal existence stil.L extant in the graphic

arts industry in spite of its position within the modern world of nass

communÍcation and advanced technology.

As a unified and all-incl.usive service industry, however, that of

the graphic arts is a conparativeJ.y recent innovation. For a

considerable period of tine, indeed well into the twentieth century,

firms in this field were divided into those working with the written

word and those dealing with illustrative material. Thus, in the

nineteenth-century, printing, engraving and lithography businesses were,

nore often than not, separate establishments. The unions were divided

fnto photo-engravers, lithographers, bookbinders, printers and

stereotypers, separations which were not changed until 1960, and the

artists who worked for the graphic arts firms were not considered to
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need a specialized training until after the Second t{orld War. Visual

inages nere not introduced into popular magazines until the 1840s and

the engravers and illustrators ¡rho initiaLly produced them considered

thenselves artists or superior craftsmen. In fact, it was not until the

speeded-up conditions of industrialized publishing forced an increase in

the employment of ìarge numbers of "comnercial engravers," that a

division was created between engravers working independently and those

working as employees.

The term "graphic arts," then, whether defined as an industry, an

art or a craft, has not traditionaLly referred to the reproduction of

the written word, but to the creation and reproduction of visual images

from one medium to another. Close association with the printing trade

was, of course, essential, and lithography, as an alternative

reproductive technique, competed for dominance in the early years. But

it was the art of wood-engraving which was the founding elenent of the

graphic arts industry. Beginning in the first hal.f of the

nineteenth-century in England, wood-engravÍng became the major form of

reproducing images for mass publication. The tradition was transferred

to Canada in the 1870s and, parallel to the EngÌish experience, was

transformed by the introduction of photography, in the form of

photo-engraving as a mechanical process, later in the century. From

then on, technology, and the whol.e industriaJ.izing process, succeeded in

changing the. practice of a traditional art, or craft, into a modern

commercial enterprise.

The shift from craft to industry during the late nineteenth-century

was not, of course, unique to the graphic arts. Other trades underwent



siniÌar changes as mechanical inventions altered traditional modes of

production. What nade the graphic arts situation different was its

dependence on those of its empLoyees with creative skil.ls. However

large the enterprise, "art" renained the basis of the whole structure,

with all areas of the business related to the talents of the artists

employed. Yet, at the sane time, graphic arts firms, whether called

engraving, photo-engraving, or graphic design firms, fol.Iowed the same

pattern of development as many other Canadian business enterprises.

They started as small firms, founded in the nineteenth-century by

craftsmen-entrepreneurs, were inherited by family members and were

gradually turned into executive and nanagerially-run organizations. The

work-force became unionized, new technology spelled either disaster or

rejuvenation, and expansion into branch plants resulted in success or

failure. Graphic arts firms, in fact, demonstrated all the customary

aspects of business and industrial development, with the added element

of artistic creativity. It is this component which suggests that the

graphic arts industry holds a place in Canadian social and cultural

history unlike that of any other industry. The people whom it employed,

and the material which it produced, became essential ingredients in both

the formation of "Canadian Art" and the expansion of popular mass

communication.

There are three najor historical strands which have to be explored

in order to trace the developnent of the graphic arts industry: first,

business, because of examining one of the numerous firns which nade up

the industry as a ¡rhole; second, art, because of the artists and
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craftsmen who were involved in the creation of illustrations and

designs; and third, labour, because of the changes which came about in

the graphic arts work force as the result of the introduction of new

technology. These three strands are suppìemented by a number of other

themes which will also be addressed in this study. For example, the

retail trade and its advertising requirements affected both busjnessmen

and artists; the establishment of an art "elite" changed the status of

artists and craftsmen working in the industry; and the divisions of

labour produced by increased specialization and unionization in the

printing trades influenced the who-ì.e organization of the commercial

graphic arts as an industry. These issues, like the main themes of

business, art and Labour, are customarily explored in separate

historiographical fields and rarely brought together. However, by

viewing them alL under the umbrella of social history, it becomes

possibLe to find new links and to cast new illumination on the

development of an important contribution to Canadian popular culture.

Canadian business history is not, so far, an established academic

discipline. Historians working in the field deplore the fact that there

are no university chairs, no specialized journals, no academic

associations and minimal interest from the world of business itself.l

history is, however, being written, even if its parameters are not yet

clearly defined. There are, for example, the major general studies of

Michael Bljss and Tom Naylor, the essay collections edited by Tom Traves

and David MacMilIan, and an economic historiography concerned primarily

with the traditional. Canadian history preoccupation of the fur trade,

railway transportation and the production of stapl"s.2 This latter
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concentration, on "a staple theory centering upon fish, furs and wheat,"

has prompted more than one historian to comment on the fact that there

has been a tendency to write the general history before all the

particular histories have been written: "our practice of going after

wholesale syntheses before retail histories," as Alan Wilson describes

it.3

There is, as yet, no entrepreneurial historiography to conpare with

American studies, although MichaeL BLiss's study of Sir Joseph Fl,avelle

and J. M. s. careless's of George Brown are important works in this

f ield, as is Wilson's account of John Northway, the B.l.ue Serge

Canadian.4 Neither is there a historiography of small businesses, the

retail trade, the wholesal.e trade, or department stores, to compare with

English work in the area.5 To overcome this laggardness, David

MacMillan, in the introduction to his canadian Business History:

selected studies, argues that business history has to utilize the

resources of other historical fields, that business itsel.f must be

viewed "in the setting of the contemporary connunity at large,', thus

allowing historians to consider business from a variety of aspects. He

then asks if the pattern of Canadian business history will be influenced

by the English approach rchich, in his words, tends to view "the business

firm or the group of firms as part of an industry or trade within an

overall national. or international economy," or will it, instead, foLlow

the A¡neri":n concentration on the analysis of-a firm or industry's

performance, its infl.uence, its internal organization, with painstaking

charting of its personnel capitalization and growth?"6 Both of these

views are basically concerned with economics and do not explore those
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aspects of business history which pJ.ace it in a wider context. Rather,

business as a legitimate area of social history offers a far broader

range of historical considerations.

The najor difficulty in consjdering business history as part of

social history is, as E. J. Hobsbawm has pointed out, the assumption

that authors identify "with the views they write about."7 It can be

inferred by readers that the historian who writes about business and

businessmen is approaching them from the point of view of "nanagement"

or the "entrepreneurÍal ideal." However, in response to this attitude,

J. M. S. Careless has noted that to study businessmen

is not to endow them with extraordinary wisdom,
vision or initiative, to enoble(sic) them all as
truly Victorian merchant princes, to forget their
faults and failures or to preach a dubious sermon on
the virtues of laissez-faire entrepreneurship,
ignoring social, political, and econonic forces
beyond nere entrepreneurial controL. Instead, it is
to see these businessnen as a distinct element
connected with a considerably significant Canadian
urban development in an interesting and far fron
unimportant way."

The history of business cannot, in fact, be considered in its entirety

without placing it within the "conmunity at large," as MacMillan

suggests, or without examining all aspects of the relationships which

exist within the organization itself. Businessmen, whether as

owner-founders, or as nanagers, have, therefore, to be considered in

terms of the overall industry of which they are a part.

Hobsbawm has argued that the concept of social history is more

useful. if taken to mean the "history of society." His basic assumption

is that

the social or societal aspects of man's being cannot
be separated from the other aspects of his being,



except at the cost of tautology or extreme
trivialization. They cannot, for ¡nore than a moment,
be separated from the ways in.which meg get their
living and their material environment.'

If this view is taken as an acceptable interpretation of social history,

then a true history of business, or an individual business firn, can

encompass all elements of that business's creation and function. A

study which includes investigation into the relationships between the

founding owner, his successors, his workers and his buying public, can

be interpreted within the context of its ti¡ne and place and can be seen

as a legitimate expression of social history, or, as Hobsbawm suggested,

"the history of society." After all, a business history cannot be

thought of solely as a study of management in conflict with its work

force, nor can it address the work force without reference to the

constraints of management. A balanced analysis is, instead, a composite

of all the factors which go into the creation and perpetuatjon of the

firm.

As is the case in the history of any specialized busÍness, the

unique aspects of an industry, in this case, the graphic arts, dictate

the pattern of its experience. Until the post Second World War

expansion of the media of mass conmunication, the firns which made up

the graphic arts industry ryere conparatively modest. Most of them

started as craftsman-owned, were family operated and Ínherited, and

changed to nanagerial organization, with branches in other cities, only

in response 'to external' economic or technological factors. They did not

become vast corporate empires, with political clout at a national level,

although some wouLd, eventually, merge with other companies. They are,

in fact, on a different level of historical investigation to the
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railways, steamships or lumber companies. But their involvenent in, and

reaction to, industrÍalization, was similar to that of the larger

institutions. The craftsmen-engravers who estabLished the first graphic

arts firms found that in order to prosper they had to keep up with new

technology and with new demands on their skiLls. They invested in

larger premises, introduced mechanized equipment as it became avaiÌable

and began to employ workers other than their own family members. As

with the printing industry, they did not suffer unduly during periods of

general economic difficulty,l0 and, in response to the demand for

advertising material were able to profit from the expansion of the

retail trade in the 1880s. With industrialization, graphic arts

empìoyees found themselves increasingJ.y forced to specialize, a factor

which led to divisions between artists and craftsmen in the first place,

and between artists and "commercial" artists later. Those employees who

traded their craft for mechanization were further divided into the

various trades introduced by the invention of photo-engraving. This

latter aspect of the division of labour led to the for¡nation of the

Canadian locals of the International Photo-engravers Union in 1904 and

to the subsequent problens vis-a-vis management and labour which have

played so prominent a part in the history of industrialization. In

short, there were factors present in the Canadian industrializing

process which were common to all industries. The unique features of the

graphic ar.ts industry rested with its connection with art and with its

inevitable participation in the creation of a popular culture.

The firm of Brigden's, around which the history of the industry

will be traced, is suitably representative of the early firms making up
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way in whlch industrialization changed original craft production, but it

also allows investigation into the place of the graphic arts in such

developments as modern advertising, the problens faced by artists

working in commerical firms and the difficulties faced by businesses

thenselves at times of inheritance, or management and technologicaJ

change. One of the oldest graphic arts firms in Canada, it was founded

in Toronto in the 1870s by Frederick Brigden, an English wood-engraver

who had worked with tt¡iLliam Linton and studied under John Ruskin at the

London working Men's college. It prospered as a direct result of the

demand for illustrations in the newspapers and popular magazines of the

time and was instrumental in the development of retail advertising

catalogues. In 1913, it opened a branch in Winnipeg and in 1912,

following the death of its founder and the inheritance of the business

by his sons, began the slow process of change from a family owned to a

managerially-run institution.

In the early years, production reìied upon the skills of Frederick

Brigden himself, but as he expanded the business with the introduction

of new technology, so he began to employ artists and illustrators who

would subsequently become weII-known figures in the world of Canadian

art. Not only did he recognize the technological and managerial changes

needed to develop his small firm, but he aLso recognized that the

talents of his empJ.oyees were a najor asset. As well as his son,

Frederick H. Brigden, later to become a leading figure in canadian art

circles, Charles Confort, Eric Bergman, Willian Winter, Phillip Surrey,

Fritz Brandtner and many other artists important in the history of
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canadian art were enployed by Brigden's, either in Toronto or winnipeg.

This was not, of course, a situation unique to Brigden's. It paralleled

the experience of firms such as the Toronto Lithographing conpany, Grip

Limited and Rous and Mann, both in its approach to industrial change and

in its enployment of artists. Where Brigden's is unique is in the

availability of material essential to historical investigation. It is

this aspect of the firm which has made it so suitable for a case-study.

Tom Traves has said that "business history offers a new window

through whÍch to look at and concentrate on a fundamental. feature of

activity."11 He also notes the need to persuade businessnen "to save

and open their records to historians."12 Businesses have been

traditionally lax in saving or storing their records, a]though, as

christian Norman points out in his essay on business archives and

history, this has frequently been due to the ]ack of interest on the

part of historians: "until recently Canadian commercial activity has

been largely ignored by historians except when it openly affected

political or social developments."13 Neglect nay also be due to the

fact that when business history has been written, it has invariably

fallen into one of two camps, either a "muck-raking" history, devoted to

the search for "villains,"14 or a commissioned history intended to

present the business in a good light. While the former emphasis deters

businessmen from opening their records to historians, the latter, by

suggesting possible interference with historical analysis, dissuades

bona fide researchers from undertaking the project. It would seen,

however, if Michael BIiss is correct, that this situation is being

rectified. Historians are, he says, being invited to write business
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histories more frequently, and are not asked to sacrifice their academic

integrity in the p"o"u=". 15 This does not, of course, help the

non-commissioned historian gain access to records which nay, or may not,

exist. As Norman points out, "businesses seldom start a company

archives purely from a sense of public responsibility,"l6 rather,

documentary collections are usually due to the "dedication of one or two

individuals" who donate their time out of personal interest. In the

case of the Toronto Lithographing company, descendant of a long line of

smaller engraving and lithographic firns, and now part of Rona]d's

Federated, this was so. One member of the managerial staff, recognizing

the historical value of the firm's colLection, which includes early

apprenticeship papers, letters, Iithograph prints, ìithograph stones,

paintings and presses, organized it into an intelligent and coherent

archive. unfortunately, the president of the company, in spite of pLeas

fron more than one researcher, will not transfer the collection to the

proper environmental controls of a professionaL archives. The creases

in the papers from the 1840s and 1850s, and the effects of the plastic

covers in which they are kept will certainly shorten their Lease on

life.17

More material from Brigden's rests in professional archives than

from any other graphic arts firm in Canada; or, at Least, from any that

are known. Requests to companies known to have histories equally as

interesting and inportant as Brigden's have not resuLted in
18cooperation.'" Members of the Brigden family, however, no doubt because

of their recognition of the firm's place in Canadian business and

artistic life, placed much of their personal correspondence, and a
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considerable amount of their business records in various Canadian

archives. Living as they did, in widely separated residences, fanii.y

nembers corresponded frequently among the various family branches in

England, Toronto and Winnipeg. And, because of their far ranging

interests in art, music, literature and the probJ.ems of belonging to a

Methodist family, their letters enconpass far more elements of social

interest than are relevant to the present discussion. It is interesting

to speculate on why the family members kept so much of their personaì

correspondence, In the case of Frederick H. Brigden, who became a

respected Canadian artist, it is perhaps understandable, as it is in the

case of Arnold Brigden of Winnipeg, who always had a keen sense of

historical and cultural relationships. But when Frederick Brigden, the

founder of the firm, came to Canada in 7872, he had ]ittte money, no

social status and onJ.y fear of what the future would hold.

Nevertheless, his diaries, his religious notebooks and his letters have

been carefully preserved. They are to be found in the Frederick Brigden

Collection in the Toronto MetropoJ.itan Library, as is a large collection

of early engravings.

0ther engravings are to be found in the Sigmund Samuel Gallery

Collection in Toronto and in the archives of the ülinnipeg Art GaIlery.

The latter also contains the correspondence between Frederick H. and

Arnold Brigden, and in the Gallery itself there are paintings by many of

the artist¡ who worked for the firm over the years. AIso in Winnipeg,

in the University of Manitoba's Special Collections Division, there is a

large collection of the correspondence carried on between ArnoLd

Brigden, his parents, his brother and sisters in Engìand and his
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cousins, Frederick H. and Bertha, in Toronto. The business records are

not so voLuminous as the private correspondence, although a number of

useful. papers do exist. In the private letters, however, there is

frequent nention of business problens, especially in those between

Frederick H. and Arnold Brigden at the time of the establishment of the

Winnipeg business. There are also many ex-enployees of Brigden's still

alive. it has been possible, therefore, from interviews and

correspondence with artists, photo-engravers, managers and others, to

form a picture of the firm's organization and place within the industry

as a whole.

The Brigden material acts as Traves's "window," through which one

can study an important area of business history within the context of

social history. Not only does it provide a biography of Frederick

Brigden and other faniJ.y members, men and women who were "neither

politicians nor statesmen," as Alan Wilson would say,19 but it also

offers an excellent example of the growth of one important company in

the Canadian graphic arts industry from its beginnings in the 1870s to

the advent of modern mass communication in the period following the

Second h¡orld War. Parallel to this, it is also in the unique position

of suggesting an al.ternative approach to the study of Canadian artists.

Within the context of social history, artists can be seen to belong to

the development of Canadian culture in a manner which is different to

that of the usual art historical interpretation.

Canadian art history has followed the traditional pattern of

concentrating on individual artists, on evaluating changes in style, of

making aesthetic judgements and of treating works of art as autonomous



ob3ects.20 It has also joined in the

in terms of the present; "tinged with

Douglas Cole has said.21 Griselda PoI

74

common habit of studying the past

a Whig interpretation," as

lack has gone so far as to suggest

.22 It

put it

wi thi n

form of

beh i nd

that much art history is not history at aLl, but art appreciation

is a history which has "mystified" its subject matter, faiting to

in its historical context or to relate it to the social situation

which it was created.23 Much of the critique of the traditional

art history has emerged from the feminist search for the reasons

the neglect of wonen artists jn art hjstorjog"uphy.24 It is also

possible, however, to criticize the traditional. view from the

perspective of those jnterpreting art within the area of culture and

cuLturai. history. Concepts of "culture" have, as Raymond Williams

points out, repeatedJ.y changed the word's definition. From meaning, at

the beginning of the nineteenth-century, "a general state of

intellectual development," and progressing to "the general state of

intelLectual developnent in society as a whole," it has changed to

meaning "the general body of the arts" or "a whole way of life,

material, intellectuaL and spirituaL. "25 It is the latter

interpretation which is rel.evant to any discussion of "culture" today,

including, as it does, "art" as well as the external social processes

affecting the production of art and artists themselves.

During the period of industrialization, it js possible to see, as

ItIilIiams d.escribes, how intellectual attitudes changed in their

assessment of the place of art in society. From a concern with an

"independent value of art," which retained within it a qualitative

elenent understood by the comnunity, the stress changed to one of "art
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as a value in itself, with at times an open separation of this value

from conmon ]ife." From the time of John Ruskin in the 1g40s and

William Morris in the 1870s and BOs, however, there has been, as

Willians notes, "a deliberate effort towards the reintegration of art

with the common life of society:"26 a process centred around the

concept of "mass communication." The conflicts between perceptions of

art "as a value in itself" (or "art for art's sake") and art as part of

everyday life have stimuLated the contemporary critique of traditional

art history methods. on the one hand, "art" has been approached as part

of an elitist study of "fine" or "high" art acceptable to art

historians, while, on the other, "connercial" art and the development of

"popular" culture have been treated as unacceptable. Art historians

have, therefore, generally neglected the roLe of those artists who were

commercially employed and denigrated work produced during periods of

commercial enployment. Moreover, by concentrating on culture as "the

general body of the arts, " they have ignored the concept of art as part

of a culture which is "a whole way of life." As Alan Gowans argues in

his study of the "traditional functions of art in society," the question

"what is Art?" should not be answered in terms of aesthetics but in

terms of "what it does."27

curtural history is, then, not defined here as the study of "high"

art, but rather as the study of a commercialÌy produced art and its

relevance,. in terms of contributing to "popular," or "mass," culture,

¡cithin its social context. The question of whether "mass" culture is

the same as "popular" culture is, however, a subject of considerable

ongoing debate. For schoLars such as Raphael SamueL, Stuart Hal-1., Peter
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Bailey and, of course, E. P. Thompson, popuJ.ar culture is equated with

working class culture, with rural traditions, fairgrounds and music

halls. But the idea of a "mass" culture surely involves nore than the

working class. if, as Hall suggests, "ordinary peopJe are not

dupes,"28 und such questions as that of cultural manipulation from above

are put aside, then mass culture has to be interpreted as the dominant

culture of any society and inclusive of more than one social level.

Even if provided by a capitalist "elite" which aims to influence and

manipulate a consuning pubJic, the artifacts offered need not be

accepted by the public. David Manning White, in his study of American

mass culture, observes that "in the minds of certain critics of mass

culture the people will invariably choose the mediocre and the

meretriciou=."29 The assumption of a lack of critical assessment on the

part of the "masses" is usually made from above. The whole question of

choice and preference can also mean, as Hall has pointed out, that what

is "popular" at one period or with one group of peopJ.e might be

considered "elite" at another.30 The "high" culture of the elite is

never, in fact, the dominant cultural production; rather, the culture

of the mass public, that of the conmericaJ, or "popul-ar" variety, is far

more widespread and alI-encompassing. And, as Williams points out, a

najority culture is not "necessarily Ìow in taste."31

Essential in the creation of a popular culture were, obviousJ,y, the

invention and acceptance of commercial printing, advertising and visual
g2reproduction."- To date, however, most studies of the new mass

communication which began to rise in the nineteenth-century, have been

concerned with the influence of its content. The enphasis has been on
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its power to persuade and manipulate within the context of class

struggle and niddle class hegemony.33 r{hat has not so often been

explored is the deveJ.opment of the nedia industry itseLf. In view of

the fact that there is an obvious relationship between the time perjod

within which an industry functions and the type of product which it
produces, the history of the media would seem to offer important

insights into nodern cultural experience. As Janet wolff says, "the

social reLations of artistic production, based on Iexisting] techniques

and institutions, also form the conditions of artistic production."34

In the context of a large public aware of a new type of communication,

the graphic arts industry offered an art product which was different

from that of an eLite or intellectual. concept of art as "a value in

itself." Instead, the new "co¡nmercial" art products were understood and

appreciated by a far wider audience and thus presented an opportunity

for the "reintegration of art within the comnon life of society," to use

Williams's phrase.35

Ever since Ruskin and Morris first pointed out the difficulties

that wouLd emerge if art became separated too far from ordinary

concerns, historians and others interested in the problen have been at

pains to find ways of reuniting art and society.36 They have deplored

the implication that the "common run" of people appear to have no

understanding or appreciation of I'art" as such, and equally deplore a

situation ¡rhich promotes an art for an elite only.37 At the same time

they question the fact that an art which has been created for ¡nass

consumption, for advertising, decoration or any other conmercial purpose

is denied the definition of "art." The nere labeLling of such work as
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"applied," "decorative" or "commercia-}" immediatety establishes it as

inferior.33 The fact that it has been commissioned, produced, and paid

for demotes it as "art" in the opinion of those concerned with

"nystifying" art, to use John Berger's phra"".39 It also means that, as

part of "popular" culture, it is excluded from traditional art history.

It is, on the other hand, possible to take the position, as has

Thomas Munro, that all. creativity is classifiabLe as "art". Then it can

be inferred that differences in the styles and forms of art are related

soÌely to purpose and not to aesthetic value. For example,

experimental, avant garde paÍntings understood by a ljmited few, and

mass produced posters enjoyed by many, can both be included within the

concept of "art." This has nothing to do with aesthetic evaluatjon.

There is, as Munro says, no implication that "a product must be actually

beautiful or otherwise meritorious in order to be classed as 'u"1'."40

It is, instead, a product the same as any other and its form is

deternined by the social environment within which it is produced.

It¡ithin that environment there is, of course, as Gowans points out,

"good" work and "bad," depending on the skill of the produ""",41 but to

imply that one branch of artistic production is automatically inferior

to another is a purely elitist assumption. The graphic arts industry

and its historical development provide an excellent vantage point from

which to consider the production of art in the wider connotation. Its

mechanizat.ion and commercialization in the nineteenth-century succeeded

in reaching a public previousJ.y only minimalJ.y aware of visual

comnunication,42 and its "commercial artist" employees, whether aware of

it or not, were of major importance in the establishment of "mass" or
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"popular" culture.

In Canada, the development of a popular culture foll.owed a somewhat

different course to that recorded in English or European accounts. For

much of its history "fine" art and "conmercial" art were essentially the

same thing. Unlike oLder societies with "elite" and traditional rural

cultures, the Canadian variant was created fron scratch. And because

cultural. development ran parallel to the growth of industry itsel.f,

conmercial art was one of its essential components. Not only were

artists part of the commercial world, but they were also the founders of

"Canadian art. "

It is impossible to describe Canadian popular culture in the same

terms of rural tradition and "foLk" culture that is customary in the

English situation. The only sources of traditional expression in Canada

could be those of native culture, or those carried in settlers'

"cultural baggage." Because the art of the former was initiaìly

ignored, concepts of both popular and "high" art have grown out of the

latter. Unfortunately, standard Canadian art histories ignore the

popular form, giving the impression that the search for a "true"

Canadian art as, of course, "fine" art, was the major preoccupation of

Canadian ninetee¡rth and early twentieth century artists. The fact was

that peopLe considering themselves artists, living and working in Canada

in that period, worked either for commercial companies as engravers,

photographers or display artists, or endeavoured to earn a living

teaching others. But the rhetoric of art history is frequently at

variance with the facts. Although not emphasized in the traditional art

histories, the "great" masters of the past were commissioned and
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remunerated by their employers. It was a factor which made no

difference to their status as artists or to the acceptance of their work

as "art." As susan Meyer points out in her study, AmerÍca's Great

rllustrators, there was little difference between the employment of

artists by wealthy patrons in the church or the court in the years

before industrialization, and their employment by publishers in the

nineteenth-century.43 It was only with the impact of industrialization

and conmercialization that the social mores of the time, differentiating
between the status of "gent.lemen" and those in "trade," created a

division between "artists" and "commercial,' artists.
There are, unfortunately, few sociat histories of art. and those

which do exist are more concerned with intellectual analysis of style

than with the social status of artists or with the social factors behind

the work they produce. Arnold Hauser's Social History of .Art has been

crjticized by both E. H. Gombrich and Nikolaus Pevsner for failing to

situate artists within their working milieu.44 And in the canadian

context, Barry Lord's The HistorJ__qÊ Peinting in canada: Towards a

Peoolers Art, is more concerned with the politicai influences working on

the creativity of Canadian artists than with the working lives of the

artists thenselves.45 IrIirliam colgate, in his history of canadian art,
written in 1943, does recognize the important posi.tion occupied by the

commercial engraving houses in the developnent of canadian

painting,46 but.l. Russell Harper, in painting in canada: a history, by

concentrating so strongly on the place of nationalism and the Group of

seven in the history of canadian art, gives onìy passing mention to the

co¡nmercial background of the actuaL members of the G"oup.47 The overall
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inplication in aIl traditional art histories is that there is an

accepted division between commercial and "fine" art. And yet, so nany

artists worked in both areas that to separate any discussion of their

production into the two arenas can only be considered unhistorical. It

may not be possible to agree with Pollack's criticism that traditional

art history is only art appreciation, but it is possible to agree with

Gombrich that artists should be studied within their social and cul.tural

context. A history of the graphic arts industry is, obviously, one

place where this can be done. Artists as workers within an area of

industrial enployment, and art as comnercial production, can then be

recognized as being not only part of the developnent of a popuJ.ar

culture, but also as part of a process which may help in reintegrating

art into "the common life of society."

While the historiographical background for the consideration of

business history and art history within the context of socia-I history is

somewhat sparse, the same cannot be said when it comes to labour

history. Although, as Arthur Marwick points out, all history can be

thought of as "social history," there is, he argues, a sense in which it

can be defined by what it is not. While not echoing George Trevelyn's

attitude that social history is "history with the politics left out,"

Marwick notes that social history is not primarily concerned with the

politics of government, with constitutional. or national hi"to"y.48

Rather the history of society, in the same sense of the term that

Hobsbawm uses. Initially, social history was founded on the history of

the working class and was dedÍcated to rescuing its members from the

"condescension of posterity," as E. P. Thonpson has described it.49 Not
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onLy was it concerned with social conditions and social movements, but

it was also concerned with the history of labour, the history of trade

unionism, socialism and social protest. In fact, its early emphasis was

on reforn and reform movements to an extent that tended to divide

working class, or labour, history from a history of society as a

whole.50 As Thompson and Hobsbawm and others have frequently noted,

however, cLass, working or otherwise, does not denote a "group of people

in isolation," but is, instead, "a system of relationships."51 For

exampJ.e, Leonore Davidoff's study of the English upper-middìe class, The

Best circLes, was not only concerned with the aspiratjons of those

aiming to cLimb the social ladder, but was also able to demonstrate how

the lifestyle and organization of the social. scene ordered and

influenced the lives of those domestic workers on whom the whole edifice
.52rested.

Although a great deaì of social history stjll regards the working

class as its focus, a change in historical perspective has recently

occurred. As Richard Price explains, the history of the working class

is now being written, "not through the prism of the social reformer, but

rather in terms of the working class itself."53 It is an approach which

allows for study into a far wider range of social and cuìtural

relationships than a history related primarily to workjng conditions and

reform movements. The recent debate on English popular culture, for

example, is based on the assumption that working class cu.Iture, whether

influenced by outside ideologies or not, is an autonomous entity.54 It
is also an approach which is able to examine workers in their working

environnent in a nanner other than that of class antagonism. Thus, in
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the context of an industry, or an individual business within an

industry, workers are part of a larger whole. The history of their

contribution to the particular industry, or to the individual firn, is

then viewed more satisfactorily under the heading of socjal history than

that of labour history per se.

To consider Canadian workers in thjs light has not, so far, become

an accepted criterion for Canadian historians. Social history, in

Canada, invariably means labour history as in the earlier definition of

the term. In spite of the fact that two of Canada's leading

practitioners of working class history claim that the "new social

history" will no longer be a labour history consisting of "a category of

political economy, a problem of industriaì relations, a canon of sa:'ntJy

working class leaders, a chronicle of union locals or a chronology of

militant strike actions," thjs is what it most frequently 
"uruin".55

There have only been limited attempts to approach Canadian working class

history from the point of view of the English culturalists, to study the

Canadian working class as part of a larger whole, or to consider

Canadian workers as members of a group not always involved in the

problems of Labour ¡novenents and class struggle.56 If, however, the

history of an industry is to be studied through an examination of al.l

the factors going into its creation, then Ít is obvious that workers, in

the sense of the Labour force, are an essential ingredient. They cannot

be divided off into a separate history. And, for those working in the

graphic arts industry, the nature of the product itself nakes their

contribution to the overall history one of primary importance.

A history of the Canadian graphic arts industry, then, demands a
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combination of naterials from a wide range of historical preoccupations.

In order to integrate these djverse approaches into a single social

history, this dissertation relies upon both chronologicaÌ and thematic

analysis. Starting with the origins of the graphic arts as an art form,

discussion will first of all centre on how the graphic arts were

introduced into a commercial enterprise in England in the 1840s. This

involves reference to the state of the art of wood-engraving, the social

position of engravers, the development of the printing trade and the

popuj.ar press, and the reactions of critics such as Ruskin and Morris to

the commercialjzed situation which they saw developing. The position of

Frederick Brigden wÍthin the existing commercial and industrial mitieu

will also be established.

The following chapter will concern the transference to Canada, in

the 1870s, of the English tradition. This will be done mainly by

following the experiences of Brigden and his colleagues in the

establishment of their firm. It will also examine the situation in

Toronto in terms of urban growth, the mechanization of printing, the

press and advertising. As will be seen, this was the period when

Frederick Brigden, like many other craftsmen of the time, discovered his

entrepreneurial capabilities and became the owner of a business, with

all its acconpanying econonic and socia.l problems. Chapter Four wjll

then concentrate on the industriaLization of the Brigden firm between

the 1880s and the First World War. It will include discussion on the

impact of new technology, the foundation of unions, the economic climate

and the growth of co¡nnercial advertising. The firn, and many others

like it, moved during this period from its traditiona]. association with
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arts and crafts to a new industrialized situation. The talents of its
workers were now divided between the technical skills of

photo-engravers, photographers and printers, and the creative skills of

artists.

still in the same time period, chapter Five will establish the

artistic and social status of the graphic arts firms and those artists

who worked for them. It wili consider the position of artists in

reLation to the art "establishment," and suggest that differences

between commercial and "fine" art were not as great as is generally

believed. Because Brigden's son, Frederick H. Brigden (or Fred Brigden

as he was generally called), holds an important position in Canadian art

history, his experience will be used as the connecting link in this

discussion. Fred Brigden was also the major figure in the estab]ishment

of his famiJ.y's firm in Winnipeg in 1914. In a manner similar to that

of Chapter Three, with its concern to establish Toronto as a milieu for

the reception of a new commercial graphic arts business, chapter six

will describe the situation in Winnipeg in relation to urbanization and

industrialization. It will emphasize the state of development of the

printing trade, unionization, and the position of the engraving firms

already in existence. Also, because the T. Eaton conpany provided the

incentive for the establishment of Brigden's business in the west, this

chapter will discuss the importance of Eaton's and the mail order

catalogue fo¡ winnipeg artists. A study of the fÌinnipeg branch of

Brigden's is not only valuable in the history of the industry as a

whole, but also because of the contribution it makes to an understanding

of the canadian art conmunity of the period. .As in Toronto, the gap
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between comnercial and "fine" art was very smalJ., if it can be said that

it even existed at all.

Chapter Seven will. address the issue of the difficulties which

arise when a firm passes in ownership to a second or third generation.

In the case of Brigden's and other graphic arts firns, the period

between the two world wars was one in which managerial control passed to

non-family members, when new technology once again demanded change, when

union activity became more aggressive, and when artists and "commercial"

artists drew apart. In the 1940s, commercjal artists, redefined as art

directors and graphic designers and working within the new media of mass

communication, succeeded in gaining recognition as professionals in

their own right. Finally, in the drawing together of the historical

components which interacted in the growth of the Canadian graphic arts

industry, there will be a brief discussion of the implications of the

industry's product on the developnent of Canadjan popular culture.

Although the history of the Canadian graphic arts industry will be

traced from its English antecedents and from the advent of mechanjcal

printing and the popular press in Canada in the 1840s and 1850s, the

major concentration of this study will be on the period 1870 to 1950, an

era determined mainJ.y by the Brigden case study. It is hoped to

de¡nonstrate that the growth of the graphic arts industry was an integral

part of Canadian industrial, social and cultural, experience. This

account is not, therefore, a history of industrial relations or class

struggle, nor is it an art history concerned with aesthetic values and

"elitist" ideals. It is, perhaps, in the so far accepted definition of

the field, not even a business history. Rather, by following the
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various threads connecting the worl.ds of business, art and labour, it

attempts to pìace a particular area of social history into its

historical context. It is also hoped that it may provide a history of a

segment of society which, in no small measure, contributed to the

development of Canadian cultural consciousness.
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CHAPTER II: THE ENGLTSH TRADITION

The background to the developnent of the graphjc arts as an

lndustry in Canada is found in the formation and deveLopment of its

early commercialization in England. Late in the nineteenth-century and

in the early years of the twentieth, American influence woul.d be egually

strong, especially in the areas of advertising and commercial

ilLustration, and, certainly, from the 1830s on, America was a major

innovator in the international progress of printing technology. But in

the second half of the nineteenth-century it was the English graphic

arts tradition which spread to both Canada and America. It formed the

stylistic base for the Large number of artists who worked for Canadian

commercial companies and provided the business model for the companies

themselves.

The foundation of the English industry rested on the skjll of

wood-engraving. Initially thought of as an "art, craft,"

wood-engraving, along with many other crafts during the course of the

nineteenth-century, was gradualty absorbed into the mechanized system

created by the industrial revolution. Not only did it become the basis

for a new form of production, but its practitioners, subject to the

introduction of specialized divisions of Labour, became thought of as

commercial empJ.oyees rather than independent artists or craftsmen. This

change did not come about quickly, nor did it take place without

criticism ôn the part of the engravers themselves and those nembers of

the artistic community concerned with the growing division of the arts

into so-calLed "fine" and "applied" categories. 9lhen considered in

context, however, it appears to be inevitable that such a development
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would take place. The growth of the graphic arts industry in Engì.and

ran parallel to the growth of the printing industry and to the

subsequent deveJ.opment of popular mass communication.

By mid-century the relaxation of government taxes on newspapers,

paper and advertising, along with technological progress and a new

literacy among the general public, had created a new cultural milieu.

There was a demand for literature of a]l. kinds and at a]l levels of

society, a situation which produced an unprecedented boon in newspapers,

popular magazines, books and journaJ.s, many of which incorporated visual

material into their texts. The resulting popularity of pictorial news;

the interest in illustrated journals of science and nature; the

acceptance of the illustrated novel; and the developnent of new

advertising techniques, created a need for large numbers of artists and

engravers to provide illustrations at the same tine as technological

progress in printing machinery aJ.lowed their iLlustrations to be

mass-produced. In the second half of the century, as Michael Twyman has

noted, "the craft of wood-engraving developed into a veritabLe

industry."l And in the process of its alteration fron a craft to an

industry, it reflected, on the one hand, a new appreciation for visual

connunication on the part of the general public, and on the other a

burgeoning respect on the part of business entrepreneurs for its value

in the world of conmerce.

By definition, the term "graphic arts" refers to the depiction of

form by drawing, etching, or any other means of producing lines on a

receptive mediun.2 It has, however, more comnonly cone to mean the
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transference of an image fron one medium to another, usually from metal,

wood or stone to paper, in order to produce printed reproduction of the

original image. In the case of engraving, a design is drawn on a wood

block or a netal plate. It is incised, jnked and transferred to paper

through pressure. The incision is carried out by one of two methods --
reLief or intaglio. The relief nethod involves removing those areas of

the block which will leave the design in rel.ief -- a process whÍch can

be in the form of metal-cutting, wood-cutting or wood-engraving.

Intaglio, on the other hand, is a more compìicated €em-of procedure

whereby the rines, or spaces of the drawn design are incised by the

engraver's graver, or burin. The ink is then rubbed over and removed,

leaving the ink in the incisions to be printed.3 At the beginning of

the nineteenth-century, when commercial prints of landscapes and

portraits were the nost popuJ.ar itens, most engraving was of the

intaglio type, on copper or steel. plates. Turner, for example, used

steel plates for his books on English and French topography.4 Processes

such as mezzotint, stipple, and aquatint created effects on the metaL

plate which would reproduce in the prÍnt as variations in line and

texture;5 aquatint remained for nany years the nost popuJar process for

reproducing water-colour paintings. only the fact that the intaglio

printing method precluded the representation of inage and text on the

same page prevented it from becoming the major process for iLl.ustrated

books and magazines in the second half of the century.6

Reproduction of works of art was not new. It was a process as old

as printing itself. woodcuts had been used to produce the first
illustrated book in 1471 and fron then until the nineteenth-century,
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illustrations nere made for books or issued separately, mostl.y in bl.ack

and white, or coloured by hand.7 With the popularity of English

landscape painting at the beginning of the century, and nith the

inprovements in printing and publishing techniques, many leading artJsts

became invoLved Ín publishing their works in book form or as individual

prints.S constable, Turner, John Sell cotman and Davjd cox were anong

those whose landscapes were engraved and published. There was no loss

of status inplied in the reproduction of their work. Unlike William

Morris Later in the century, Turner had no contempt for new machinery

nor for the engraving process itself. Although he frequently djd his

own engraving, he also employed professional engravers to copy his work,

many of whom were artists in their own right. In fact, william

Bartlett, famous in the 1840s for his Canadian Scenery Illustrated, had

his work prepared by engravers who had worked with Turner.9

Turner was a transitionaÌ figure between the older traditions of

art and the new era of mass production. He had a healthy respect for

the commercial aspects of his profession and $¡as one of the few major

artists to accept the arrival of the machine age.10 But there were many

artists who did not have the advantage of rurner's fame and fortune.

These were artists who made their Living in more linited circumstances;

they were not elected to the RoyaJ. Academy but, at the same time, they

were expected to provide a wide variety of artistic services at a high

level of competence. Their experÍence clearly demonstrated that for a

considerabJ.e period of time "the line between fine and applied arts

could not readily be drawn."11 Trevor Fawcett, in his study of English

provincial artists during the first thirty years of the century, notes
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the overlapping of skiJ.ls practiced by these artists. Advertising

themselves as drawing masters, miniaturists, portrait palnters,

sculptors, engravers and lithographers, theatre scene painters, sign

painters and house painters, nost of them conbined their specialities.

For example, a sculptor might decorate chimney pieces, a house painter

might provide a decorated ceiling, and combinations such as "Teacher of

painting in imitation of marbl.e

Engraver and drawing master"

Teacher of fruit and flower painting

were common.12 John coppin, a member

of the NorwÍch Society of Artists, was officialÌy Ín business as a

"house painter-giLder-glazier-plumber, " 13 and Thomas Bewick's master,

Thomas Beilby, was not only an engraver and copper-plate printer, but

also a decorator of "brass clock faces, door plates, coffin pÌates,

bookbinders' letters and stamps, steel silver and gold seaLs, mourning

rings, "tc."14 Artists' skills and teaching abilitjes h¡ere much in

demand: drawing and painting were considered proper accomplishments for

any well bred young woman,15 int""ior decoration was populu",16 and the

need for engravers grew parallel wÍth the demand for illustrated books

and prints.17 But the social status of these artists was ambiguous and,

as a result, this imprecision played its part in the gradual separation

of the arts. It foreshadowed a situation where, unfortunately, the line

between the practice of "fine" and "applied" art would more "readily be

drawn, " as Fawcett describes it.

David Bland, in his history of book illustration, has remarked on

the ease with which Turner "at the height of his fame" al.so produced

"designs for almanacks and keepsakes. "18 But Turner was a genius whose

talent was recognized early in his career and who, in spite of the fact
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at the age of twenty-seven. For the majority of working artists,

however, the status of gentleman was unobtainable. The RoyaÌ Academy,

founded in 1769, had as one of its ains the improvement of artists'

socÍal position, but, as Fawcett points out, the advantages were only

feJ.t by the acadenicians themselves. Those left out of the linited

membership felt that "the word painter does not generalJ.y carry with it

an idea equal to what we have of other professionr."l9 It was a

situation which Led to considerable frustration on the part of

engravers, who were excluded from the A,cadeny altogether. There had

been protest from the beginning against the Academy's promotion of

artists as members of a speciaì gl'oup of imaginative, creative people,

and engravers who were thought of as "servile copier"."20 In 1z?S, for

instance, the engraver Robert Strange had published Inquiry into the

Rise and EstabLishment of the Royal Academy of Arts as a protest. And

seventy years later, in 1845, John Pye, Turner's close friend and

considered by him to be one of the best engravers of his time,21 wrote a

similar protest in Patronage of British Art: An Historical Sketch.22

Thomas Bewick, whose genius as both painter and engraver was recognized

in his own tine, was never made a member, and W. J. Linton, Bewick's

most famous disciple, was "excluded forever from the RoyaL Academy."23

Those artists whose work was bought and conmissioned by the general

pubJ.ic, whose engravings were admired in the prints and illustrated

books, and whose ta.lents were sought for the teaching of drawing and

painting, were gradually excluded from acceptance by those who

considered artists as "special people." It was the beginning of what
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Josephine Gear calls "the myth of the artist."24 And it was also the

beginning of a process which divided the single family of "artists,"
people who traditionally worked in a number of different areas, into two

groups, those who practiced "fine" arts, usua1J.y painters, and the rest.

Raymond Williams discusses this transition in Culture and Society: "in

this same period in which the narket and the idea of specialist

production received increasing emphasis there grew up, also, a system of

thinkÍng about the arts of which the most important el.ements are, first,

an emphasis on the special nature of art activity as a means to

'imaginative truth', and second, an emphasis on the artist as a special

kind of person At a time when the artjst is being described as just

one more producer of a conmodity for the market, he is describing

himself as a speciatly endowed person It is doubtful, however,

whether the majority of artists thought of themselves as "specially

endowed persons." As Fawcett has docunented, if an artist was to live

he had "to create a product or offer a service temptÍng enough to

attract patronage." As early as 1817, James stark, in an address to the

Norwich Society of Artists, had warned against thinking that art could

"subsist on the generosity of the pubJ.ic." Those wishing to work in

such a profession had to provide what was demanded by the society within

which they tived.26 Only the few could, therefore, consider themselves

as other than producers "of a commodity for the market." The glamour of

Royal or government patronage, the status of membership of the RoyaJ

Academy or recognition by foreign Salons, were rewards denied to the

majority of practicing artists. But it is out of the ranks of these

artists that the il.lustrators and engravers of the second half of the

nineteenth-century energed .
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The prime requisite for the publishers of the illustrated magazines

and newspapers which, beginning in the 1840s, were rapidly increasing in

popularity, was a process which could produce clear illustrations in the

minimum amount of tine. It was also essential that it would permit the

printing of illustration and text on the same page. IntagÌio engraving

was unsuitabLe for this purpose, and lithography (the process of

printing from a design made on stone with the incompatible combination

of oil and water), although suitable, was never popular in England for

use with text.27 "Lurid woodcuts" were used for the earliest

iLlustrated penny story nagazines and for such newspapers as The Penny

It¡eekly Dispatch and Bell's Penny Dispatch. But, in the early 1840s,

Herbert Ingram, newsagent and ex-printer, noticed that there was an

increase in sales when papers and nagazines included illustrations. He

subsequently, in 1842, founded The Illustrated London News, using

wood-engravings to acconpany the printing of news and conte¡nporary

events.28 From then until nearìy the end of the century, until it was

overtaken by photographic techniques, wood-engraving remained the major

process of visual reproduction for publications of all kind. A1l the

major periodicals, The Penny Magazine, The Mirror, Punch, The Saturday

Magazine and The Graphic, used wood-engravings for their illustrations.

As a result, engravers and illustrators were needed on an ever

increasing scale.

Paul Hogarth, in his study of artist-reporters, says that artists

were recruited from aIl branches of the arts to work for the illustrated

press:
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there were water colourists who had worked for
publishers of the travel portfolios, topographical
draughtsmen of nilitary surveys and scientific
expeditions, painters who needed financial security
and il,lustrators who sought an escape from the oosedentary dream world of the Victorian table book.-"

This was undoubtedJ.y true and the artist-illustrator who provided the

pictoriaJ item was an important part of the whole production process.

But it was the wood-engraver who was responsible for producing an image

which, when printed, htas both recognizable and stylistically acceptable.

Although some art historians describe this type of commercial work as

leading to "a general lowering of quality,"30 lrlichael Twynan's assertion

that "hundreds of skilled draughtsmen, some of them hardJ.y known today,

helped to nake the second half of the nineteenth-century one of the

finest periods in English ill,ustration,"3l seens a much nore valid

conclusion.

Wood-engraving, in the nanner it was used by the nineteenth-century

popular press, owed its foundation to two sources: first, to the style

of engraving created by Thomas Bewick, and second, to the mechanization

of printing. Bewick perfected a new method of incising wood blocks for

printing, and the steam press, invented during his lifetine, allowed his

impressions, and those of his pupils, to be spread "throughout the

civilized world."32 Thonas Bewick was born in Newcastle in 1753 and

apprenticed to the engraver Ralph Beilby at the age of fourteen. His

natural skills were such that by 7776, at the end of his apprenticeship,

he was awarded a "premium," or prize, from the Society of the

Encouragenent of the Arts, and ín 7777 joined BeiJ.by as his partner.

Because Beilbyrs aptitude and inclination were primarily for metal

intaglio engraving, Bewick found hÍmself taking over nost of the
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conmissions which necessitated using *ood.33 What resuLted was a

different forn of engraving: one which allowed detail and shading to be

expressed in wood with a delicacy and clarity not seen before.

Traditionally, engravers had used wood blocks cut on the grain, and had

made their relief images by renoving the wood between the lines of the

previously drawn design. It was a technÍque known as "bLack line" and

had been used by artists such as Dürer and Holbein, as well as the

iLlustrators of the early printed books and many less accomplished

artists. Bewick reversed the whole process by engraving across the end

graÍn of the wood and by thinking of the block as black on which white

lines would create the image.34 He drew or painted his pictures on a

hardwood, boxwood, and then, with tools simiLar to the ones he used for

fine metal engraving, he incised the lines, creating in the process

effects which were, in Iain Bain's words, "capable of the most exquisite

touches of light and shade."35 He had, in fact, created a new form of

artistic expression.

Bewick hras a countryman and nature lover, his most famous

illustrated books being of birds and animals. He engraved and published

A General. Hjstory of Quadrupeds in 1789, and in 1797 published the first

edition of A History of British Birds. These works, and numerous

others, which went into many editions, ensured his fame in his lifetime

and led to the extension of his reputation and his method of engraving

outside England. John James Audubon, the American artist and

ornithologist, who visited Bewick in 1827, the year before Bewick,s

death, described him as "the first engraver on wood that England has

produced." There was no one, he felt, who could equal him.36 It s¡as a
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tribute to Bewick's art, given from one artist to another. In the

context of commercial wood-engraving, however, Bewick's contribution was

equally important. In the speeded-up conditions of the 1840s, although

the majority of engravers no longer created their own designs, the white

line technique was one which was easily adapted to the demands from the

illustrated press for reproductions. Inevitably, as BIand points out,

the freshness of Bewick's art could not be maintained,3T but through his

pupils and their apprentices a tradition developed which produced

artists and engravers of the highest order.

It was the industrialization of printing, however, which provided

the break-through in the conmercial reproduction of inages. Bewick had

used the traditional. wooden press, customarily used for printÍng type.

Ink was appLied by a leather ball previously dabbed on an inked surface

and then applied to the type and wood blocks. The type and blocks, with

their engraved surfaces, were Iocked together, covered with paper and

slid under the flat platen of the press. The platen, with its attached

tympan was then lowered by a lever that turned a wooden screw. The ink

was pressed onto the paper and the print *as made.38 It was not a

satisfactory system for the reproduction of fine wood-engravings.

Bewick was not a printer himself but he was aware of printing techniques

and adapted his engraving methods to overcome so¡ne of the difficulties.

For example, by lowering areas of his cuts he cou.ld allow for Ìighter

printing w.here desired and by lowering the edges of the block he coul,d

prevent over-Ioading of ink at the sides of the print.39 But the whole

process was time consuming and inefficient, taking three nen an hour to

produce sixty copies.40 It was not the sort of operation that would
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lend itself to mass production.

change was signalled for the engravers in ]_gz7. In that year the

bed and p.laten press was invented by the American printer, Danie1

Treadwell. Although at first worked by a hand lever, the bed and pJaten

press offered greater control over the pressure exerted on the print.

Bewick found that it solved nost of his earlier problens, enabling him,

by 1826, to reproduce many of his earlier blocks.41 Made of iron, with

noveable beds and inking rollers, the bed and platen press was easily

adapted to steam, becoming one of the most useful and popular presses

even after the more productive cylindricaL steam presses were invented.

By the ti¡ne of Bewick's death in 1822, the revol.ution in the

reproduction of images which he had helped to initiate had become part

of the overall revolution in the process of printing itself. In 1811,

the German inventor, Freidrich König, was the first to adapt steam to

the printing press. By 1814, with the introduction of cylinders, his

nachines had become, in the words of a contemporary, "the greatest

improvement connected with printing since the discovery of the art

itself."42 Steam driven machines were not accepted easily, however.

The transformation of a traditional craft into an industry was not taken

lightly by its skilled craftsmen. Machines were not infrequently

wrecked by hand pressmen when efforts were made to introduce them into

printing workshops. In fact, the installation of König's press at The

Tines in 1814 had to be carried out in secret.43 Progress was,

therefore, conparatively slow. By 1820 there were only eight steam

presses in London and even by 1851 there were only one hundred and

thirty members of the Printing Machine Managers Trade Society.44 The
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transformation of the printing trade was, however, inevitable. The

Times, for example, with the installation of the new press, was able to

print one thousand sheets of newsprint in an hour instead of the two

hundred and fifty produced by the hand press. This lowered the cost of

printing and permitted the subsequent publication of larger and cheaper

editions. By 1828, The Times introduced an even more efficient press r

the "AppJ.egath:" built by Augustus Applegath and Edward cowper, it had

four cylinders and could produce up to four thousand sheets per ho.r".45

Throughout the century new machines were manufactured at the

request of printing and pubrishing firms,46 with newspaper rnanagers

designing machines to suit their own particular needs. rn 1gss, for

instance, Joseph Parsons, the printing manager of The Graphic had a

machine built to his own specifications4T.nd in 1823, after the

development of the rotary press nachine (which could produce up to

24,000 pages an hour by the end of the century), the printing company of

Bradbury and Agnew had a machine speciarly made for The weekly Budget.

And in 1876, most importantly for the developnent of the graphic arts

industry, W. J. Ingram, publisher of The Illustrated London News,

designed a conplicated rotary nachine (subsequently named after him)

which would adapt the curve of the printing cylinders to accommodate

engraved plates. It enabled him to make the reproduction of engravings

the most important asset of his publication.48

Other. technicaÌ inventÍons also added to the increased productivity

of the press. The nechanical manufacture of paper, invented in France

and established in England in 1803 put up the output of paper from sixty

to one hundred pounds daily from the hand nills, to one thousand pounds
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daily from machines. This meant that by 1843 the cost of paper had been

halved.49 The incorporation of wood pulp into the nanufacture of paper

al.so Led to the production of cheaper newsprint and cheaper paper for

the book trade. Inventions for the autonatic casting of type, for

bookbinding and for composing were al,l developed during the course of

the nineteenth-century, their principles remaining much the same until

the use of electricity and photography transl.ated printing into modern

tur*r.50 Alterations and improvements were made, ideas copied and

patents taken out. And it was not only the introduction of large

machines which transformed the printing trade. The power driven

"jobbing platen" for example, descendent of Treadwell's bed and pJ.aten

press, became indispensable for all the small jobs necessitated by the

expansion in trade and industry. It was used in a multitude of firns,

large and smal.l, for such itens as business cards, letterheads,

advertising material and stationary and would remain a fixture in all
. 51prrnt snops

By the end of the century, improvements in the rotary press had

succeeded in revolutionizing printing. The whole structure of the

printing trade was altered. Changes had started to take place as a

result of the first steam cylinder press, but it had still been possible

for the preparatory processes to be performed by the skilled printer.

TraditionalÌy, printers thought of their trade as an art or "mystery."

With the rotary press the whole operation was nade autonatic, thus

naking the idea of the printer as artist or craftsman obsol.ete. The

ancient trade, or art or craft, of printing had becone an industry and

the men who worked in it had beco¡ne participants in a new type of social
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52organrzatron.

The industrialization of printing was, obviously, one of the major

factors in the growth of the popular press in the nineteenth-century.

Another was the increased quantity of illustrated material used by

publishers of newspapers and popular magazines. Geoffrey Best says that

"no single cause can be aJleged" to account for the seemjngly unlimjted

market for literature of alL kinds in the nineteenth-century, or for the

"unprecedented explosion of the newspaper pres"."53 certain factors do,

however, seem to have made the period ripe for what Best calls "a real

earthquake." The governnent tax on newspapers, levied in 1g19 to

counteract the publication of radical literature, was lowered from 4d to

ld in 183554 and abolished altogether in 1855. In 1861 the excise tax

on paper was removed but, prior to that, as has already been noted, by

the 1840s the cost of paper production had been cut in half. It was

possible, therefore, by mid-century, to produce books, magazines and

newspapers for all classes of society at a price which all could afford.

And, as Best has pointed out, there was present, in a society beconing

increasingly conscious of the market place, a demand: "The fact is that

by the fifties a large and still enlarging middle-cum-working-class

public was ready to read all the cheap ]iterature it could get."55 The

growth of general Literacy undoubtedJ.y played a role in this demand.

unsatisfactory as the educational system for the working classes may

have been,. by the 1830s the majority of English people were literate.

And as the century progressed, with its conpulsory education for

children, its adult education programmes and its working nens'

institutes, so the number of readers increased.56
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For the upper classes the availability of literature had never been

a probren. Now, for the first tine, it was possible for the working and

niddle classes to obtain reading naterial at a price they al.so could

afford. cheap editions of novels, books of science, famous works of

literature were, by 1849, avail.able to all. They were pub],ished as

"standard works" at 7d, 8d or 9d. The novels of Dickens and Trollope

were published in installments at r/- a month; the works of Matthew

Arnold, Thomas Hughes, Wilkie ColLins and Mrs. Gaskeìl appeared in cheap

monthly serial magazines, and weekly and monthly journaLs and

periodicals were published for all tastes. From the intellectual

journals Fortnightly and Contemporary to the "fanily papers" and

religious magazines, or to the "racy" Lloyds and Reynold's t{eekly press,

aII sections of society were catered for. During the year 1864 it has

been calculated that the total circulatjon of non-daiIy London published

periodicals was 2,203,000 of the popular variety, 2,4O4,000 of more

serious matter, including religious and educational tracts, and

2,4go,oo0 monthly edition".57 The same demand and response extended to

daily newspapers: The Times, The Daily News, The Dailv TeleEraph, The

Morning Chronicle and an increasing number of provincial and suburban

papers supported Best's claim that "It]he mid-victorian's appetite for

newspapers was, like his appetite for other inexpensive periodicals and

cheap books, insatiable.53

Within this extraordinary development of the popular press,

illustration played an important role. For example, The penny Magazine

and The saturday Magazine, educational and religious weekly magazines

with J.arge circulations, were, by 1832, using il, l.ustrative material to
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pronote their message of self inprovement. It was, however, the

establishment of the satirical magazine Punch in 1841, and The

Ill.ustrated London News in 1842, which generated a new popuÌar n¡arket

for political cartoons, ilìustrated reports of news and speciaJ events

and portrait images of famous people. while such magazines as the

Pictorial Times, The Illustrated Times, Fun and Judy also used

illustrations,S9 n"*"pupers did not begjn to print illustratjons on a

regular basis until near the end of the century. In 18g0, The Daily

Graphic began to use wood-engravjngs at the same time as jt introduced

the new processes of photo-engraving and half-tone,60 und by 1904 The

Daily Mirror was using half-tone blocks made from photographs. In a few

years it had a photo-engraving department capable of producing results

in half an hour. Other papers and periodicats followed suit, so that by

the beginning of the twentieth century, illustrators and engravers, Iike

the printers, found themselves within a new industrial situation.

The Illustrated London News is generally considered to have been

the motivating force in the establishment of the graphic arts as an

industry, Certainly its founder, Herbert Ingram, could qualify as a new

type of entrepreneur prepared to recognize the changes about to take

place in an industrialÍzed society. A printer by trade, he had made his

fortune by selling a laxative, "Parr's Life PiLls." This piece of

commercial enterprise enabled him to move to London and establish

hinself as. tlre pubLisher of the most successful itlustrated journaL of

the time. The engraver W. J. Linton, in his menoirs, said that Ingram

had little literary taLent or appreciation of the arts:

while [he] see¡ned the last man to be the conductor of
an illustrated paper; ... he had a kind of intuitive
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faculty of Judging what
public, a perception of
fai I

would please the ordinary
that which see¡ned never to

He chose good editors, good illustrators and "the best draughtsmen on

wood" available. The paper, in Linton's words, "had the good fortune to

meet a public r.r¡ant and also by its conduct deserved its great

success."61 The tradition of excellence was continued by his son

$JilLiam, already mentioned as the designer of the Ingram Rotary press.

A recognizabl.e nineteenth-century form of business enterprise had thus

emerged: one which would lead to such publishing giants as Alfred

Harnsworth and the "press ]ords" of the twentieth c.ntury62 on the one

hand, and to the smaLler, but no less valuable, engraving firms on the

other.

The format of The Illustrated London News and other simil.ar

publications consisted of itens of news from all parts of the world,

reports of royal and other social events in England, and coverage of any

happening of public interest. "Special artists" were dispatched to

report events at hone or abroad. 63 They covered the Crimean and

Franco-Prussian wars, expeditions and surveys in the colonies, and,

closer to home, trials, exhibitions and new railway lines. All- were

reported on and duly illustrated. Rapid sketches were made on the spot

and engraved as soon as received by the engravers in London. Artists

such as John Gil.bert, Kenny Meadows and William Harvey became expert

draughtsmen and illustrators, providing prepared drawings for the

engravers or engraving them themselves. Such work has, however, been

devalued by later critics. Michael Wolff and CeLina Fox, for example,

in their study of attitudes portrayed in the pictorial nagazines, argue
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that there was a "vagueness and generalization" in the illustrations and

that this was due to engravers' reliance in great part on the "stock

bLock." This type of block was one which was already engraved. It

could be adapted to a variety of requirements and could have its context

changed by the use of alternative caption".64 Undoubtedly busy

engravers did use such devices on occasion,65 but wolff and Fox's

critical attitude towards comnercial engraving is unnecessarily severe.

The criticism seems to stem from artists having claimed that their

drawings were ruined by "ng"uu""".66 Recognition of the difficulties

under which the engravers worked offers a different interpretatÍon.

For the nost part, the engravers who worked for The Illustrated

London News and the other ill.ustrated publications were highly skilled.

They were forced to work at great speed and were dependent on the

co-operation of the artists whose drawings they were given to engrave.

But unless the engraver had clear designs to work from, he was,

obviously, unable to reproduce the artist's intentions. It is this

factor which, for the most part, is overl.ooked by the critics. Given

the circumstances in which they worked, one might marvel that they were

able to produce the quality of work which they did. By 1840, there was,

as David Sander says,

a who.Ie new breed of nen and women who worked ... all
day peering through magnifying glasses at small
blocks of wood and cutting the pictures that
illuminated an entire^century. These were the
comnercial engrave"".6?

Sander's description of the engravers as responsible for "illuminating

an entire century" is nuch more appropriate than the disparaging remarks

of Wolff and Fox. Indeed, until the introduction of photography, the
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engravers provided most of the visual material through which the events

and personalities of the Victorian age have been recorded.

Thomas Bewick, in his memoirs written between the years 7822 and

7827, had already commented on the possibilities of the engraving

process: "The more I have since thought upon the subject, the more I am

confirmed in the opinions I have entertained, that the use of woodcuts

q¡ill know no end . . . "68 what he had not foreseen was that in the

process of becoming the most popular and available art-form of its time,

engraving would cease to be thought of as "art," and would become,

instead, a commercial commodity produced for the market, with the

engraver hinseLf demoted to "a superior artisan." F. B. smith sums up

the position of the engravers in the 1840s:

[they] were well paid for their product, but they
remained mechanicaJ. process craftsmen in a market
situation; the sketches they engraved were rarely
their own and they were rarely the publishers of the
illustrations that resulted; payment for their work
was usually determined by the publÍsher.

Smith also notes that even the master-engraver was not considered a

gentleman as was the artist. Instead, with a fairly inexpensive outlay

for tools and other eguipment, the engraver was assured of a "steady

trade with an expanding market. "69

Among the master engravers, however, there were nany who shouLd

have been given the status of artists, and nany who lajd the foundations

for future graphic arts firms, both in England and the new worLd. such

men as John Orrin Snith', W. J. Linton, Joseph Swain and George and

Edward Dalziel cannot be classified as business entrepreneurs in the

same sense as nen like Herbert and william Ingram, but they did own

their own businesses, employ other engravers and train apprentices. In
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fact, although the work carried out in their workshops was credited to

the skills of the master engravers, a great deal of it was produced by

their "mployees.70 I{ithout them, the vast quantity of work required

could never have been provided. Because of the denand, various methods

were introduced to speed up the work process. specialization not only

took place between illustrators and engravers, but also within their

separate areas. Illustrator-draughtsmen, who drew or painted the

designs on the blocks, specialized among landscapes, catastrophes,

portraits or more prosaic items such as machinery for manufacturers'

catalogues, while the engravers specialized even further. Some

concentrated on faces, some on clothing, while others were limited to

backgrounds or buildings. By the 1850s a technique was also introduced

whereby separate blocks cou]d be bolted together at the back in order to

make larger prints possibÌe. Individual engravers worked on the

separate blocks, thus creating a situation where they were quite

frequently not aware of what the end result mieht b".71

Engraving firms' reputations were made on the speed at which they

worked and the quality of the naterial whjch they produced. Joseph

swain's firm, for instance, which engraved the blocks for punch, could

have the main cartoon ready within twenty-four hours of receiving the

drawing,T2 while the Dalzjel brothers were so successfur that their

business eventually extended into printing and publishing. They

engraved Edward Lear's Nonsense Books and the works of the

Pre-Raphaelites, as well as acting as art editors of other publications

and commissioning illustrations for books they were publishing

thenselves.?3 But they also undertook nore general work, such as the
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illustrations for the coalbrookdaLe Foundry catalogue. pictorial

advertising was, in fact, becoming increasingly important to the

engraving trade and to nineteenth-century business as a ¡r¡hole. By the

1860s, engraving firns were themselves advertising in The printers

Register. Such pronotions as "Wood Engraving in alt its Branches, with

superior Finish, Economy and Dispatch" and "specimens, with terms and

References, sent on application," were common. The advertisements were

sometimes accompanied by sample engravings which, as Kenneth Lindìey, jn

his study of wood block engravers has noted, were "a very good

indication of the standard offered. "74

The best known artist-engraver, and the one who probabJy had most

influence on the development of illustration in the future, especialJ.y

in its transfer into the canadian context, was IlÙ. J. Linton. His firm,

Smith and Linton (first a partnership with John Orrin Smith and later

with Harvey Orrin Smith), was not a financial success like that of the

Dalziel brothers, mainly due to Linton's Literary and political

activities. But it was held in high regard by leading artists and

pubJ.ishers of the time. For many years it supplied The Illustrated

London News with its illustrations, working from the drawings of

Gilbert, Meadows, Harvey and others. It provided "copies of pictures by

the old masters, and paintings in the annuaL exhibitions of the Royal

Academy .." as well as engravings for Bell's Life of London of the

winners of the Ascot and Epson rac"-neets.75 And among those who workecl

for Linton were WaÌter Crane, Iater to become famous for his coloured

book illustrations, and Frederick Brigden, the man who woul.d extend

Linton's ideas and techniques into Canada.
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Linton's lmportance rests in his continuation of the techniques of

Thonas Bewick and in his resistance to the separation of the arts,

Poet, editor and ardent radical, 9IiLliam Linton was born in London in

7812. His father, a builder and architect, recognizing a talent in hjs

son, provided him with drawing Lessons. In 1g2g the young Linton was

apprenticed to the wood-engraver George Wilmot Bonner. This placed him,

as F' B. smith says, "in the mainstream of nineteenth-century

engrarring. " Bonner had been a pupil of Robert Branston and a

contemporary of Bewick's. And Branston, although not in the same league

as Bewick, had, nevertheless, adopted Bewick's technÍque of white-ljne

engrarring.T6 In his memoirs, Ljnton records his training, when Bonner,s

pupiJ.s not only prepared their own b-Iocks from the boxwood logs, but

also drew and sketched for their own engravings: "I recollect bejng

sent up the Thames side to sketch the'Red House'at Battersea and

the old wooden bridges between Putney and Fu]ha^."77 Like Bewjck before

him, his training was far more extensive than some accounts of the

commercial engravers would lead one to believe.

Linton was a great admirer of Bewick's style. "My ]ife through,"

he wrote, "I have sought to maintain [it] as the only artistic nethr¡d of

engraving in wood."78 When he joined John Orrin Snith in partnership in

1842, he found himself among artists who had either trained under Bewick

or had been influenced by him. tttilliam Harvey, "Bewick's favourite
t70

pupil, "'" Luke Clennel , Charlton Nesbit and Bewj ck's son, Robert, all
influenced Linton. Like Bewick, they all had skills in drawing and

painting which they practiced as well as their engraving.80 This belief

in engraving as an art requiring skills beyond the actual carving of
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wood was one which Linton inherited fron Bewick and, in turn, passed on

to his pupils. When, in 1884, Austen Dobson wrote Thomas Bewick and his

pupils, he sent a copy to Linton with the dedication, to "Engraver and

Poet, the steadfast apostle of Bewick's white line," written on the

flyleaf .81

Recognizing the pitfalls inherent in the mechanical copying of

others'work, Linton emphasized to his pupits the need for engravers to

be the "collaborator" of the artist. They should not be the "nere

servant" or the "servile copier" in the translation of original work

into print. Like Robert Strange and John Pye, he strongly resented the

excl.usion of engravers from "artist" status. He encouraged his fellow

engravers to thÍnk of themselves as "members in the great Gujld of Art"

instead of "mere mechanics."82 This idealism did little, however, to

improve engravers' social or economic situation. Linton, the political

radical, involved with the Chartist novement, with radical publications,

with l{azzini and other political figures, was not concerned with such

practicalities as trade unions.83 He was a much admired, if sonewhat

renote, figure to his pupils, most of whom did not, of course, benefit

from the financiaL status of a master engraver.

After the death of John Orrin Smith in 1843, Linton's work for The

by the magazine's own

for the iLlustrated

, "by the exceptionalJy

recorded that The

llllqqlrated London News was gradually taken over

Illustrated London News "stopped employing me, one by one drew off my

workmen, and so broke up my business."84 Smith suggests that the loss

engraving department. He had been chief engraver

journal for five years, "much helped," as he said

good work done by my people . . . " But in 1848 he
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of business with the magazine was probably due to Linton's literary and

political interests causing deJ.ays in the delivery of nateriaL. In

spite of this, however, while involved in nurnerous editorial projects,

he apparently continued to work for The Illustrated London News on a

free lance basis. In 1855, he set up in business with Harvey Orrin

Smith, the son of his Late partner, and becane part of the highly

creative illustrative activity of the 1860s.85

The period from 1855 to 1870 is often described as the "great

period" of English illustration. Many leading artists of the tjme

participated in the illustration of novels and books of verse. The

Pre-Rapaelites, Rossetti, Millais and Holman Hunt, as well as Whistier

and Arthur Hughes, alL created designs which they drew directly onto the

engravers' blocks. Forrest Reid, writing in the 1920s about these

artists, described them as part of a transitional movement and said that

illustration was becoming "a dubious mixture of art and something that

is not art. "86 Whether this attitude was reçognized by the artists

themselves at the time is difficult to teÌl. What does begin to become

apparent from this time on is that illustrators, or artists who provided

designs for engravers, were as involved in the changing social situation

as were the engravers.

In the 1850s and 1860s, however, the stigma of "commercjaL" artjst

had not yet affected the position of those who provided illustrations.

Engravers,. on the other hand, were already suffering from criticisms of

their work. The poet William Allingham, for example, whose The Music

Master was il.lustrated by Hughes, Rossetti and Millais and engraved by

the Dalziels, refers in the preface to the "exceLlent painters who on my
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behalf have submitted their genius to the risks of wood 
"ng"uuing. 

"8?

It was not a remark intended to please engravers. David Bland nentions

that the Dalziels had difficulty in engraving the illustrations for

Edward Moxon's publication of rennyson's poems in 18sr. But Linton, a

friend of Moxon's,88 was also ínvolved in this production, one of

considerabìe importance. Using illustrations by Rossetti and MÍllais

and others, it was one of the first books to relate the typography (the

arrangement and printing of type or letters) to the illustrations in

order to create a harmonious design.89 It was, in fact, an early

instance of the drawing together of the various el.ements essential for

the functioning of a successful graphic arts business: illustrators,

engravers, typographers and printers were all involved in the

reproducing of inages complementary to the written word.

Linton was continually busy during this period. He produced such

work as the Pictorial Tour of the Thames, Burns'poems and Songs, an

illustrated shakespeare, and in 1863, one of his nost beautiful works,

an illustrated guide to the Lake District. His album, Thirty Pictures

of Deceased British Artists, published in 1865, incLuded reproductions

of work by constable, Gainsborough, Blake and Turner, most of which he

draughted as weLl as engraved. And yet, it was not enough. In 1866,

dissatisfied with the situatjon in England ("I had little occupation in

England"), he noved to America, where despite freguent visits to

England, he remained for the rest of his life. He received the socjal

status which had been denied him in his own country and was an important

influence on the developing American school of illustration and

engraving.90 But his influence also continued in England, especially as
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it affected the growing divisions within the arts. As ÍlaLter Crane

wrote in 1896, Linton gave to his pupils, "a sense of necessary

relationship between design, material and method of production -- of art

and craft -- which has had its effect in nany wuy"."91

In Linton's workshop during this period were pupÍls who have left
descriptions of the conditions under which engravers worked. Their

records also, quite unwittingty, further demonstrate the dÍvisions which

were becoming accepted within the trade itself. I{alter crane, for

example, in his reminiscences, emphasized the fact that he was

apprenticed to Linton as an artist-draughtsman and not as an

"ng"u,r"".92 Frederick Brigden, on the other hand, apprenticed as an

engraver and, looking back years later, referred to hinself as having

been "a little art workman too self absorbed, and too engrossed in a

life struggle for a foothold, to see much beyond my orrn no"".,'93 And

yet, in 1859 and 1860 respectively, crane, the London artist,s son, and

Brigden, the deaf sadd.Ler's son from sussex, were both accepted as

apprentices by Linton for three years, and both had their indenture fees

waived by Linton in light of their apparent artistic talents.94 In

their memoirs they both commented on Linton's skills and on the kindness

of Orrin Smith who was responsible for the apprentices. Orrin Smith no

longer carved, according to Brigden, because it had "injured his

uyu"."95 But Crane described the manner in which orrin Smith introduced

him to the task of drawing ink sketches on the boxwood b]ocks,96 and

Brigden, in one of his îirst letters home, expressed relief at orrin

Snith's nastery of sign language. This latter accomplishment was almost

a necessity in a trade where nany deaf, and even dumb, youths were
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apprenticed to wood-engraving. 97

crane's account of Linton's workshop can presumably be taken for

what he said it was: "a typical wood-engraver's office of that time."

There was, he said,

a row of engravers at work at a fixed bench covered
with green baize running the whole length of the roon
under the windows with eyeglass stands and rows of
gravers. And for night work, a round table with a
gas lamp in the centre, surrounded with a circle of
large clear glass gJ.obes filled with water to magnify
the ljght and concentrate it on the blocks upon which
the engravers worked, resting them upon small
circuLar leather bags or cushions filled with sand,
upon whích they could easiÌy be held and turned about
by the left ha¡,rl *hiIe being worked upon with the
tool in the right. There were, I think, three or
four windows, and I suppose roon for about a dozen
engravers; the experienced hands, of course, in the
best light, and the prentice hands between then.98

It was an organization which was far from the simplicity of Bewick's

tine, but it remained standard for the rest of the century. It would

also, in the 1880s, be the arrangement adopted by Frederick Brigden in

his Toronto workshop. Crane noted the developnent of specialization

necessitated by the increased speed of delivery required by the

publishers: in a block containing figures and faces, .fo" example, the

head wouLd be cut by the master hand and the "less important'facsimiLe'

work by the apprentices."99 rn spite of this arrangenent, and the fact

that there was also a "tint man," it seems as if the apprenticeship of

an engraver was as extensive as it had traditionally been. Brigden

recorded in his diaries. and notebooks of the time how he was set to

study "tone, Letters, tints, tools, shading for folds, arns, landscapes

faces, water cross lines, land-effect principles," and at the

same time expected to keep up his drawing skiLls to complenent his
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engraving technique.100 A tist of blocks he engraved for Linton also

demonstrated the variety of work undertaken by the workshop: for comic

broadsheets, "History of a cup of tea!," "History of a coal scuttle,',

"History of Tom Noddy," and for more serious requirements, "several

small blocks for 'Ha]f-hour lectures on Art'," a landscape by crome

("Mr. Linton expressed great satisfaction with my landscape"), and a

drawing by John Franklin, "Monk with a Crucifix."101

Crane and Brigden both supplenented their training outside the

workshop. Crane studied animals on a student's ticket at the Zoological

Gardens,102 while Brigden attended Ruskin's lectures on art and drawing

at the London Working Men's College. They both later commented on their

lack of money. An apprentice's saLary was ten shillings a week, but

whereas crane lived wíth his family in London, Brigden lived "in a

little back room, with as nuch cupboard as bed room, in a big house, fit
for a Dickens' mystery ..."103 The separation between illustrators and

engravers seems marked in their recolLections. crane says that he

emerged from Linton's workshop in 1862 as "a fully matured artist wjth

settled aims and a decided style of [my] own."104 Brigden, on the other

hand, continued as an engraver, thinking of himself as an "art-workman"

even when emproyed by The lllustrated London News at the end of his

apprenticeship,l0S In spite of these differences, however, they were

both profound].y affected by Linton's theories on art. f|hile never

attempting. to influence. his pupils politically, Linton had,

nevertheless, imbued in them his belief in the unity of art.106

Linton's ideas on the social position of artists and on the need

for unity in the arts pre-dated those of Arthur Mackmurdo and the Arts
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and Crafts novement, as well as those of WiÌliam Morris. They reflected

the theories of John Ruskin, the "great man" of nineteenth-century art.

Crane and Brigden, like all students of the arts in the second half of

the century, treated Ruskin with awe and respect.107 He was, as Brigden

said, "a sort of Art Missionary, introducing religious sentiment into

art culture." His books, including Modern Painters and The Stones of

Venice, were the first works of art criticism Ín England to analyse the

genius of Turner, to recognize the art of the Pre-Raphaelites and to

support, al.beit unknowingly, the perception theories of the French

Impressionists. His essays on art and poljtics were published in book

form and his Elements of Drawing, published in 1854, was based on the

Iectures he gave at the l{orking Men's colIege.108 But his students were

probably unaware, at least in their youth, of Ruskin's concern for the

state of the arts. He was the first to recognize what was taking place

as a result of the divisions created within a previousJ.y integrated

profession, what Raynond Willians calls, "the differentiation between

the production of one kind of object and another. "109 He devoted much

of his writing and lecturing to pointing out the social consequences of

such a systen. He saw that when the so-cal.Led "fine" arts separated too

far from everyday concerns, from the arts of "utility" and the general

pubJ.ic, "art" would only be practiced and appreciated by a snall group

of connoisseurs, with the result that the separation of artists started

by the Royal Academy in the eighteenth-century would be taken to

extremes.

In his ]ecture, "The Division of the Arts," Ruskin said:

Under the present system, you keep your Academician
occupied only in producing tinted pieces of canvas to
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be shown in franes and smooth pieces of marble to be
placed in niches; while you expect your builder or
constructor to design coloured patterns in stone and
brick, and your chinaware merchant to keep a separate
body of workmen who can paint china but nothing eJ.se.
By thiç^division of labour, you ruin all the arts at- 110once.

He analyzed the impersonalization of the worker which took place in the

industrialized society of nineteenth-century England in its relation to

the production of art. Ruskin deplored the attitude that one who

created beautiful pictures should "be taken away and made a gentleman

and have a studio," with workmen to produce his designs for him. He

said that such a system was founded "upon two mÍstaken suppositions:

the first, that one man's thoughts can

another man's hands; the second, that

when it is governed by intelluct. "111

be, or ought to be, executed by

nanual Labour is a degradation,

There should be no division, in

his view, between those whose imagination created designs and those who

put them into practice. Nor, he felt, should there be a separation

between art and society. In a welL ordered society, ("good" in his

phraseoJ.ogy), only "good" art was possible. Such divisions as "fine"

at',d "appJ.ied" would not then apply. f n "The Nature of Gothic, " he

emphasized that only the "excellence of achievement" was important, not

whether the producer was "artist" or "workman;" "the distinction

between one man and another," he wrote, "be only in experience and skill

. . .,,772

Ruskin, with his disciples Morris and Mackmurdo, took the literaL

meaning of art back to its original definition of "skiLl." In the case

of Morris, this meant a return to the standards of hand workmanship and

the plurality of skills possessed by artists prior to the advent of
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industrial ization. "1 
13 Mackmurdo, on the other hand, while not

accepting mechanical- means of design and production, nevertheless

recognized the need for good design within industry and urged the

development of design as an entity in itself.114 They were both

dedicated to the ideal of the "craftsnan as artist" and, in the

tradition of Ruskin, saw the concept of "art for art's sake," or "art as

a vaLue in itseLf," as leading only to the eventuat decline of all the

arts. Morris, Ín The Art of the People, written in 1829, said, like

Ruskin, that the quality of art produced was dependent on the society

within which it was created. He saw no value in "art for art's sake"

which became "an art cultivated professedly by a few, and for a few, who

would consider it necessary to despise the common herd ..."115

such an art, argued Morris, would eventually become "too del.icate a

thing for even the hands of the initiated to touch . . . " Only the

return of art to the people, "to the pleasure of life to our daily

labour" wouLd be able to reunite art and society. There had gradualJ.y

arisen, then, by the last quarter of the century, through the theories

of Ruskin, through the politicization of art and society as interpreted

by Morris, and through the Arts and Crafts movement founded by

Macknurdo, an intellectual critique of the state of the arts based on

the need, as lrlilliams has described it, for the "reintegration of art

with the common life of society."116

In spite of this, howeve¡., the progression which saw the gradual

decline of the artist-craftsman and the growth of a new industry was not

halted. The position of the wood-engravers by the 1870s was radically

different to that at the beginning of the century. WhiLe Bewick and his
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contemporaries had not been accorded gentleman status, or admission to

the Royal Academy, their names were known and their skills admired.

They were still considered artist-craftsmen, in contrast to the

facsimiJ-e engravers in Linton's studio. With the introductjon of

photo-engraving in the 1880s, the wood-engravers now either retrained to

become part of the new technical process, or worked in a declining

trade.117 The rise of the "art for art's sake" movenent and the

artist-aesthete also reduced the status of the artist-illustrator or

designer. Henry Furst, writing in 1924 of the 1890s, said that "Art was

then, as now, almost entirely in the hands of men whose connection with

theories and literature is closer than their connection with practices

and life."118 Illustrators either becane conpletely dissociated from

the reproductive side of the new industry, or they became, as in the

case of Walter Crane, advocates of the theories of the Arts and Crafts

movement, turning their designÍng skills into new fieLds of colour and

printing. EventuaJly they would become the "commercial" artists of the

twentieth-century. It was a process which was, as Williams points out,

part of the overall change taking place in industrialized society, a¡rd

one which inevÍtably, in its context, l-ed to a form of class

differentiation. 119

Due to the specialization of labour necessjtated by new technology,

to the changes in ownership and management of printing and publishing

firms, and to the acceptance of visual advertjsing,l20 ung"uvers and

illustrators were drawn into a complex system of graphic arts firms,

co¡nnercial art agencies and reproductive technotogi"". 121 The status

those artists working in this area nay have led, as Williams says, to

of

"a
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hardening of specific judgenents into presumption of classes, based now

not only on mixed criteria ... but also on criteria which are

incompatible with the original delimitation by the nature of the

practice,"722 to a situation, that is, where to be a "commercial,, artist

was to be judged not as a bona fide artist, but as something inferior.

At the same time, it has to be remenbered that the new industrialization

of the graphic arts provided empJ,oyment. The publishing industry, as

Susan Meyer says, "emerged as the chief employer of artists. The

publications succeeded both church and court as the great showcase for

artists, and illustration, a creation of the Industrial Revolution,

became a significant avenue for the artist ."123

During the nineteenth-century in England, then, the art of visual

reproduction, along with jts related trade of printing, changed from

being a skill practiced by individual artist-craftsmen to being part of

a new industrialized process. For both wood-engravers and illustrators,

the development of the graphic arts into an industry meant a change in

social status and a change in opportunity. Whjle stjll retaining their

Ruskinian ideals of the unity of art, craft and society, they found

themselves caught up in the external influences of conmercial enterprise

and new technology. On the one hand their social position as artists,

or artist-craftsmen, declined as the result of association with "trade,"

and, on the other, their hopes for advancement in their own field of

expertise were affected. by the introduction of such mechanicaL

inventions as photography and photo-engraving. It is not surprising,

therefore, given the circumstances, that some of them, men Like

Frederick Brigden, for example, should have chosen to enigrate.
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CHAPTER III: TRANSFERENCE OF THE TRADITION

Emigration from Britain to Canada during the third quarter of the

nineteenth-century was comparatively tight. conpared with the mass

exodus during the 1840s as the result of the lrish famine, and the later

burst of migration at the end of the century and prior to the FÍrst

World War, it was a period of moderate, but steady, activity. During

the years 1869 to 1873, however, there was a marked increase in numbers.

The change was sufficiently noticeable to warrant discussion in the

House of commons, but governnent assistance was not recommended.

Rather, a nu¡nber of private agencies offered help to worthy

emigrants.l The reasons for increased enigration at this time seem to

have been reLated to unrealized hopes on the part of artisans and

skilled workers for improvements in their standard of tiving. Geoffrey

Best and s. c. checkland, in their work on mid-victorian Britain, have

pointed out how, in spite of the fact that real wages were rising,

adequate housing and reguJ.ar employment did not automatically follow.

The lives of the skilled members of the working class, or of the working

class as a whole, were not thereby improved.2 There was, says

Checkland, â "continuous trend in betterment, but so sJ.ight, and so

often reversed in bad times, that the statisticians found real

demonstration very difficult. "3

What gave the impression of improved conditions was the

artisan-craftsnan's retention of dignity and respectability within

changing circumstances.4 During the first half of the

nineteenth-century the "labour aristocracy" of skill,ed workers in such

trades as building, nechanical engineering and printing had becone used
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to wages which were relatively high and stable, and to the possibility

of an improved standard of living. There was, as checkland notes, the

belief in "a continuous ladder of opportunity of which atl night avail

themsel.ves." It was the popular belief propounded by sanuel Smiles:

that through "self help," through the use of "initiative and

inteIJ.igence," any individual artisan could eventually become a naster

and own his own business.5 It would have been of considerable anxiety

to the skilled workers, therefore, that from the 1860s on, their numbers

were being overtaken by a rising class of semi-skilled machine operators

which jeopardized their hopes of a better future.6

Certainly, in the case of the engraving trade, this would have been

so. Photo-engraving and photography had been possibilities fron the

1850s on, so that wood-engravers, aware of the likely changes in their

craft, would, by the 1870s, have been concerned about thejr employment

prospects. unlike other trades, they did not involve themselves in

trade union activity as a forn of protection against semi or skilled

labour, but whether this was because of their lÍngering connection with

the world of "art" is difficult to tell. Wiltiam Linton, the most

prominent engraver radical of the time, never considered unionization,

nor, for that matter, seemed aware of the changes threatening the craft

as a whoLe.T But a nan such as Frederick Brigden, with no financial

support to faìl back on, recognized the possible advantages of

enigrating. to the new world and when the opportunity arose, made the

decision to do so. It was, therefore, through craftsmen such as

Brigden, that the English tradition of fine wood-engraving was

transferred to Canada and graphic arts businesses were established which
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wouLd eventually function on a par with those teft behind.

Among the apprentices in Willian Linton's studio at the same time

as WaLter Crane and Frederick Brigden were two deaf brothers, Charl.es

and Henry Beale. As boys, they had been at the Brighton school for the

Deaf with Brigden, but, unlike him, they had come fronr financialÌy

comfortable circumstances. Their father, a physician, belonged to a

weLL connected country family with property Ín Gloucestershire. In

1869, however, they decided to emigrate to canada, taking wjth then

sufficient capital to establish their own engraving business. They do

not seem to have done this immediately, however. Henry Beale is

recorded as having worked in Toronto in 1820 and charles Beale in

London, ontario, in 1871. But also in 18?1, the firm of Beal.e Brothers,

Engravers, was listed in the Toronto Directory at 48 King Street East.8

In December of the same year, the Beal.es wrote to theÍr friend,

Frederick Brigden, suggesting that he join them. rn tBTz he decided to

accept their offer. It is difficult to judge what the motives might

have been behind the Beales'decision to emigrate, unless their deafness

was a source of embarrassment to their family. But in the case of

Frederick Brigden it is possible to assess the notivating factors and to

recognize the validity of his decision.

By the time Brigden received the Beales'invitation, he was an

established engraver working for The Illustrated London News. He was

thirty years old, married and the father of two small sons. He was also

a nan of deep religious beliefs. The eldest son of rhomas Brigden, a

saddler and harness maker in Worthing, he had grown up in the
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non-conformity of Wesleyan Methodism. In 1853 he had, as the resu_Lt of

scarlet fever, become deaf and was enrolled at the School for the Deaf

in Brighton. Here he learned the hand language of the deaf, the

custonary academic subjects of the time, and wood-engraving. He was

sufficiently cifted in engraving for his school principal, tr'itliam

sleight, to recommend hin to Linton as an apprentice.9 He became an

avid reader, making long lists of books to be read in his spare time

between studies. In 1858 he took the pledge of tee-totalism and

throughout his early writings are repeated admonitions to himsetf

concerning his need for more and more religious dedication.l0 In 1g60,

when he went to Linton's studio in London, he was introduced to the

Mission for the Deaf in Deptford, eventuallSr Ss.rring a lay-preacher and

naking the Mission one of the focal points of his life.11 From hjs own

experience he had a profound understanding of the isolation imposed upon

the deaf, but he found, through his religion, a means of circumventing

his disability. He was, in fact, a perfect example of the contenporary

belief in self-help and spiritual improvement. Although he himself took

many years to recognize the fact, he also had all the traditiona1. early

attributes of the nineteenth-century entrepreneur.

During the nineteenth-century, many of the leading men of business

had come from humble beginnings, had strong religi,ous beliefs, were

Largely seLf-educated and had, through their own skills and

determination, founded industries and comnercial enterprises in a

variety of fieLds.12 ItIilriam Lever, for example, Jeaving his father's

grocery shop to work on his own, turned the making of soap into a

financial 
"*pi"";13 

John sainsbury, opening his shop in London in 1869
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with only his wife to heJ.p him, founded a chain of stores which would

number two hundred and fifty by 1956, and the future Lord Northcliffe,

AIfred Harmsworth, who started his working life on the staff of The

Bicvcling News, h¡ere all such r"n.14 It was the same in canada. George

Brown left his father's newspaper, The Banner, ("the organ of the Free

Church of Scotland"), in 1844 to start one of his own, The Clobe.15 It

became Canada's leading popular daily newspaper, making Brown Canada's

first newspaper entreprenuu".l6 Joseph Flavelle started life in humble

circumstances, went to work at thirteen and started his own business at

eighteerr. He followed the nineteenth-century dictum of "hard work,

honesty, sobriety, and daily prayer,"17 and by the end of the century

was a millionaire. Similarly, Timothy Eaton turned his modest dry goods

store into a retail business which, in Canada, becane a household

word.18

Frederick Brigden was not in the same league as men like George

Brown or Timothy Eaton, although he came to know them both. His aims in

life were different. A comfortable home, good books, painting

expeditions with friends, work with the Toronto Mission for the Deaf and

his Church were his satisfactions of later life. Even so, he built up a

successful business, often in the same manner as his more famous

contemporaries. He was always ahrare, as was George Brown, of the need

to incorporate the latest developments in technology, and yet, l_ike

Brown, he was often incapable of understanding the problems of his

enployees or the ambitions of his own family. In 1894, for example, he

tried to persuade his younger son to give up his hopes of beconing an

artist and to settle, instead, for being an "art-workman" as he had
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don".19 He had possibly a cfoser parallel with nen such as John

Northway, the "blue serge Canadian," than with the more flanboyant

entrepreneurs: with men who were, as Alan Wilson says, "neither

politicians nor statesmen." They were men who built solid businesses

and who were honest in their paternalism, even if some of them, like

Brigden, lacked imagination in their later dealings with their

employees.20

The tailor Northway, religious, self-educated and later the owner

of a prosperous retail clothing store chain, emigrated to Canada in

1869. He was one of those artisans who recognized the fact that,

however hard he worked, his chances of advancement would be

negligible.2l Also, during the 1860s, advertisenents and inducements to

emigrate were such that anyone with a desire to improve their situation

would be hard put to ignore then.22 Not least among the inducements was

the fact that the crossing of the Atlantic by steanship had considerably

inproved travelling to Canada and America. Fares which in 1825 had been

as high as Ê20, were, by 1863, only Ê4.15s per head, and for saiJ.ing

ships even cheaper at 82.77.6d per head.23 For men like Northway and

Brigden , theref ore , prepared, as f,rli J,son says , " f or toi I and

challenge,"24 emigration to the New World offered an answer to their

di Iemma ,

When, in December 1871, Brigden received Charles Beale's Ietter, he

hesitated before accepting the chalJ.enge of emigration: "f see no Light

of providence just no¡y that Í¡ay," he wrote in his diary.2s But by the

following year he had decided to accept the Beales' offer, and in

Septenber, with his wife, Frances, their smalJ- son, George, and their
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eight month old baby, Frederick Henry, embarked on the voyage to canada.

It was in a small notebook, written in pencil on the deck at night,

while his family were cramped in the sleeping quarters of the emigrant

ship below, that Frederick Brigden recorded the motives for his

decision, notives related as much to frustration as to finance. "I have

felt the last two years pressing on me harder," he said, "than any

previous years, " He noted that, although he was respected in his trade,

however hard he worked, he couLd never progress beyond a certain point:

"I reckon I ought to make EZ.OO to 82.10 a week at the utmost and that I

have no prospect of ever passing that

is [more] fairLy put at Ê1.8 or Ê0.0 [i.e
the hard work but the hopelessness I want

comment which summed up his situation and

a tine of transition.

the average of my earnings

. nothingl a week. It is not

to escape fr.om."26 It was a

that of nany others caught in

By the niddle of October 7872, Brigden and his famiJ.y were in

Toronto.2T He was one of the large number of "independent and

conservative artisans and mechanics," described by f{ilbur Shepperson in

his study of British emigration to North America.23 These trere also men

who, in checkland's words, shared "a substantial element of skilL and

business enterpris"."29 Brigden would, at this point, have classified

hinself as a craftsman (in fact, for long after his business was

establjshed, he referred to himsetf as an "art-workman"), and would

possibly have inagined that he could achÍeve a, comfortable existence on

the strength of his skills alone. He neither thought of himself as an

artist, as his master, l{. J. Linton, would have engravers think of

themselves, nor as a prospective businessman. His immediate concerns
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would have been with the enormity of his decision, the sadness of

leaving England and the unknown elenents of his new country. George

Kitson clark, in An Expanding society, quotes sir Keith Hancock as

saying that "Men do not emigrate Ín despair, but in hope, " and adds

"that may be so, but at the monent of their departure from their mother

country they do not always go in peace."30

For Frederick and Frances Brigden, with their small sons and their

life savings of Ê100, it could not have been easy. Like the earLÍer

Chartist emigrants of the 1840s, Brigden wrote poems about his feeJings

on the journey. But where the chartist poetry was concerned with

political images,31 thut of Frederick Brigden reflected both his

feelings of insecurity and his religious beliefs: "In vain seeks rest,

the weary gale/ as outcasts of the earth we roam through toiJ and

pain/ with fear and hope in equal strife/ We voyage the eternal shores

to gain,/ through suffering into life."32

It is difficult to know what Brigden's expectations of Canada were.

Certainly what he found was not the fl,ourishing business he had

anticipated.33 Beale Brothers was not part of the overall expansion

taking place in Toronto at the time of his arrival. Toronto, in the

1870s, was in the process of transforning itself from what Peter Goheen

call.s "a place of craftsmen and artisans," to an industrialized

netropoJ,is. This might not have been obvious to a newcomer, but a

continuall.y increasing population and an expanding industrial economy

were changing an old colonial city into "a conmercial and industrial

capital."34 ft was not yet a large city by the standards of London:

Goheen estimates that in 1871 Toronto's population was s6,000 and that
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it contained under five hundred industries. That it would grow to a

population of 208,040 by the end of the century and becone "a great

nanufacturing and industrial centre,"35 wouìd not necessarily have been

apparent to an immigrant engraver hoping to improve his station in life.

But Toronto was, in fact, just the place where energetìc and determined

men n¡ere beginning to make their presence felt.36 It was already a cjty

where trade and commerce rt¡as beginning to flourish.

As a result of railway building ín the 1850s, Toronto was the

terminus for trade from the rest of Ontario and the western United

States.37 The Northern RaiIroad, in conjunction with the Great Lakes

steamer service, connected it rryith the west, the Great Western Railway

with Buffalo and New York, and the Grand Trunk Railway with Montreal.

It was a wholesale distribution centre for most of south-western Ontario

and had, by the 1860s, become the largest wheat exporting city in

Ontario.33 In bankjng and conmerce it had become the major focal point

of the province. The Board of Trade and the Toronto Exchange were

incorporated by the 1850s,39 thu Canadjan Bank of Conmerce, the Bank of

Toronto and other such financial institutions were in existence by the

1860s,40 while such useful trade agencies as an agricultural fair and a

Crystal Palace of Industry had also been founded.4l There was small

scale manufacturing in the form of the Toronto Dry Dock Company, the

Toronto Rolling Mills and a furniture factory, as well as breweries,

distilleries, and firms for the production of such essentials as soap

and candl"".42 And there was a rapidly growing retail trade which

received "considerable impetus, " as D

of Tinothy Eaton in the city in 1869.

C. Masters says, with the arrival

In short, Toronto in the 1870s,43
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although small and unsophisticated by London standards, was an urban

centre of najor importance and one quite capable of supporting a nu¡nber

of printing and engraving establishments.

rt has been suggested by Paul Rutherford, in his history of the

Canadian press, that the emergence of mass communication varies from

country to country, and that Canada's development was djfferent to that

of England or the united states.44 This may be so in terms of the

notives behind, and the messages imparted, by the popular press. But in

other respects, the elements which hastened the rjse of the popuJar

press, and subsequently the engraving and iLlustratÍon trade in EngIand,

were the same as those developing in canada. certainly, Toronto, thr:

centre of urban growth, had all the essential attributes for the

development of a new commercial engraving industry, including a growing

reading public, new technology, cheaper newsprint and expanding retail
businesses whích would need advertising copy. The only differences

affecting engravers such as Frederick Brigden and the Beales were those

of time and space: the difference in size, and therefore of demancl,

between London and Toronto was probabLy expected, but the position of

the engraving trade might have been a surprise. Whereas in London the

engraving "industry" was wel-1. under way by the 18s0s, in Toronto in the

1870s it was only just beginning to get established. Not that there

were no engravers working in Toronto; there were, but the value of

illustration to newspaper owners and department store merchants had not

yet been recognized. Also, where in EngJ.and fine wood-engraving was the

result of an historical process which had taken jt from the art of

Turner and Thomas Bewick to the so-called "mechanical" engraving
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produced for The ILlustrated London News, in Canada it would start from

that point: where engravers and illustrators were "art-workmen" as

Brigden called himself, and not "artists."45

The rise of the popular press in Canada, as in England, was the

resuì t of a combinati on of f actors . The educat j on system , rr¡hi le

inadequate for those at the bottom of the economic and social sca1e, had

nevertheless provided an overall increase in the literacy of the general

pubIic.46 Reading rooms, circulating libraries, nechanics instjtutes

and literary debating societies were all active.47 Newspapers existed

for aIl tastes and became more generally available as rail transport

extended and postal rates declined. There was, in fact, a reading boom

exactly as had taken place in England.4S And the production of material

to satisfy the demand was, again, the result of technology and the

activity of certain men with entrepreneurial skills sufficient to

recognize the growing market, as had Herbert Ingram when estabJ.ishing

The Illustrated London News.

Alan J. Lee, in his study of the origins of the popular press, has

contrasted the growth of the newspaper industry in Britain, France and

the United States. His conclusions are that

Economic conditions favourable to the growth of the
newspaper industry in all three countries appeared at
approximately the same time, and in the same
sequence. Technological advances were transported
rapidly from one to the other; each experienced a
marked growth in population . . .; an expanding market
was being created in aIl three, which in turn created
a. v,ast advertising potential; the pattern of
amaJ.gamation and integration in industry was a common
one and applied equally to newspapers ... the
expansion of cheap communication facilities was a
conmon feature, first with railways and then with the
telegraphs; the price of paper started,lo fall at
about the same time in each country
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These are conclusions which can apply equally to canada, which, in spite

of later developnent, nevertheless had telegraphic connections between

its major eastern cities by the 1840s,50 suffjcjent railway transport

which was increasing throughout the whole second half of the

nineteenth-century, a paper jndustry, which by the 1B?Os was of major

international importanc",5l und in Toronto, as early as 1844, the

cylinder printing press.

During the 1830s, with the exceptjon of type, all the necessary

requirements for printing couLd be obtained in Toronto. Newsprint,

prerriously imported from England, r{as manufactured by the mills of John

Taylor, or those of John Eastwood and coLin skinner, using the water

power of the River Don,52 and hand presses, originally imported from the

united states, were by 1836 manufactured in Toronto.S3 But with the

recognition that there was a J.arger public that could be reached, the

reliance on an entirely Canadian nanufacture r^¡as impractical. George

Brown, for example, the owner of The Globe and the man who would be, in

Rutherford's words, "the outstanding newspaper entrepreneur of his

u"u,"54 inported in 1844, from the United States, the first cylinder

press into canada. It was the Hoe rotary press, newly invented in New

York and capable of producing 12SO copies per hou".55 In 1853 he

imported a new rapid-action rotary press from A. B. Tayìor of New

York,56 in 1860 a double-cylinder press capable of printing 3000 sheets

an hour,57. and in 1868 a new Hoe Lightning "four-feeder" p"""".58

Brown, the true entrepreneur, was always aware of the latest advances in

technology. He had, for example, seen the Taylor press at the New york

Crystal Palace industrial. exhibition.S9 He real ized, moreover, that in
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order for his business to expand, for his newspaper to reach a rarger

public, he needed cheaper newsprint. Traditionally, this was made from

rags, but Brown experimented with a "straw paper" process, and

eventually, John Riordon, at his St. catherine's miLl.s, also on the Don,

became the first paper maker to produce white paper from wood pulp.60

By 1870 the firm of Riordon had become a major pulp and paper company

and canada was well on the way to bejng an important exporter of wood

pulp.61 But alrearly, by the 1850s, with the use of the new presses, the

daily nervspaper had become an accepted fact. As J. M. s. careless,

George Brown's biographer says, Brown "was really ushering in the age of

the big mechanized press in Canada."62

George Brown was not, of course, the only newspaper publisher,

the only businessman to advance the printing trade. From the 1g40s

in Toronto there were music pubtishers, book binders, stationery

nanufacturers and booksellurs.63 Not the least inportant of these

John EIlis who, in 1843, established his engraving business. He

specialized in the printing of maps and pIans, but apparently also

produced lithographs and engravings. His son John was also an

nor

on

was

engraver,64 u= was Joseph Rolph who purchased the business from hinr in

the late 1860s.65 John Ellis, senior, and Joseph Rolph had both trained

and worked in England, the former being a freeman of the Goldsnith's

company, the latter a graduate of the school of Design at somerset

House, London. ELIis came to canada in 1836 and Rolph in 18sz: they

were undoubtedJ.y among the first engravers to work in the city,66 but

others also began to estabLish thenselves, either as independent

engravers or as printers enploying engravers. [{illiam walter copp, for
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example, came to canada in 7842. He apprenticed with the printer Hugh

Scobie and in 1863 joined Willian Cameron Chewitt and Henry James Clark

as a partner in W. C. Chewitt and Company. In 1869 he established the

firm of copp, clark and conpany with Henry clark. Like chewitt and

company it enconpassed a wide variety of functions: both firns

advertised themselves as "Booksel lers; stationers; printers;

lithographers; engravers; bookbinders; publishers; map printers and

publishers."6T But Ít was not until the 1870s that firms specializing

solely in the production of illustrations began to make their

upp"u"un.".68 That this coincided with changes in the retail trade and,

more specifically, with advertising techniques, should not, bearing in

mind the expansion of business in Toronto, seen surprising. During the

1870s, the new department stores of men lÍke Timothy Eaton and Robert

Simpson completely changed older systems of retailing and became part of

the overall growth of Toronto as an urban metropolis.

Advertising in canadian newspapers was already an accepted fact.

But prior to the 1870s it had been almost conpletely devoid of

illustrations. Illith the exception of occasjonal simple woodcuts, it

reLied on the written word for its message.69 It was, as Rutherford has

noted, "cluttered with type." The name of the product, its clains to

merit (especially in the case of patent medicines), and facts about jts

popularity and wide distribution were its prominent features. Little

was done to nake the advertisenents attractive or appealing to a

possible customer. Advertisements stayed the same for weeks on end, and

old traditions of nodesty and "good taste," which deplored the practice

of "puffery" or over-praising, resulted in boredom or indifference on
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the part of the public. Thomas Thompson, for example, in advertising

his clothing store in 1850, said: "As the subscriber is much opposed to

the system of puffery, now so common, tI] would nerely request the

public to call and examine for themse]ve"."70 It was hardly a piece of

eye-catching promotion for his business. H. E. Stephenson and CarLton

McNaught consider that advertising in this era was unimaginative because

its production was not organized on a professional, basis. The

advertising agency, an institution which could give the retailers expert

advice, already existed in England and the united states,71 but would

not become established in Canada until 1889, when Angus McKim opened his

Newspaper Advertising Agency.72 For Stephenson and McNaught, advertising

agencies were the major influences behind the introduction of new ideas

into advertising, but it see¡ns equally valid to suggest that the

emergence of ilLustration and engraving companies at the same time as

new ventures in retailing, was the most obvious instigator of change.

Illustrators and engravers were able to provide men like Tinothy Eaton

and Robert Simpson with the means to revolutionize Canadian advertising.

Tinothy Eaton enigrated to Canada from Ireland in 1834. He

operated a dry goods store in St. Mary's, near Stratford, for twelve

years, and in 1869 moved to Toronto where he opened his department

store. It was basicalJ.y a general store and his first advertise¡nent in

The Globe was of the traditionaL kind: there were no iLlustrations,

only plenty 9f clearly presented type. There was, however, a new

element. In his advertisement Eaton stated "We propose to sell our

goods for cash only - In selling goods we have only one p"ic"."73 It

was a principle started in Anerica by A. T. stewart who, in New york in
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Stewart based

his business policy on honesty and "one price," reçognizing that earl.ier

retailing habits of bargaining and haggling over prices did nothing to

increase business.TS Moreover, American departnent store advertising

changed to a more specific and direct style.76 Both of these poJicies

were adopted by Timothy Eaton. The lack of advertising agencies did not

deter him. According to D. c. Masters "he issued 40,000 handbills a

month and gave exact instructions, to the distributor, as to where they

shoutd go."77 He replaced his advertisements reguJ.arly, often taking up

a whoLe page, and made the whole presentation more informal. and

familiu".78 The ]ist of goods "on sale" were itemized, priced, and

eventually, illustrated. other store owners copied him until the new

style of advertising becane generally accepted. And it was the early

style of illustration for newspaper advertisements which was the

fore-runner of the mail order catalogue, a ¡neans of advertising which

relied almost completely for its success on the clearness and exactness

of its illustrations.

In october 7872, then, when Frederick Brigden and his farnily

arrived in Canada, all the necessary requirements were in existence for

a successfuL engraving business. Toronto was growing rapidJy, it had a

large reading pubLic for a popular press, there we¡e all the latest

technicar machines for the printing trade, and it was on the brink of a

new era in. the retail trade. And yet Bea1e Brothers was not part of

this activity. It had

rather than expanding.

no large contracts and seemed to be declining
79 l{hether it was because Charles and Henry Beale

lacked the entrepreneurial spirit is hard to telt. But for Brigden, the
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slourness of work was extremely frustrating. To come from the prestige

of working for The Illustrated London News, however insecure his

employment, to a situation where slack periods were nore frequent than

not, must have been, at the least, disheartening. It took him untjl the

spring of 1873 to feel at home, and then Ít seems to have been his

creative responses which first allowed him to accept his new tife. In

his diary for April he said,

Going home under the stars, evening sun just set,
I ine of yelÌow, f elt the throb and stir of the Lif e
of the New World for the first time. All had been as
dead before, had not reaìized I was on another
continent with another future before me, the far off
stir of the vas$Ocontinent, an onward Life here
advancing ever. "-

He noted the colours of butterflies and birds, the view fron Henry

Beale's window (which reminded him of worthing), the Lack of "middle

class people," and the c.lothes of the "fower orders." He commented on

Henry BeaLe's wedding which took place in a "private house" and reported

that he had made an engraving of it. And in a letter to his old

teacher, William Sleight, of the Brighton School for the Deaf, he said,

"business, dear Friend, at present Iis] not well situated."81

In June of the same year, Brigden began to comment in his diary on

what was needed to improve the business. He wrote, "something nust be

done to fiIì. up the slack season but hitherto nothing very profitable

has been suggested. " He went on to propose:

1. A monthJ,y paper illustrated, religious and- - phÍlanthropic.

2. Portraits drawn and engraved and laid up in stock
- the principal clergy of Canada, church,
Presbyterian, ïlesleyan, such as Iis] usual in
English magazines. Christian Times, Church
Bells, Wesleyan Magazine, American Tract.
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Draw from photos, quick and cheap.

A ruling rnachine of Ê50 would ClXe a great
superiority in quality of work."o

Itlhen exactly he offered to put his savings into the business is

uncl"u".83 He becane manager of Beales' operation and then, in 1g26,

the name of the firm was changed to the Toronto Engraving company; in

1877 Brigden was listed in the Toronto Directory as joint partner with

Henry Beale.84

There are a number of theories put forward to explain the

successful nineteenth-century man of business. Traditional theories

that emphasize the theme of self-help, early struggles, religious

beliefs, craft apprenticeship and self-education,85 have been challenged

by more recent scho-Larship.86 Jonathan Boswell has pointed out that

sources are frequently biased and that biographies of early founders

have been romanticized. In Boswell's view, the entrepreneur himself was

too often presented as either a "rags to riches hero" or a "ruthless

go-getter."87 In spite of this, however, there seems to be sone

agreenent that it was not purely the maximization of profit which

motivated the nineteenth-century entr"p""n",r"".88 such factors as

improving one's living standards and those of one's family are obvious,

but others, such as frustration with inefficiency, of recognizing

customer needs which were unfulfilled, and of knowing that one could

inprove the situation are also part of what Boswell calls the

"psychology of founders.. "89 According to Ronald Edwards and Harry

Townsend, there is an urge among such men to create something of their

ohrn. They have an abil.ity or flair to recognize what is needed, to

seize opportunity when it is offered and to act on their own
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judgements.90 ALso, Boswel], in his study of smarr firns, has noted how

in the earl.y nineteenth-century in England, most businesses "grew from

founders' activities as artisans, jobbers, or middlenen." He then

points out that "It]here were no established organizations to start from

or copy; whole processes - assembling and organizing men, material and

capital had to be learned from scratch."91 This is a factor which would

seem to apply to the engraving companies of Late nineteenth-century

Toronto egually well. They were starting fron scratch, providing a new

type of service, and needed to make their potential clients aware of

their exi stence.

Paul Rutherford notes the importance of the entrepreneurs to the

development of Toronto, even if their social consciences were often

lacking.92 They were men who "seized the main chance" in recognizing

the opportunities and options available to them and who, like George

Brown and Timothy Eaton, were abl.e to gauge the needs of the time. It
seems that, in a similar manner, Frederick Brigden was able to recognize

what was needed by the businessnen of Toronto in the way of illustrative

naterial and was capable of building up a business through his own

creative talents. Although other engraving conpanies came into

existence at roughly the same time and Later,93 thu Toronto Engraving

company succeeded in attracting the most important clients of the

period. George Brown, John Ross Robertson and william weld wanted

engraving their neh¡spapers and Timothy Eaton and Walter Massey cane

in the 1880s for illustrations for their mail order catalogu"r.94 In

fact, by 1878 John Ross Robertson was running a series of illustrated

biographies of local public figures in The Telegram, just as Brigden had
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inagined when noting down his ideas for improvements five years

95earl ter .

It was, of course, not only Brigden's business acumen which aLlowed

him to establish the Toronto Engraving Company as an important

organization within the energing Canadian graphic arts industry. It was

aLso because of the English tradition of fine, white-line engraving

which he brought with him. Inherited from Thomas Bewick via Willian

Linton, Ít was the type of engraving which had revolutionized the

popular, conmercial press in Engìand and whjch he recognized could do

the sane in Canada. Brigden understood what was needed for the new

advertising and the new popular press and was, through his own artistic

skills, able to provide it. Art and business were, therefore, the first

essential components in the early conmercial production of illustrative

naterial.
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CHAPTER IV: BUSINESS AND LABOUR IN TORONTO, 1gZ0-1914

During the years from the late 18?0s to the beginning of the First

9lorld War, the city of Toronto, along with other najor Canadian cities,
underwent its fornative period of industrial and comnercial growth.

Changes were seen, not only in the establishment of new businesses and

new industries, but also in the developnent of new architecture and new

forms of "social mix". They were also present in the industrializing

process itself: an artisan-craftsnan could become either the owner of

his workplace and assume the rol.e of a "businessman," or, more

frequently, become one of the far larger group of wage-earning

"workers." For the forner this sometimes meant, at least in the

founding years of a business, that he would fulfill the dual capacity of

owner and craftsman. He was an entrepreneur in the sense of having the

insight to recognize the possibilities open to him and the abitity to

organize his business accordingJ.y, and yet, at the same time, he found

it necessary to maintain his craft skills: essentially in order to

supply the product on which his business depended, but also to train

others to take over from him as the business expanded. For the latter,
the "worker," on the other hand, it meant the gradual loss of the

orÍginal skill.s and purposes of his craft. These becane divided into

specialized areas, some conpletely mechanized and others with a .lessened

need for craft knowledge. The ancient craft of printing, for exampìe,

became dlvided into presswork and typesetting, with the pressnen working

in a mechanized environnent nuch earlier than the typesetter.l

Thus, a labour force skilLed in the use of new techniques and new

¡nachines became, along with business enterprise and artistic creativity,
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an essential conponent of the developing Canadian graphic arts industry.

This ultimately led to a division of labour where artists were separated

from engravers, as weLl as workers from management. Moreover, where

commercial artists would find themselves in an ambiguous position in

relation to the growing Canadian consciousness of national artistic

expression, engravers found themselves to be part of the whole

industriaJ.izing and unionizing process of nineteenth-century Canada.

Frederick Brigden and the Toronto Engraving Company were an integraJ

part of this period of transition.

The changes taking pìace in Toronto in the last decades of the

nineteenth-century are described by Peter Goheen as being the

transformation between oJd and new, between past and present: "it js

clear that Toronto in 1860 and 1870 belonged to the past."2 Not only

was it a compact "walking city" of roughly four square niles, it was

also a city where the various elements of social organization were

intermixed. Roughly 50,000 people lived cheek by jowt with commercial

and industrial establishments. The Parlianent buildings, the Anglican

Cathedral and Upper Canada College were located in the same general

area, close to the water front with the factories and warehouses, while

banks, Lawyers'offices and artisans'workshops were alI "a jumble of

confusion."3 One has only to look at the architecture evidence to

understand the social mix prevailing. Houses of the wealthy, built in

fashionable Victorian revival styles, were juxtaposed with cottages or

snaLl terraced shops; and houses of an earlier Georgian simplicity were

similarly flanked by imposing banks or churches.4 Within thjs mix, as
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Goheen has noted, artisans' workshops "occupied many conmercial

lofts. "5 And it was in one of these workshops, over the stationery firm

of Barber and Ellis, on the corner of Jordan and King Streets, that

Henry Beale and Frederick Brigden established their Toronto Engraving

Company in 1878.

Prior to 1878, the partners had not had a settled workplace, and

although Henry Beale was listed in the Toronto Directory of 1870 and the

Toronto Engraving company was listed by 18?6,6 th"i" financial position

seems to have been precarious to say the least. It was such that, at

the beginning of 1873, Frederick Brigden $Ìas Iending Charles Beale money

"to save him from a difficulty." Charles Beale, in spite of this, was

forced to selL land he had purchased, Henry Beal.e became bitter and

unfriendly, and Frederick Brigden felt that "the hopes with which I came

out have been disappointed."T Brigden and his family had to leave the

snalL house they had rented on Beech Street and move in with Henry

Beale, a factor which must have made life even more difficult for aÌl of

them. Work was so slack in 1873 that Brigden's total savings for the

year amounted to only Ê30, which, as he ruefully remarked, was only

"about Ê6 or Ê? more than the usual savÍngs in England. "S The position

Has no better in 1874. Henry Beale wanted to renege on his financial.

arrangements with Brigden due to lack of work. In his diary, Brigden

said, "Henry objects to be responsible for paying me. He has withdrawn

his name from the firm." He then attempted to assess the situation:

"Ought he to sustain any loss on ny account, if so, how ¡nuch. Do I

render adequate service to both to make it imperative on them to keep me

on a fult pay. ShaLL I make any proposal beforehand."9 He worked out a
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June, without pay, a month's

per week. Presumably Henry

was "some bitter taIk, harsh

tenper is now prevailing
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the "slack season" -- a month's holiday in

work at $8 per week and three months at $10

Beale agreed to the proposal, although there

on my side about the situation. A bitter
,,10

It is obvious from his diaries, however, and in spite of his

worries over his work, his family and his religion, that Frederick

Brigden's decisÍons concerning the deployment of his money were always

well thought out. It is necessary, he wrote in 18?3, "to obtain

sufficient to educate and start my children. To lay by enough for our

later years. I think I nust invest in land, build houses. propose to

leave my Ê150 in England . .. Ê,300 in 10 years or building societies

here, or guaranteed stock of railway Ishares] in Great Britain."11

Itlithout doubt, Frederick Brigden appears to have been the most astute of

the three where finances ldere concerned. Unfortunately, the diaries do

not exp].ain how he was able to invest in the business, but it is obvious

from other sources that this is what he did. In 18?6 and 18?7 the three

men were Listed in the Toroi,rto Directory as engravers of the Toronto

Engraving Company, with Charles Beale as manager. In 18?8, with the

nove to 1? Jordan Street, CharJ.es was no longer listed, but Henry Beale

and Frederick Brigden were recorded as joint proprieto"".12 There were

no more reports in the diaries of "bitter talk" between the partners.

Instead, a.huy seem to have returned to their former friendship and to

have settLed down to a period devoted to the establishment of their

business. They remained at the Jordan Street workshop for the next ten

years, untiL, in 1888, Henry Beale retired and returned to England.
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Besides the ¡nore secure financial. situation which seemed to

prevail, the firn's increasing stability was no doubt helped by its

location in the conmercial centre of the city. Even when industry

shifted westward away from the "jumble of confusion," and the

residential areas were gradually displaced north,13 aor*"rcial

enterprises remained and expanded, increasing in the process the amount

of work available. Along King street, from John street to yonge, in the

vicinity of ltleIJ,ington, Bay, Jordan and Melinda, were situated many of

the businesses necessary for the expansion of the engraving trade.

Newspapers such as The G]obe and The Telegram had their premises in the

area, as well as printers, publishers, statjoners and other engraving

corpanies.14 competition must have been keen, but because nany of the

existing firms fuLfilLed a variety of trades, it is possible that

Brigden and Beales' specialization worked to their advantage.

Where, for example, the Toronto Engraving Company advertised itself

as providing "all branches of Wood Engraving" only,15 Copp, Clark and

Co., as al.ready noted, were advertising as "BookseIIers; stationers;

printers; lithographers; engravers; bookbinders; publishers; map

printers and publishers." The Bengough brothers, George, John and

Thomas, were, between them, printers, J.ithographers, cartoonists and

journalists although they advertised themselves as printers and

publishers. Barber and Ellis, the firm that rented its upper floor to

Brigden and Beale, was Iisted in the Toronto Directory as "wholesale and

Manufacturing stationers; paper dealers; engravers; lithographers;

printers; bookbinders,"16 the firm of Rolph, Smith and Co., created

when Joseph Rotph purchased the business of the engraver John Ellis in
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1867 and went into partnership with David Snith in 1873, advertised as

"Engravers; lithographers; e.Lectrotypers; die sinkers; enbossers;

nanufacturing stationers," and the Toronto Lithographing Company,

founded in 1878, advertised as "lithographers, engravers,

electrotyp"r"."17 For some time, firms providing illustrative material

continued to offer a wide variety of media plus the paper, printing and

bookbinding senrices needed to produce thr: fjnjshed product.

Specialization graduaJ.ly became the norm, however; it was only nany

years later, when reproductirre technology advanced ar¡d the major graphic

firms had established thenseLves, that all stages of the process were

once again housed under one roof.

In the 1880s John and Thomas Bengough left Bengough Brothers to

found Grip PrÍnting and Publishjng Company and Roger CunnÍngham openerd

the first photo-engraving business in the city.18 The former became an

engraving house only, in 1893, and would become famous as the work place

of many of Canada's most important artists, while the latter, bought out

by Frederick Brigden in 1889, was a significant exampJ.e of the move

towards the mechancial methods of reproduction which wer-e beginning to

take over the engraving trade. The changes in the trade, as well as the

obvious increase in the use of illustrative material, can be observed in

the pages of the Toronto Directory, In 1884, there were sixteen

engraving firms listed; in 1889, when Frederick Brigden ran a series of

advertisements saying "All, descriptions of wood engraving. First Class

Work. Moderate Prices," there were thirty-one firms listed, some of

whon offered photo-engraving as welJ.. Brigden himself, in the

classified section of the Directory, added photo-engraving and offered
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"Plates by every process for illustrative purpos""."19 By 1g90, the

firm was lÍsted as "wood and photo-engravers," and by 1893 the Directory

was carrying a separate section for photo-engraving firms. Many firns

were listed more than once under different headings, but it is

interesting to note the general specÍalization which occurred:

engravers became separated under the headings "Brass, General,

Half-tone, Metal, Photo, wood." In 1896, an organization called the

Canadian Photo-engraving Bureau described itself as providing "half-tone

cuts fron photos (on copper), zinc-etching for general printing,

wood-engraving, designing and electrotyping," and in 1Bg?, a Toronto

Engraving School advertised its "List of Studies" as including aìJ types

of lettering, "PIain, Ornate and Grotesque styles," for the engraving of

silverware, watch caps, rings and medals. obviously, there was still a

wide diversity of skills required in the engraving industry. But the

school only appears to have Lasted for three years and the canadjan

Photo-engraving Bureau, by 1899, had become the firm of Moore and

Alexander, with large full page advertisements for aIl the new

techniques of photo and half-tone engraving as welL as "commercial

photographing. "2o

During this period, from the late 18?0s to the end of the century,

Frederick Brigden's sole concern was to improve the busÍness, to put it

on a firm financial footing and to provide quality work. Although

seemingly possessing the entrepreneurial skills necessary to organize

the business, he was also aware of the fact that the whole enterprise

depended at first on his and Henry Beale's engraving talents. As early

as 1876 Brigden was providing illustrations for George Brown and The
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Weekly Globe. His fine, white-line engravings of leading cltizens and

politicans, landscapes and historical monuments appeared regularly. In

the 1880s his engravings were to be found in The Toronto Evening

Telegram and The Farmer's Advocate as well as in books such as c.

Blackett Robinson's History of Toronto and County of York, published in

1885 and Toronto: Past and Present, pubJ isherì in tB8¿.21 Ancl yet,

although Brigden was a$iare of the need to incorporate technical advances

into the business as soon as poss j bl e and recogni zetl thr: grow j ng need

for good illustrative materiaL, he seemed to have been strangeì.y

removed, at least as far as one can gather from his writìngs, from what

was going on around him. He does not seem to have understood the wider

economjc situaticln whjch was affecting Toronto trade and commerce, nor

did he seem aware of the fate of nany of his felJ.ow engravers. Lack of

knowledge of the Canadian economic situation would, no doubt, be

confusing to a struggling immigrant engraver, but an awareness of the

depression existing in certain Toronto industries might perhaps have

helped Brigden and Beale in understanding their initial difficuLties, as

an acceptance of the changes taking place among engravers themseLves

might have saved him much distress Later.

The prosperity r.qhÍch had acconpanled the development of industry

and the expansion of the retail trade declined, in 1874, in response to

a world wide depression. Opinions differ as to the severity of the

depression. i_n Canadu,22 but it is quite clear from the records of

business cycles that a poor economic climate prevailed until 18?g.23

Its effects were, however, unevenly distributed within Canadian

industry. This depended, it seems, on the stage of jndustrial
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development reached by individual firms. As Gregory Kea1ey has noted in

his study of Toronto's industrial revolution, many of the industries

affected were not yet sufficiently advanced in their mechanization or

sufficiently aware on their manageria.l side, to cope with the effects of

over-production, competition and a depression.24 Most of Toronto's new

industries, footwear, furniture, and machine-making, for exampJ.e, had

grown from small artisanal workshops. Their founders, like the

furniture makers, Robert Hay and John Jacques, had emigrated in the

early nineteenth-century, had become successful and had expanded their

businesses. By the early 1850s, Jacques and Hay were enploying about a

hundred men and were using a steam engine to power their new nachinery.

They invested heavily in new technoLogy and in the process created a

modern industriaJ, organization dependent on the division of Labour. In

the case of the furniture makers this separated management and

designers, heavy machine work and hand cabinet making, carpenters and

upholster""=.25 It was a developnent which, however, demonstrated the

continuing importance of hand craftsmanship. Most of the emerging

factories were a nixture of hand and nachine techniques. Indeed, only a

hundred and thirteen out of five hundred and sixty factories in 1871

were using steam poú¡er and many crafts, especially those producjng

luxury goods, were still unmechanized.26

This situation suggests the unevenness of growth in the

industrializing process, and also demonstrates the problems inherent in

the new system as craftsmen and artisans were forced to adapt to the new

machines and techniques. For sone industries the inpact of the

depression was considerable. the boot and shoe trade, for exampJ.e,
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never really recovered, whiJ.e many of Toronto's basic metal companies

failed.27 Others, however, including furniture and distilling

companies, recovered in the 1880s, and some, inctuding publishing and

printing, showed continued growth throughout the whole period.28 Salìy

Zerker, in her work on the Toronto typographers, has noted that the

printing industry did not suffer from the depression at all until 1875,

and the effects were not long lasting.29 In spite of the uneven impact

of the depression on canadian industry, however, the fact that Brigden

and Beale started their business at the beginning of the economic

downswing could not have been to their advantage. 0n the other hand,

given that industrial production and business were undergoing a period

of organization and consol.idation, with Toronto gradually assuming its

role as a najor metropolitan centre, they were in a position to benefit

from the changes taking place. Together with the growth of the retail

trade discussed earlier,30 und the rise of such industrjal companjes as

Massey-Harris in farm machinery and Mason and Risch in piano

nanufacturing,3l thu market for advertising in the form of illustrative

naterial would continue to grow.

Unlike George Brown's newspaper business, which had been well in

the van in the introduction of mechanization, the Toronto Engraving

Conpany, at least until the late 1880s, was still part of the otd

artisanal craft system. Although the records are not always reliable,

the Toronto Assessnent Rolls of 1879 record Brigden and Beale as having

two employees for that year and no further employees were listed until

1890. Certainly, compared with the flourishing business of Barber and

Ellis beneath then, they were hardly making their fortunes. When, in
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1884, Barber and EIlis were listed as having total assets of $19,1400

and five employees earning from $400 to $200 yearly each, Frederick

Brigden and Henry Beale were assessed at $600 and $400 respectively.32

It was not until Henry Beale retired in 1888 and Brigden moved to new

premises in 1889 that the business can be said to have become part of

Toronto's industrial and commerciaJ. growth.

In 1889, the new workplace of the Toronto Engraving Conpany hras

located on the corner of Bay and King Streets, where it occupied the

upper floors over Trebles slljrt factory.33 0n the north-east corner was

the neo-classic revival house designed by the architect Joseph Sheard

for the wealthy pharmacist.Iohn Cawthra,34 and further on the west side

of King Street was an office building with shops which, according to

Eric Arthur, "has attracted the attention of visiting architects from

abroad for many y"u""."35 If the photographs in Edward Nicholsons,s

book on the Brigden firm are correct,36 then the exterior of the

building in which Frederick Brigden began to develop his business into a

modern graphic arts house was modest indeed, and perhaps an indication

that architectural change in Toronto had still a long way to go.37 The

interior was, however, another matter. It was functional and highly

ordered, reflecting in its organization Brigden's nanagerial initiative,

his inherited craft traditions and his gradual introduction of new

techniques.

According to the authors of Busingss and Society: Traditions and

Change, entrepreneurs "see the chances open to them and the limitations

placed upon their actions, as being determined by the character of the

societies in which they operate." They are ardare of the influence of
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government, of "inherited culture, the state of technology."33 This is

an interpretation which might not apply to those individuals who,

through immigration, find themselves in a new environment, with linited

understanding of its culture, its politics or its economics. But

presumably, by the time Frederick Brigden started on his own, he had

acquired an understanding of the Canadian way of life. In 1884, his

family now including two Canadian born daughters, he bought a house at

103 Rose Avenue and increased his participation in his religious and

J.iterary interests. His religjous life centred on All Sajnts Angìican

Church and his work with the deaf and dumb,39 th" Iatter extending

beyond any nominal philanthropy. Sometime in the 1870s, at first on his

own and later with J. D. Naismith, he organized and ran the Toronto

Mission for the Deaf, the first of its kÍnd in Canada. He preached

regularly, started Sunday Schools, held social outings and gave Bible

classes during the week in his hore.40 In 1888 he also started the

Saturday Club which met every other Saturday at Rose Avenue.

Originally begun as a literary club for his sons and other young men in

the engraving business, it became an established arts and letters club

which continued to meet after Frederick Brigden's death in 1917, and

included anong its members a number of nen who subsequently became we.ì.I

known in Canadian artistic circles.4l

Possibly the fact that Frederick Brigden's home Life was now

settled and full allowed hÍm the freedom to concentrate on the expansion

of his business. Certainly, his energy and determination would place

hin anong the type of businessmen discussed by Edwards and Townsend in

their study of business leadership. They emphasize that "people in
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business are not just puppets responding to technology and economic

forces." They are, jnstead, people with the "strength and willingness

to work hard," an understanding of the market place, and the enthusiasm

to inspire others.42 It is a view supported by BoswerL in his

investigation of the various ele¡nents which go towards making up a

successful firm. He says that the market and new technoJogy are

important factors but the psychology arrd personality of the

owner-fotlnder are of equal importance in the achievement of .uaa""r.43

He also notes that tile success is due, in no small part, to the

necessity of the owner-manager of a small, emerging firm bejng obJiged,

"indeed, compeJ.J.ed, to view things as a whole, in a synoptic way. "44

This would seem, indeed, to have been Brigden's way of establishÍng his

business. He followed the pattern described by Edwards and Townsend:

that is that most businesses start small with "something similar to what

is already being done, and their prospects depend on an expandjng cìemancl

for their product and on their ability to take some of the custom away

from existing firms."45 He recognized the increasing demand for

illustrative material and was well aware of the need to be ahead

conpetitors. Moreover, he had the synoptic capability descrjbed

Boswell, of combining his artistic skills and his organizational.

abilities to forn the basis of his firm's eventual success.

of

by

his

rn 1884, before noving to the new premises, he had finally acquired

the ruling. machine for which he had nentioned the necessity in his diary

of 1873,46 and in 1886 had taken his son George, aged seventeen, into

the business to ìearn the craft of engraving and to work in the office.

In 1888, his younger son, Fred BrÍgden, was also taken into the firm.47
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But where George's interests would develop on the nanagerial side, Fred

(as he was called to differentiate him from his father) had shown talent

in drawing from an early age and had already attended the Art School on

King street which, in 1912, would becone the Ontario college of Art.48

In 1888, however, he joined his father in the production of drawings and

engravings required by The Farmer's Advocate, The Telegram, and,

eventuaJ. ly, the Eaton nail. order cataJ.ogue.

According to a floor plan of the King Street prenises in 1891, the

studio-workshop was ordered on the lines of the studio where Brigden had

served his apprenticeship, that of William Linton. There was a long

bench under the windows on the King street side of the building for

engravers and apprentices, with a separate area for Frederick Brigden

and hÍs engraving tool.s, and an office for George. On the Bay Street

side was another engraving area and a room for Fred. The ruling machine

was near the centre of the space, handy to alL, whiLe the round table,

described so clearly by Walter Crane in his nenoirs,49 *." still in situ

with its globes of water and centre light. There was a table, plane and

circular saw for the preparation of the boxwood engraving blocks, an

inking slab and a press. There was also a shipping area with a sales

counter and shelves. But besides all these traditional elements, there

was a photography section consisting of a camera roon, a dark room, and

a zinc etchÍng department with a dark room of its own.50 The workplace

was, on a smalI scale, a perfect example of the modernÍzing process

described by Goheen and Kealey. By gradual stages throughout the 1880s

and 1890s, Brigden noved the creation of his product from the past to

the present, not to a compJ.etely nechanized situation, but to the
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mixture of technology and hand craftsmanship which was typical of

Toronto's industry at that period of its development.

In 1889, the Toronto Engraving company bought out the short lived

photo-engraving firm of Ralph Cunningham (it seens only to have existed

for one year), and in 18g0 Brigden sent his son, George, to Dayton,

Ohio, to study the latest techniques of "negative making and the etching

of both line and half-tone plates."5l In 1g93, the fjrm was

sufficiently advanced in Íts use of the new process that its

advertisement in the Toronto Illustrated announced that "The Company

executes every description of Designing and Engraving for Ill,ustrative

and Trade Purposes." It went on to say that a staff of "fron fifteen to

seventeen artists and engravers" were capable of working in

photo-engraving, half-tone and clean tine etching, and in

wood-engraving, the latter skiII having "long been established," They

could work in the fields of portraiture, lanclscape, agricultural or

machine reproductive engraving; the pJ.ant was equipped "with alt the

Latest tools and appìiances;" and its contracts incLuded "many of the

leading journa].s and papers throughout the Dominion." Frederick and

George Brigden were described as "experts in their special ljnes," and

Fred Brigden as "a fine designer one of our most promisÍng and

versatile young artjsts."52 Altogether, it was a large, elaborately

decorated advertisement, intended, no doubt, to show off the skills of

its designer and engraver, Fred Brigden.

what it also demonstrated, however, was Frederick Brigden,s

adoption of a new style of business. He utilized a new forn of

advertising and introduced electricity and photo-engraving into a
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previously all hand-craft trade. wood-engraving, a trade which had

always enphasized personal skills and the production of what Linton

would have considered an art (created, in Linton's opinion, by artists),

would become absorbed into a new nechanized industry. Brigden did not

seem to be concerned with any loss of artistic integrity, however. No

doubt because of his rel.igious background, his trajning and his earlier

acceptance of his I'place" in the English social scale he had al.ways

thought of himself and other engravers as "art workmen." While he stjll

stressed the need for quality and accuracy, it is obvious that he had no

qualms with the acceptance of new inventions. In order to compete with

other firms it ¡ryas necessary to take advantage of new techniques as soon

as they appeared.

During the 1880s, a number of new, or improved, inventjons,

proceeded to transform the printing and engraving trades. Much hand

labour l{as removed from type-settjng by the jntroduction of linotype and

monotype nachines,53 while the efficjency of the rotary press was

improved by the use of curved stereotype plates alJ.owing it to print on

both sides of the paper at once.54 Parallel with these changes, the

invention of photo-engraving introduced the first major change in the

reproduction of illustrative material since Bewick's use of white-line

engraving in the eighteenth-century.

Photo-engraving, as described in a book published by the Brigden

firm in 19.29, was "an interpretative art founded upon photo-mechanical

processes enhanced ¡y siitl and artistry." rn glowing terms it was

pronoted as an art capable of translatÍng "tone val.ues Ínto relief
plinting surfaces, " from which "exact reproductions of the original can
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be printed innumerable time"."55 At the tine of its introduction,

however, "process work," as it was called, was viewed somewhat more

56prosaically."" John Southward, in his Progress in Printing and the

Graphic Arts during the Victorian Era, written in 189?, said that "It]he

introduction of the half-tone block has almost revolutionized modern

methods of printing,"57 and William Gamble, founder and editor of the

English trade journaÌ Process Work and the Printer, Later to become

famous as the Penrose Annual , wrote in the sane year, "We have been

often told that high-class wood-engraving is not dead yet, but we may

well ask, if it is not dead, where is it? Certainly there is little to

be seen in the illustrated papers and monthly Magazinur."58 The

emphasis was on the adoption of new inventions, not on the production of

work with artistic integrity.

The change, of course, was not as quick as enthusiasts such as

Southward and Gamble might lead one to believe. The need for fine

wood*engraving did not immediately disappear. . Indeed, there was a

period when both wood and photo engravjng were used by newspapers and

periodicals. But, eventuaIJ,y, the new process came into general use and

the old was discarded except for special purpose. William M. Ivens, in

his book, How Prints Look, has written "0n the Social Importance of the

Graphic Techniques." He has noted, rather cynically, and

netaphoricaJ.J.y, that,

Having thus lost their general economic justification
and stabil.ization, most of the old technigues became
languages used for their own sweet sakes rather than
for their power and utitity. They left the work and
sweat of Life and took their pJaces at the vicar's
tea tabLe, where their accents and their nannerggwere
of more account than what they thought or said."
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Art, in other words, became separated fron traditionat craft through the

introduction of new technology. The gulf between then was even wider

than John Ruskin and WiLliam Morris had recognized and deplored earlier.

And, although wood-engraving would re-emerge as an art form in the

1930s, and its proponents wouLd later be restored to "artist" status,

the position of those artists or engravers who continued to work in an

industrial, commercial, situation. was not obviously located within the

world of "art" for a considerable period of time.

Photo-engrar¡ing was the natural outcome of the perfecting of

photography as a reproductive medium. Photography itself had steadily

progressed since its invention in France in 1826 by Joseph Niepce. Like

the mechanization of printing, the varjous stages in the development of

photography and photo-engraving were international. Louis-Jacques

Daguerre of France discovered the first means of preserving images on

light sensitive materials; tl¡il"liam Fox Talbot, of England, invented the

caJotype which used the negative-positive principle for the first tine;

Frederick Archer of England and James Cutting of the United States were

both responsible for the introduction of "wet plate" photography which

cut down the length of exposure needed; an English physician, Richard

Maddox, invented the dry plate process, and in 1888, the American

manufacturer, George Eastman, developed a camera which couLd use already

prepared film instead of plates.60 In 18s2, the Englishman Talbot,

whil.e expe.rimenting with his calotypes, had found that he could put a

tone inage onto a printing plate. This was subsequently inproved on by

Firmin Gillot of France and Carl. Angerer of Vienna. But the invention

of the half-tone process itsel.f is generally credited to Frederick Ives
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of PhiladeJ.phia, whose lnventions of 1878 and 1886 perfected the

61original idea."' Max Levy, also of Philadelphia, started manufacturing

half-tone screens for sal.e in 1891, but, as Janes Moran says in his

history of Wjlliam Ganble and the Penrose Annual, "there had to be a

substantial demand for the new blocks and their manufacture had to be

forthcoming on a commercial scale."62 Thus, for many years, there was a

mixture of traditional wood-engraving, engraving of photographs printed

on wood blocks, and the new photo-engraving which was printed on copper

or zinc pÌates.

According to Moran, the term "process work" was used as early as

1839 to describe a print "from a block other than a wood-engraving." It

was, moreover, not a print "from a printing surface produced direct from

the originaL," but was one made "from a copper duplicate made from a

wood-engraving by electrolysis." By 1888, however, the term applied to

"blocks made by nechanical means," although, as Moran points out, the

"mechanical means" stiJl required a series of "skilled operatjons."63

The process itself allowed reproduction of drawings, photographs and

wash paintings to be nade mechanically and accurately without the

intervening interpretation of the wood-engraver. To explain very

roughly, the process was as follows: the negative of an object

photographed for reproduction was placed over a light sensitized metal

plate which, in turn, was exposed to light. This caused the solution on

the pì.ate to wear away the transparent areas of the negative. The dark

areas of the negative were thus protected on the plate while the light

ones rrere etched away in an acid bath. The result was a relief

engraving on a metal plate, ready to be inked and prÍnted as before.
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Line engravings allowed reproduction of black and white drawings, wood

or other engravings and photographs, while half-tone allowed

reproduction of coloured paintings, wash drawings and photographs which

appeared in their various tones from light to dark.64

For line engravings, zinc plates were used; the plate, after

preparation, being mounted on a wooden block to the same level as the

type to accompany it. For half-tones, the process was somewhat more

complicated, involving the use of a screen composed of two pieces of

glass with parallel lines engraved o¡r them cemented together at right

angles to form a grid. The screen was placed in the camera in front of

the filn so that the photographed subject would be registered in dots of

varying intensity depending on their light or dark tonal values. The

process of transferring the image to, in this case, the copper plate,

was then the same as for line engraving. The screens varied jn the

number of lines used, thus allowing for finer or coarser

reproductiorr.65 The printed end result, looked at under a magnifying

glass, appears as a number of small dots in a range of tones from white

through grey to black. But in the pictures printed in newspapers and

magazines in this manner, with various technical improvements until. the

present day, only the black and white gradation of tone can be seen.

This explanation is, of course, only a simplified account of what

IÁras, in fact, a very complicated and time consuming process. It makes

one rryonder why, at the time, it was hailed with such enthusiasm.

Southward, in 1897, saw the nechanical processes in all branches of the

printing trade as making Life "nore pJ.easant" for the "working printer."

He suggested that "moral as welì as hygienic conditions" had been
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conpletely changed as a result of machines. In the case of typesetting,

according to southward, the dirt and monotony of setting type by hand

was replaced by a scene where the worker sat at a machine where he

"merely watches his copy and taps his keys with a finger of either one

or of both hand"."66 For the engravers, however, it was not a natter of

simply tapping keys or handing over to a machine. The new technique

involved negative making and stripping, plate preparation, developing

and washing, numerous stages before the etching itself, which then took

place i¡r a bath of nitric acid which hacl to be shal<en by hanrì.67 In

Southward's opinion, mechanization was able to decrease costs because

the printing trade was able to cut down on its labour force. This

supposition seems questionabl.e in light of the fact that the new skilled

operators of linotype and nonotype machines received higher wages, and

that instead of cutting down on its workforce, the number of emp-loyees

engaged in the printing trade actualJy rose during the second half of

the nineteenth-century.68 specifically, in the engraving industry, the

reproduction of illustrations by mechanical means meant an increase in

the work force, not the opposite. More and differentJy trained workers

were needed and, in order to accommodate the new machines and the new

operators, Iarger and nore suitable workpJ.aces became essentjal.

Frederick Brigden, obviously well aware of the long term advantages

of the new processes, however time and labour consuming they night be,

finally, in 1898, purchased his own building at 92 - 94 Bay Street,

where the firm stayed until 1912.69 It was conveniently situated

opposite The Telegram, was welÌ supplied with new machinery and

equipment and, unlike the old workshop on the corner of King and Bay
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Streets, had a separate department for each function of the business.

There was a snart and practical "front office," an art departnent, an

engraving department and a printing department, although the latter,

until the purchase of the Graphic Press in 1908, contained only one

Platen p""r".?0 As the firm expanded it increasingry became a family

concern. From the turn of the century George Brigden had acted as

manager and, even earlier, according to his biographer, Fred Brigden had

been working as art superintendent, although he is not listed in this

capacity in the Toronto Directory until 1901.71 In 1904, Frederick

Brigden's nephew, ArnoÌd, emigrated from England to join the firm as an

apprentice engraver and "finisher," and in 1g0b the firm was

incorporated. Frederick Brigden was, of course, president, George was

Manager, Fred was Art superintendent and Brigden's younger brother,

IlIilliam, became a partner. The latter, a master printer, had emigrated

that same year, obviously with the intentjon of improving the printing

side of the business.

This period of growth and reorganization was not accomplished

without worry on the part of Frederick Brigden, however. His investment

in the business had been high and, in the same year, he had undertaken

inprovements to his home. In hÍs diary of 1898 he said that he had

"spent largely on the business and hone," that he feared that he had "in

a measure gone too far." But he rationalized that the expenditure for

new equipment was necessary in order to advance his business. He also

¡rorried that his 
"on" *""" not being adequately recompensed for their

work. He wanted them to "participate in the returns in better

proportion, " but stressed that "bonus in payment nust awate (sic) the
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business returns to begin at the middle of next year as the heavy

expenses of the past year has (sic) crippled me."72 In spite of his

anxieties, it is obvious that his business was prospering, as was, also,

his home life. In his diaries he described the pleasure the remodelling

of their home gave to Frances, the satisfaction he obtained from his

sketching and geological trips into the country, his work with the deaf

and dumb, the marriage of his daughter, Ellen, the success of his son,

Fred, as an artist., ar¡d his holiday in Engìand for three months in 1901.

on his return from EngLalrd he wrote, "this week [I] have done that rare

thing, sorne wood engraving, it is years now sincc i had this work to do,

an pleased to find no falling off in skill of hand or eye."73 His

family, his church and his business were the topics mentioned in his

diaries, but, as before there was no mention of wider economic issues.

The business was, apparently, unaffected by the rise and fall of

business cycles, although it has to be noted that, in 1898, he was

making a major change during a period of undoubted economic

prosperity,T4 and would not need to introduce further changes until

1907. 0n the other hand, his employees, who had been steadily

increasing in nunber, were about to cause him serious probJems.

Much of the work undertaken by the Toronto Engraving Company was

for newspapers and magazines: advertising, desjgns and illustratjons

fulfil.Led the promises of the 1893 advertisenent in Toronto Ill.ustrated.

In that same year, however, the Company began providing ill.ustrations

for the Eaton rnail order catalogu".75 The fact is not mentioned in any

of the ]iterature on Timothy Eaton or the T. Eaton company, but in alL

the infornation on the Brigden firm, this contract was described as a
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major item in the firm's output. According to the Eaton sources, the

catalogue, which started as a snal.I book of thirty*two pages in

1884,76 *u", by 1901, being produced entirely in Eaton,s own printing

department, with its own art department and its own staff artists.TT

Eaton's may eventually have had sufficient facilities to provide all its

own art work, and certainly, in 1901 it started its own printing

department,TS but prior to this it used the printing presses of the

Methodist Book House and the ilìustrative services of the Toronto

Engraving Company. And, according to a business report in The Globe and

Mail, it was still using the latter in tgZO.79 Fred Brigden, in a

Letter to an Eaton family member written in the 1950s, described how, in

the early 1890s, "our firm was called upon to do some of the first

illustrations for the catalogue." He said that while wood-engraving was

the medium first used, photo-engraving "was rapidJy being developed" and

the earLiest fashion illustrations "were drawn in pen and ink and

reproduced by line engraving. " He went on to say that the early

catalogues "were rapidJ.y improved as the half-tone process began shortly

after to be used." The effect of all this was an expansion in the

workforce, explained by Fred Brigden as the resul.t of the fact that

"Both Mr. Eaton and Mr. Dean encouraged us to develop a specialized art

department for mail order illustrations. More artists were brought from

the States and a nunber of young Canadjans of talent were trained."80

Obviously, in order to produce the amount of work now required, the

number of empJ.oyees was being increased in alI areas.

Because of the vagaries of their listings, it is impossible to tell

from the Assessment Rolls how nany enp.loyees were working for the
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Brigden company at any specific time. The workshop plan of 1g91, for

example, shows eleven people working besides Frederick Brigden and his

sons, while the Rol.ls list onJ.y one enployee in 1890 and none at all in

1891. But there were obviously increases, not Least because of the

technology. J. E. Middleton has mentioned a "staff of forty or

more"tt ¡u 1893, when the work for Eaton's r,r¡as first produced, but the

Toronto Ill.ustrated advertisement stated that "from fifteen to seventeen

artists and engra\rers are reguJ,arly employed." In 1906 the Assessment

Rolls listed twenty enployees consisting of eight engravers and twelve

artists, excluding fanily members, and judging fron extant photographs

there were anywhere from twenty to thirty people working for the firm.

fi¡hatever the number, however, there were enough to warrant a visit from

the vice-president of the International Photo-engravers Union in April

of 1904, because, as Brigden himself said, his firm had "more men in the

business than any other house here ..,"82 In June of the sane year,

Frederick Brigden was faced with the fact of a strike and the acceptance

of a unjon. From his diary of June 1904, it is clear that he did not

understand the situation. He put it down to the fact that "the

increasing size of a place inevitably leads to the loosening of personal

ties and tends to the corporate ideas. " But he also said that "unionism

is in its trial for productiveness," and, in his opinion, its success or

failure was dependent on its supporters.33 The graphic arts industry

was, in fact, about to come to terms with the probJ.ems associated with

changing a craft oriented system into a nechanized one. This meant not

only adapting to the introduction of new machinery and new technology,

but also adjusting to an industrialized system which was based on the
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division of labour, on labour organization and on confrontation.

Labour organization in the Canadian printing trades had grown

steadily since the formation of the first Toronto TypographicaJ. Society

in 1832. This first associatjon only lasted until 183?, but in 1844 the

Society reorganized as a union and continued to develop as such from

then on.84 Although it intr.oduced a prorrident society in 1g4g, its

major focus was, from the beginning, on industrial reguìation. At first

this was centred on the neecl to retain the est.abljshed wage in the face

of attempts to Lower it, and on resistance to the attempts of certain

employers to substitute boy apprentices for skitled journeymen at Lower

rates of pay.85 In 1853 and 18b4 the union struck for higher wages, in

1866 it united with the National Typographical union of the united

States to become Local gl of the International TypographicaJ Union and

in 1868 it was one of the first unions to begin agitation for a

shortened work week or the nine hour day. The lack of response from

enployers to petitions and appeals led to the printers strike of 7872,

an event which has been credited with pioneering the nine hour movement

in North America, and which had a definite impact on the development of

all future labour relations in Canada.86

Throughout this organization, the employer who opposed the Union

nost forcefully was George Brown of The Globe. He attempted to organize

empJoyers in opposition to the Union, to enploy apprentices instead of

skilLed workers, and to employ journeymen at the standard rate of $? per

week only on the condition that they left the Union.87 His opposition

to labour association was ostensibly based on his over-riding belief in

the right of an entrepreneur to act on the laisser-faire laws of supply
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and demand. In the nineteenth-century theory, such factors as wages and

hours of work were dependent on the state of the market, not on the

needs of workers:" [t]here is no J.aw," said George Brown, "which makes

I or t hours labour right and 10 hours wrong."88 But, as Sally Zerker

has pointed out, his views were inconsistent to say the least. while

denying labour the right to organize, he was the prime mover in the

establishment of the employers' Master Printers Association,39 and went

on record as suggesting that if as much work could be done in eight

hours as in ten, then there was nothing wrong wjth a shortened work

duy.90 But when faced with the denands of his own workers in lB7Z, his

anti-union attitude quite obviously determined his reaction. Following

a mass meeting organized by the Toronto Trades Assembly to support the

prÍnters, Brown began Legal. action against the leaders of the

Typographical Union which resulted in the arrest of twenty-four members

of the strike committee.9l Although initially seen as a failure, the

strike had, in fact, a nunber of important conseguences. The arrests

were declared ilÌegal, government action resulted in the introduction of

the canadian Trade union Act, and the action of the Toronto Trades

Assenbly in the strike estabLished the premise of a central organization

and the subsequent formation of the Canadian Labour Union in 1873. This

was succeeded by the Canadian Labour Congress in 1883, the Dominjon

Trades and Labour Congress from 1887 to 1891, and fro¡n 1892 the Trades

and Labour. Congress of Canadu.92 In its long term effects, therefore,

the printers' strike was cruciaì in deternining the course of

labour-management reLations in canada. But problems concerning wages,

union nembership and hours of work continued throughout the 1880s and
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1890s,"" aggravated by the continuaL introduction of new technjcal

inventions and the centralized policies of the International

Typographical Union in the United States.

The first organizations of printers, in both the United States and

Canada, had consisted of men who were capable of perforning all

processes of the trade. They were, as Zerker describes them,

"multi-function printers not spec-ialís1.s."94 Wjth the introduction

of new technolog5r, however, divisions within the trade became

inevitable. Rotary presses, photocìremistry, the lirrotype and monotype

machines all led to the need for new skills and new organizations. The

first divjsion was causecl when the intrr¡ductjon of machjne presses

separated pressmen from typesetters. UnfortunateJ.y, while presses had

become increasingly complicated from the 1830s on,95 typesetting hacl

remaÍned static until the linotype became an accepted fact by the turn

of the c"ntu"y.96 In spite of this, however, the International

TypographicaL Union maintained the superiority of the typesetters,

acting as if they alone were printers.9T It was part of a paradox which

existed in regard to all the new technical processes affecting the

prìnting trade by the 1880s. Whjl.e clai¡njng jurisdictÍon over such

diverse occupations as pressmen, stereotypers and electrotypers,

bookbinders and photo-engravers, the Union, through allowing these

groups to form separate craft locals, unwittingly initiated their

secession and their creation of autonomous international unions. From

1889 to 1911, the printìng p""""*"n, the bookbinders, the stereotypers,

the typographers and the photo-engravers gradualÌy developed their own

unions and in 1911 formed the Allied Printing Trades Association.nt
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In canada, the Toronto pressmen obtained a separate charter for

their local as earJ.y as 1883, but it was not until 1sg9 that the

International Printing Pressmen's union was formed,99 b"coming in 1g96

the International. Printing Pressmen and Assistants Union. The pressmen

were fol.lowed by secession of the bookbinders in 1892 and the

stereotypers and electrotypers in 1902, both groups forming autonomous

international unions. In 1900, the photo-engravers began to secede from

the ITU when seven ìoca]s of New York state formed their o*n u.,ion.100

It received recognition as the Internationaì Photo-engravers Union in

1903 and in 1904 joined the American Federation of Labour. 101 In the

same year it united with the other new unions and the rru in an

agreement for use of the allied union label and for support in the

campaign for the eight hour day.102 Finally, in 1911, the four new

unions and the ITU formed the International ALlied Printing Trades

Association as a neans of effecting mutual support and co-operatjon

wherever possible. lo3

Within the context of the graphic arts industry in Toronto at the

beginning of the twentieth century, information on the photo-engravers

is sparsc. There was only one local of the IpEU by 1902 compared wjth

thirty-five ITU locals, twej.ve Pressmen, six Bookbinders and four

stereotypers and Electrotypers 1o"u1".104 It is not clear whether

wood-engravers were trained as photo-engravers or whether men were

brought in. from the united states to train apprentices. The latter

seems the more likely in view of the fact that the two skills existed

together for some tine and that the presence of workers from the States

is frequently nentioned in the Brigden letters and diaries. In the
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particular case of the Toronto Engraving company, and ¡cith a view to

determining the causes of the photo-engravers strike of 1g04, it is

necessary to try to form an understanding of the photo-engraving

work-force. As previously mentioned, George Brigden had trajned as a

photo-engraver and others were obviously empì.oyed in this aspect of the

business, but how many is difficult to tell, especially as the

photo-engraving process itself involvecl a division of Labour. According

to a description of the photo-engraving trade in the Unitecì States in

1915, workers in the trade consisted of foremen, artists, photographers,

etchers, routers, finishers, proofers, strippers, blockers, apprentices

and art apprentices. It is emphasized, however, that often "one man may

perform several or all of the operatione."105 certainly this would seem

to have been the case at the Toronto Engraving Company. The Assessment

Rolls of 1906106 tist only a prover besides engravers, artists and

photographers, with only the addition of a router and six etchers in

1909. Subsequent inclusions of printers, press-feeders, typesetters,

saLesmen, superintendents and stenographers attest to the growth of the

business, but whether the photo-engraving department itself employed a

wide variety of specialists is uncl.ear. In view of the fact that all

the operations had to be performed, it has to be assumed that many of

the workers were skilled in severaL facets of the trade.

It is, however, difficult to tell if the wages paid to Brigden

employees we.re average or not for the time. In the Rolls of 1906, the

prover is listed as earning $80 per annum; the eight engravers from

$1000 for the highest to $250 for the Lowest, with an average of $s00

per annum; the twelve artists fron $1000 to $100, again with $500 as
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the average, while the five photographers ranged between $SbO and $2S0.

The averages are above those tabulated by Michael piva for all
nanufacturing industries in Ontario in tgoo.107 In his calculations of

real annual earnings -- vis a vis the cost of living -- Ín a selected

group of ten major industries, those working in the printing and

publishing trades earned wages second only to steel workers for the

years 1904 to 1906. From 1907 until 1914, they are li.sted as the

highest earners, with a real income average of gr.6 to the steel

workers 81.1 and the texti,le workers 62.?. They did not lose thejr
position even when, after 1907, there was a decline in their real

earnings overall. Piva also points out that empìoyment was constant for

those in the printing trades during the depressions of 1907 to 1908 and

1913 to 1914.108 In spite of their earnings in reration to other

workers, however, the members of the printing trades were not well paid.

As pointed out by Piva, no industrial workers in his study in fact

received wages which were adequate in relation to the cost of

lÍving.109 l{hen compared with the printers, then, it seens that

Brigden's enployees earned less than the going rate. By 1902,

typographers were earning $18 per week for night work and $16 for

duy,110 while the average paid employee at the Toronto Engraving Company

was earning approximateJ.y $10.25 per week. The difficulty in

interpretation arises from the discrepancies in earnings. It can only

be assumed that the high wage of $1000 (or 919.23 per week) was paid to

the most trained photo-engraver and the lowest of $2s0 to a new

apprentÍce. It is also impossible to tell if the Brigden wages were the

same as those paid by other engraving houses, of if there was any
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difference in wages between wood and photo-engravers. Both skilLs were

still being practiced in 1920, but there is no differentiation in the

Assessment Rolls.

Moreover, it is not possible to deternine the nunber of hours

worked by Brigden's employees. The round engraving table, with its
globes for night work was still in use, thus giving the impression that

hours of work extended beyond those of daytight. And the fact of

working overtime to prepare naterial for catalogues and newspapers hras

frequently mentioned by Fred Brigden in his correspondence and by

Brigden employees.111 what this meant in terms of actual hours and

rates of pay is, obviously, indefinite. why, therefore, the Toronto

Engraving company was the major focus of the International

Photo-engravers union's strike in 1go4 cannot be assessed with any

accuracy. It can only be inferred, in view of the overall attitude of

employers to employees at the time, that workers in the engraving trade

were probably overworked and underpaid. Accordjng to Frederick Brigden

himself, his firm bore the brunt of the strike because it was the

largest. In his conments on the event, he noted that although the other

engraving houses were affected, they were abl,e to remain "free" because

they were smaller . 1 12

Prior to the photo-engravers strike, however, there were two other

events which had an effect on the Brigdens' attitude towards strike

breaking and unions in general. These were the printers' strike against

Eaton's and the Toronto fire. rn 1901, the T. Eaton conpany had started

to operate its own printing departnent. Although purporting to abide by

union rules, in fact the new department was not a union shop. The
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Toronto Typographical Union calLed a strike which, supported by the

Pressmen and Bookbinders unjons, included a highly successful boycott of

the store. But because of the TTU's settlement of the strike without

consultation with the other craft unions, considerable dissension was

created among the various factions invoLved.113 More importantly for.

its connection with the graphic arts industry, the strike was settled

fol J owing recogni tj on of Þlaton' s abj l i ty to prorluce j ts maj l -order

catalogue r+ithout the skills of union ruo"kerr.ll4 Whr:the-.r it, r,;ould have

been able to do this if the photo-engravers had been already organizer"l

is diffjcult to say. Celtainly, Fred Brigden's account of the Eaton

strÍke is illuminating in the context of his father's reaction to the

strike of 1904.

According to Fred Brigden, Eaton's had only "a small number of

printers" working in the new prÍnt shop on "stationery and other items. "

The catalogue itself was being printed at the Methodist Bc¡okroom and the

illustrations and engravings were being prepared by the Toronto

Engraving Company. When the Methodist Bookroom printers joined the

Eaton strikers, Timothy Eaton employed one Lowry, "a tall handsome

Irishman with a black moustache who was the successful manager of the

Gents furnishing department," to organize the publication of the

catalogue. Lowry bought presses and brought in "some efficient pressmen

and typesetters from out of town sources without union affiliation."

There were. problems when the electrotypers joined the strike, but Lowr¡r

overcame this by first arranging with the Toronto Engraving Company to

nake two sets of illustrations in case of failure, and then instalìing a

complete eJ.ectrotyping plant purchased from a firm in Chicago. Men were
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sent with the plant "to teach the process to hatf a dozen young men

Lowry had taken from among his own department sa.lesnen," and "to the

surprise of everyone the catalogue came out well printed and on time.

Lowry was rewarded for his efforts by being given an executive

position as manager of catalogue production, "with an office only

three removed from Mr. Timothy Eaton." But he did not last long in

Eaton's good books. After apparently investing in firms selling to

Eaton's, a policy which was "against Mr. Eaton's princìples," he was,

according to Fred Brigden, given "his waLking papers."115 Fred Brigden,

in his description of Eatons and the strike, showed no interest in

determining the causes of the strike. He appeared to be totally unaware

of how the substitution of sal.esmen for skilled workers might affect the

printers, or of how such an act night infl.uence the workers in his own

family's business. Although he described Lowry and his activities with

a certain anount of scepticism, he had only admiration for the actions

of Timothy Eaton. His father's reactions to union activity h¡ere not,

however, so easily explained by a belief in indjvidualism and

enterprise. Not only the effects of the Toronto fire, but his never

failing religious beliefs made Frederick Brigden's decisions concerning

his workers ambivalent on the one hand and practicaL on the other.

0n April 19, 1904, the "great fire of Toronto" destroyed fourteen

acres of commercial and industrial property. It spread north down Bay

Street and west along Front, causing damage to the amount of

$13,000,000.116 The fact that his business was saved was, for Brigden,

purely an act of God. In his diary of April 20,1904, he said that the

fire "stopped short of our business house on Bay Street the flames
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creeping up against it and a veritable furnace rol.ling up." But, he

added, "God is here. The hand of the Lord is stretched out the

great blessing of rife is to have God near." when, therefore, the

Vice-President of the International Photo-engravers Union visited him,

he was probably nore open to the suggestions of others than he might

otherwise have been. And aIso, in ApriI, the vice-president apparently

decided "that the men were not sufficientty organized to want a

strike ."777 In June, however, the situation was differ.ent.

0n June 4, Frederick Brigden wrote in his diary "God delivered us

from the ravages of fire but we have fallen into the hands of man. The

men have struck, long expected and struggled against - the blow has

fallen." There was no consideration of why his workers had chosen tcr

strike, only a search for scapegoats. He blamed the organization of the

strike on the men brought in from the States, a factor necessitated by

the increasing size of the business. But it is obvious from his diary

that his thoughts on the subject were nixed. On the one hand he seemed

to be aware of external factors: "The promptest action, the most

Ishrewd] arrangement, the nost resolute force of character cannot

finalìy bar the advance of this wave of the spirit of the day," while on

the other he advocated the disnissal of "atl ardent unionists,"

expressing the belief that a worker's "character" was more Ímportant

than his "cost." His thoughts were confused, but in fact, he returned

to the bus.iness practicality which had served him so well in the past.

"The wisest course in the long run," he wrote, "is to accommodate

ourseLves. Having carefully used alJ. possible resources and found none,

available resistance is powerless Our course now nust be to make the
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best arrangements possible and study to accommodate ourselves to the new

conditions." He noted that unionization only applied, at the time, to

"larger establishments" Iike his own, and he relied on the long standing

association of his workers with the firm to make his acceptance of the:

union successful. "The element of personaì fidelity has survived to a

certain extent," he said, adding, "As the only unjc¡n house we may for a

time bind the men more closely an<i urge to greater exertjons."llB

In his study of the "transfornatjon" whicli tool< plarce in American

society in the last decatles of tire nj¡le:1-eerrtli cetntury antl tllc etariy

years of the twentieth, Robert Wiel¡e has discussed the impact of

industrialization on employers tvhose workplaces inevitably changed in

sÍze from a "shop" to a "factory." Although the industries and the type

of businessmen I{iebe describes were in different categories of size and

wealth to Frederick Brigden and the Toronto Engraving Company, his

conments are relevant in accounting for Brigden's initial reaction tcr

unionization. The changes from shop to factory "occurred so quickly,"

says Wiebe, "that the executive who boasted that his office was open to

any nan on the payroll deluded himself into believing the old

paternalisn still obtained." Or, he adds, the employer resisted

understanding the new situation "because the fatherly care of employees

was still widely regarded as his Christian duty."119 Certainly Brigdcn

exhibited a Victorian paternalism in his reaction to an industrializing

situation 3nd, as I{iebe has also described as typical, blamed djscontent

on "the influence of 'outsiders'." But Brigden's indifference to wealth

and his continuing work with the Saturday Club, his Church and the

Toronto Mission to the Deaf made him a somewhat unusual. figure in the
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world of busíness. His acceptance of the unionizing of his workers may

have been based on a rationale related more to the effects of a strÍke

on his business than to concern for his workers'weLfare, but the

Toronto Engraving conpany became, nevertheless, the first engraving

house to employ nembers of the International Photo-engravers Union.

The new situation had no immediate effects on Brigden's firm. In

1905 Frederick Brigden summarized the events of 1g04: "a prosperous

year in business returns in spite of large payments to nen." He

mentioned the "starting of the company idea," but the opening of

management to non-family executives was something which did not take

place for another thirty years. In 1908, the firm purchased the Graphic

Press which, with Willian Brigden as nanager, soon became an important

part of the busin""".120 In the same year, however, Frederick Brigden

noted for the first time in his diaries, the vulnerability of his

business to outside economic forces. He recorded that the reordering of

his staff had led to "greater ease in running the business, " but the

"great depression has cone suddenly and with the men under contract we

have suffered an over anount of Labour." AJ.though he noted that the

returns for the year were "the snallest known yet," he added that they

were "sufficient."727 The firm's plans for a new buitding were stopped

and in May of 1909 he wrote, "last year ended with a deficit in business,

the first in our history the cost of the strike and a great fall in

business ¡cere the causes." But again he qualified his account: "r.{e

have overcone it [the deficit] and gained ground but stil.l cannot be

said to be making money. The business does not pay me anything Like a

[fair salary] for this tine of life but I have all I need.,,722
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The depression did not, however, deter Brigden in his betief in the

necessity of keeping ahead of his competitors. Both in the printing and

engraving departnents the introduction of new technology continued. In

Letters to his nephew, Arnold, Willian Brigden described the

difficulties of mastering the new invention of col.our printing; "there

is something radically wrong with our colour plate naking. We certainly

ought to be more certain how to get resul.ts. It all seems such a hit

and miss affair'." As with photo-engraving, the early efforts with

colour must have been extremely time consuming. William Brigden said

that more tine was spent with corrections "than in actual

production."123 Obviously the method was eventually learned, but many

aspects of the introduction of new techniques seem to have been mastered

by trial and error. In 1909 Fred llrigden was asking his cousin to send

hin the latest details concerning photographic technique",724 and in

7972, mistakes were still being made with the colour printing process.

It was a situation which emphasized the lack of skilled men in all the

new processes and the need for adaptation to the new industrial work

environment by nanagers as well as workers.

In spite of the difficulties in adjusting to new machines, new work

systems and poor business years, Frederick Brigden cannot have felt that

his firm was in any danger of failing. In his diary of 1910 he said, "I

am now asking of God that He wilì build a factory that will be good for

all who se¡ve us." He expressed the desire that his brother should

"also have a part in it," and then said "O my Lord buitd up this business

and let me see it before I die."125 It was a prayer and a project which

cane to fruition in 1912 in the Brigden Building at 160-164 West
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Richmond Street. In 1911 the name of the firm was changed to Bridgen's

Linited and in 7972, when all departments of the firm were housed in the

"steel and concrete structure of the most modern type,"126 it advertised

itself as consisting of "Artists, Engravers and printers." It was, in

fact, the first canadian firn to house all aspects of the graphic arts

industry in one bui1ding.127

The large five storey building was functional and welJ designed,

and Brigden's Limited might have appeared to be Frederick Brigden's

final contribution to the canadian business scene. But in 19i3, four

years before his death, with his new investment only just in working

order, he was asked by Eatonrs to open an art and photography studio in

winnipeg to produce the new Eaton's western nail-order catalogue. It
was a project which would be undertaken by his younger son and his

nephew, but it must have seemed to Frederick Brigden to be the

culnination of his beLiefs and prayers.

Frederick Brigden died in 191?, after a life devoted to the

nineteenth-century concepts of religion and self-help. Although

urldoubtedly a business entrepreneur by the standards considered earlier,

it is possible that his work with the deaf and dumb meant as much to hin

as his business. In his later years, as he Left more of the running of

the business to his sons, he followed the traditional Victorian hobbies

of botany and geoJ.ogy. He continued his meetings of the Saturday Club,

and he returned once more to art when he took up water-col.our painting.

He no longer talked of himserf as an "art-workman" and he no.longer

denied the fact that his younger son had become part of the Canadian art

world. He hras a remarkable man judged by any criteria and an important
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figure in the growth of the graphic arts in canada. In his own Life,

the art of conmercial illustration had moved from the workshop of the

wood-engraver, working in the tradition of Bewick and Linton, to the

large mechanized plant where unionized workers practiced a wide variety

of skills in an industry fast becoming one of the most inportant of the

¡nodern world.

whether Frederick Brigden would have approved of modern mass

communication is hard to tell. certainly his place in the history of

the Canadian graphic arts industry cannot be denied. Not only does his

individual experience emphasize the importance of art and business to

the industry's early growth, but it also demonstrates the manner in

whÍch a unique craft came to terms with the modern industria.I forces of

labour organization and technologÍcal change, The new inventjons needed

new skilLs, and the new skills were provided by workers who were not

connected with "art" in the same way that the earlier engraver-craftsmen

had been. However, the division of labour which resulted from

mechanization, and which separated artist from photo-engraver, did not

succeed in breaking down the interdependence necessary for the

functioning of a successful graphic arts firm. From now on, labour was

as essential a factor in the production of commercial iLlustrative

material as were business and art.
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CHAPTER V: ART AND COllllERCE IN T0R0NT0, 1870-1914

The years which saw the adaptation of the graphic arts to the

processes of industrialization, were also those which witnessed the

creation of a Canadian art establishnent and the emergence of the

concept of a Canadian national art. Until very recently, most

historical studies have interpret.ed the art of the period prior to the

First World War as the prelude to an art which could be identified as

truly Canadian. The assumption has generally been that a national art

came about with the work of the members of the Group of Seven in the

1910s and 1920s. But this approach, because of its concentration on the

innovative progress of "fine" art, has neglected other aspects of the

historical situation. For instance, the advent of industrialization and

its impact on those artists working in conmercial environments has only

been discussed in terms of background for later artistic development.

The question of a perceived change in status attached to those artists

working for connercial firns has not been investigated. It was during

this same period, however, and in spite of the fact that many taÌented

artÍsts were c.Ioseì.y connected with business, that a division came to be

drawn between "fine" and so-caLled "commercial" art. As a result, new

institutions such as the Royal Canadian Academy and the National Gallery

of Canada came to be thought of as "elitist," whil.e artists associated

with commerce lost status.

As a neans of exploring this development, the Brigdens, once again,

provide a suitable focus. Where the artistic skills of Frederick

Brigden had provided the initial impetus for the establishment of the
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family firm, those of Fred Brigden, the younger son, extended beyond the

confines of the Toronto Engraving Company. Fred Brigden became, in

fact, an active participant in the development of Canadian painting and

design. Indeed, because of his significant association wjth both art

and business, his career demonstrated the difficulties and

inconsistencies in the definition of "art" in a new and urban society

such as Canada's. In Brigden's activities, both as businessman and

artist, one can discern the grow-ing separatjon between "commercial" a¡ld

"fine" art. And in his deaLings with such organizations as the Royal

Canadjan Academy one can determine the presence of a similar divjsion

between "commercial" artists and "artists" proper. Whether this was a

valid distinction was questioned at the time and is stjll a subject of

controversy among both artists and art historians. For Fred Brigden and

other Canadian artists of the late nineteenth and early twentieth

centuries, however, this dichotomy can be viewed as a further aspect of

technological change in the graphic ar-ts industry and as an inportant

phase in the development of a Canadian popular culture.

In 1872, the year of the Brigden fanily's arrival in Canada,

Toronto artists were in the process of creating institutions in

emulatic¡n of their European counterparts. The Ontario Socjety of

Artists, which was founded in that year, wouLd lead on the one hand to

the establisïment of the Royal Canadian Academy and the National

Gal.lery, and on the other to the Ontario School. of Art and Design and

subsequent educational deveJ.opments culminating in the Ontario College

of Art.1 At no point in these early years can it be said that there was
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a division between commerce and art. Even those artists who became

successful as artists per se worked with or for commercial enterprises

without any noticeable objection at the time. The relationship between

photography and painting, for example, rlas a perfectly acceptable aspect

of canadian art and, as Ann Thomas has pointed out, quite in tune wÍth

the aesthetic preferences of the Canadian publíc.2

The foundations of Canadian art are generaLÌy conceded to have been

established in the photographic studios of Willi¡im Notman in Montreaj

and Toronto in the 1860s and 1B?Os.3 Notnra¡r, who opened his Montreal

studio in 1856, complete with a gallery for exhibitions of paintings as

r'¡el L as photograplts , $¡as one of the f i rst photographers j n North Ameri ca

to produce landscape photographs as well as photographic portraits.4 He

became famous for the high standard of his work, particularJ.y for the

hand colouring carried out by his empìoyees. Thjs was a process of

tinting with oil paint, gouach or water-colour which remained an

ackno¡¡rledged and accepted art form until at least the end of the

century.S It was in the practice of hand colouring photographs,

retouching negatives, providing studio backdrops for formal portraiture

and creating reaJ.istic backgrounds for conposite pictures6 that many of

canada's nineteenth-century artists received their first public

exposure' Most of these painters were masters of their craft and most

continued to work as painters while empì.oyed by Notman. That they were

able to exhibit their paintings in his gallery was an obvious advantage

to men such as Henry Sandham, chartes tt]ay, Otto Jacobi and Robert

Duncanson, all of whon worked for Notman in Montreal.T

Among a galaxy of talent, the "star" of the Montreal studio was
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John Arthur Fraser. Fraser, ¡ryho had trained at the Royal Academy

Schools in London, enigrated to Canada in 1858. He joined Notman's firm

almost immediately, becoming so admired as a colourist that by 1864 he

was made "Art Director" and was the highest earning employee of the

business.S He obviously had a gift for the new medium where, as l{illian

Colgate has described it, his dexterity with water-colours was such that

when painting "over light prints on drawing paper, [he] succeeded so

weÌI that it was difficul.t for even artists to detect the photographic

base."9 He nanaged to unite the dual eLements of art and photography in

the manner prescribed by Notman and advocated in various photography

manuals. Such instructions as "the photographer Ishould] be guided

principaJ-ty by the oLd masters in matters of the form and theory of

art,"10.nd "the student should keep in nind a union of the true and

beautifuL" were common. There was also the additional reminder that

while the camera night have attained the ability to represent the "true"

it did not possess "the intelJ.igence to discriminate and perfect" the

beautiful. ll Even Ruskin was included in the advice because of his

suggestion that art students should "aspire to producing delicate

gradations with brown and grey lÍke those of the photographs." Ruskin's

Elements of Drawing was, in fact, required reading for all students of

photography and hand colouring. 12 The outcone of this concentratjon on

form was that an artist like Fraser couLd hand-colour photographs and

paint from photographs while at the same time naintain his status as a

bona fide artist. There seems to have been Little hesitation on the

part of artists to use photographs in lieu of natural subjects. In

fact, their major concern, as Thomas says, hras "to obtain the real.ism of
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the photograph in their portrait paintings

public anxious for photographic verisimilitude.

in order to satisfy a

,, 13

In 1867, Fraser went to Toronto to open a nehr studio, subsequently

known as Notman and Fraser, and as successful as the one in Montreal .

It became the centre for talented artists: "the country's Ieading art

school," as J. Russell Harper has described it.14 Robert Gagan, Homer

Ílatson, Frederick Verner, George Reid and Lucius 0'Brien are aIl

recorded as having worked for Notman and Fraser at some time during

their 
".""u"".15 And as in lvlontreal where, under the auspices of the

older Art Association of llontreal Fraser had been instrumental in

founding the Canadian Society of Artists,16 ,o in Toronto he was the

moving force behind the organization of the Ontario Society of Artists

in 1872. Most of Notman's Toronto artists were founding members and,

while the Presidency was made an honorary position, John Fraser was the

Vice-President.17 According to Harper, the main premise behind the

formation of the Society was that of "sales promotion." Of its first

exhibition, held in 1873 in the Notman and Fraser galleries, a

contemporary source reported that "everything bids fair, we undei.stand,

to make the effort a success financialIy," although the same source also

hoped that "noney was not the paÍnters' onJ.y aim."18 Rebecca Sisler

says, however, that there were more formal concepts behind the creation

of the Society: evident in the nenbers'aims was "the fostering of

original a.rt, promoting the interests of Ithe Society's] members, and

when the opportunity offered, the establishment of a School of Art and a

Public Art Gallery. "19

The Ontario Society of Artists would uLtinately be successful in
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its aims, but some of lts early directives illustrated the contemporary

confusion of ideas about "art." In 1873, for instance, the Society

decided to prohibit "the exhibition of copies, 'of photographs or

otherwise ' ."20 In view of the fact that it was an organization

established by artists who quite openly worked for a comnercial

photography firm, who used the firm's premises for their exhibitions and

did not hesitate to utilize the mechanical aid of photography in their

portraits and landscape paintings, snch a pnohibition was unusual to say

the Least. The new rule can be interpreted, however, as part of the

growing trend to remove photography from "art." In 1870, photographic

paintings had been excLuded from the Art Association of Montreal's

exhibition and in 1871, a Montreal critic said of a work by F.M.

BelI-Smith, "It is usual to take photographs from pictures, but in no

case for pictures to be taken fron photographs, and to be claimed as

artistic productions .. .."27 This was not an attitude shared by the

public, however. And if artists were to sell their work or receive

conmissions, it was obviously necessary for them to please their public

which definitely preferred photographic likenesses. The painter Robert

Harris, writing in 1880, said that much as he resisted painting from

photographs, he was unable "to please sitters who want portraits that

look like photographs." It was, he felt, a problen of Canadian taste in

general, "one which is common in all new countries."22 As a technique,

painted duplicates of photographs persisted to the end of the

nineteenth-century and even into the twentieth. As late as 1915, Fred

ChaIlener converted Julia Margaret Caneronrs photograph of Sir John

Herschell into his painting "A Selkirk Pioneer."23 But gradually, wÍth
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the development of a nore formal. art establishment, photography

increasingly came to be thought of as a "mechanical" pursuit, while

painting, a "hand made" process, was claimed as "art."24

Under the auspices of the Ontario Society of Artists the Ontario

School of Art was opened in 1876, "in a hall sixty by thirty feet in

area, situated over a store at 14 King Street west."25 In 1882 the

school moved to the Toronto Normal School, in 1890 it became the Ontario

School of Art and Design and finally, the Ontario College of Art.

Teaching at the School was undertaken by artists who would later be

recognized as major figures in the development of Canadian art history.

But for artists such as Robert Holmes, C. M. Manly, George Reid and

Witliam Cruikshank, teachjng was a form of paid employment similar to

the association artists had with the world of commerc".26

Parallel with the promotion of art education, the Ontario Society

worked for the creation of a Canadian academy of art and a national

gallery. It had provided space for exhibitions over the Princess

Theatre on King Street,27 but in 18?9, under the Vice-Presidency of

Lucius O'Brien, negotiations began with the Governor-General, Lord

Lorne, for a nore formal exposition of the country's art and artists.

The Governor-General and his wife, Princess Louise, both of whom were

amateur artists, supported the idea of a Royal Canadian Academy of Art

modelled on the nationaL academies of England and Europe.28 Artists

from the Ontario Society of Artists and the Art Association of Montreal

were consulted concerning its formation. Not surprisingly, considerable

discussion, disagreement and anÍmosÍty was provoked by the prospect of

establishing rules for menbership, exhibitions and suitable types of
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At one stage of the proceedings, Lord Lorne apparently reported

that "ft]here is a marvellous amount of bitterness and bad language.

HaIf the artists are ready now to choke the other hatf with their paint

brushes,"30 But eventually a constitution was formulated, twenty-five

charter members were el.ected, provision was ¡nade to establish a National

Gallery in Ottawa, to provide for exhibitions throughout the country and

to establish local schools of art and design. And finally, with much

pomp and ceremony, the Royal canadjan Academy openerd in 1880 wjth an

exhibition at the Clarendo¡'r Hotel in Ottawa.

Membership in the new Acade¡ny was limjted to forty fulJ members and

an undetermined number of associate members. To be elected to

menbership artists presented a Diploma l{olk which, after approval by a

selection jury, would then form part of the basic collection of the

National Gallery. Initially, anong the full menl.¡ers, al lowance was made

for ten architects, three eltgravers and six designers, From the

beginning, however, the engravers and designers seem to have been

negJ.ected. William Bengough and John Ellis were listed as associate

designer members in 1880 and 1884 respectively, and Alfred Howard as a

full menber in 1883, but no further full nemberships were given to

designers until Gustav Hahn in 1905.31 Moreover, only one engraver,

George Smith, was listed as an associate in 1881 and then no engravers

seem to have been elected before w. J. Phillips was admitted in 1934.

This may,.of course, have been due to the manner in which artists

classified themselves and not necessarily due to a connection with

"trade" as was later thought to be the case.32 Certainly, nany artjsts

who were given Academy membership had connections with commercial.
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concerns associated with design and engraving and, as has been noted,

many of the charter members were involved with commercial photography.

Slhatever the reasons behind the exclusion of the designers and engravers

in the first place, it is apparent that an attitude was slowly

developing which would lead to the perceived division between the world

of the "fine" arts and that of commerce.

The ambiguities and inconsistencies implicit in the changing

situation for artists can be seen in their effects on men such as

Frederick and Fred Brigden. Frederick Brigden found it difficult to

relinquish his Ruskinian attitude that art should serve a purpose, while

his son found himself caught between his obvious desire to extend his

artistic talents and his obligation to remajn within the famiÌy

business. It was, as has been described, during this period of artistic

consolidation that Frederick Brigden had been establishing his engraving

firm. He knew and admired the work of many of the artists involved:

they visited his workshop to draw or paint on the boxwood for engravings

of their portraits or landscapes,33 and they appreciated the results of

his work. But Brigden eschewed menbership in the new academic

establishment. Lucius 0'Brien is said to have offered him membership in

the Academy as an engraver, but "Frederick Brigden declined the honour

feeling that his business responsibilities would prevent him doing

justice to the position."34 There are notes in Brigden's early diaries

concerning. visits to the Royal Academy in London, comments on various

artists whose work he admired and, of course, his opinions on the ideas

of John Ruskin.35 But there are no statenents in his later diaries or

note-books concerning his attitude towards art in Canada. OnJ.y in
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connection with his son Fred's nove into the world of art did he make

his opinions known and these, at least at first, rejterated his belief

in the life of the "art-workman."

The young Fred Brigden had a natural talent which was recognjzed

early by his father. He was given daily drawing lessons from the age of

seven, allowed to go on sketching trips from the age of twelve and at

fourteen was enrolled at the ontario school of Art.36 And it was here

that he had his first formal training under George Reid and WÍlliam

cruikshank, both members of the new Academy, and met artists of future

importance incLuding C. W. Jefferys, Fred Challener and Robert

Ho-Imes.37 But in 1888, at seventeen years of age, Fred Brigcìen had no

choice but to enter his father's business as an engraver. It is obvious

from his own and his biographer's accounts3S that he was not overly

enthusiastic at working as an engraver and that the senior Brigden,

while recognizing his son's artistic capability, did not believe that

the young man was sufficientJ.y gifted to devote his Life to art.

According to J. E. Middleton, it was a shortage of "competent men" whjch

determined Frederick Brigden's insistence on Fred joining the fi"*.39

Apparently, in 1882, when offered the prestigious commission of

providÍng the engravings for Picturesque Canada,40 B"igden had declined

because of a lack of skilled staff.41 But it is also probable that it

was his Victorian sensibiìÍties which brooked no refusal on the part of

his younger son. After all, George Brlgden was already installed on the

nanagerial. side of the business and, as Middleton said, "in that

household there rÄras no appeal against father's judgement."

In his descriptions of his early work for his father, Fred Brigden
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recalled the painstaking work and the monotony of reproductive

wood-engraving for advertising: "I well remember my first job," he

said, where he had to engrave "over a hundred brass pieces, taps, etc.

for the James Morrison Brass Co." And he described another assignment

for "Sylvester Bros. of Lindsay," where he sat for a week in the foundry

"makir"rg drawings of al I the parts which went into agricuJ.tural

impJ.ements. " The drawings, he said, would later be engrar¡ed "on woocl

and printed in cata.l ogu"s; . "42 Tlrc ¡irocess woul cl sr:em to ha,,'e chau¡Jr:rì

little since his f ather's a¡rprentice cìa5's, But Fred Brigden,s talelits

were not confined to machinery cataJogues. He produced engravirrgs and

black and white illustrations for The Canadian Magazine and for various

company magazines, inc]uding the drawjng and engrarring of cattle for The

Farmer's Advocate.43 He also, on occasion, rsorked as visual recorder

for newspapers, where one of his first assignnents was that of a murder

trial. By the 1890s, wjth the expansion of the business, he had been

promoted to Art Director and Production Manager with, according to

Middleton, "a staff of forty o",nn""."44 He was responsible for the

training of fashion artists for the Eaton catalogue and for bringing in

specialists from Chicago and New York. He secured new contracts from

advertisers and generaJ.ly became invoLved in the whole process of change

from wood to photo-engraving. It might appear, in consequence, as Íf

his career as an artist wouJ.d have been impossible. By dint of

necessity he had become a businessnan instead of a full-time artist..

But the art climate of Toronto was such that his association with one of

the leading graphic arts houses put him at the centre of conte¡nporary

artistic activity.
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As William Notman and photography had been the background for the

earlier group of Canadian artists, so the connercial engraving houses,

"indirectly subsidized by organized industry," as Colgate says, were

essential for the growth of the next generation of Canadjan arti"tr.45

And as the earlier group had organized themselves into associations, so

the younger artists, through the Toronto Art Students League did the

same. Founded in 1886, primarily as a sketch club for those working in

black and white illustration, the League graduaììy became an influentjal

and important organÍzation in which such artists as Manly, Holmes,

Jeffreys and

illustration.

J.

46

D. Kelly taught drawing, water-colour and

In 1892, the League published the first of its many

calendars, an event which brought its artists to public attention4T und

had a long term infLuence on the deveJ.opnent of Canadian illustration

and design.48 Fred Brigden joined the League in 1890, took lessons in

oil painting fron George Reid, drawing from C. W. Jefferys and was

introduced to water-colour by C.M. Manly.49 Jefferys and Manly had a

profound effect on the development of BrÍgden's art, but it s¡as Manly

who becane a close personal friend and who was associated with Fred

Brigden throughout his artistic 
"u"u"..50 

Fred Brigden was a regular

contributor to League calenders until their demise in tgOASl and was

increasingly recognized as a member of the Toronto art community. He

was described in The Printer and Publisher of June, 1895, as "a young

nan and yet one of the best known of the Toronto illustrators,"52 rnd

certainÌy the pubtished examples attest to his prowess. Brigden himself

has recorded how he sketched and painted at the weekends, and other

sources have described how, under the infl,uence of ManLy, he gradually
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became an accomplished water-colour artist concentrating prinarily on

the painting of J.andscapes in Ontario and quebec.53

During the years when he was establishing himself as an artist, as

well as working full time in the family business, Fred's relationship

with his father was at times extremely difficult. The oLder Brigden

strongly disapproved of his son's association with the Art Students

League because he believed that its members "might appeal to the weakest

side of the nature that is in al i of us. " In 1894 he wrote to Fred

saying, "You have been given a certain measure of abiLit,v which has

been developed from your earliest years. I have never either over or

under aided it." But he then said, "My ambition for you has been to see

you an eminentj-y skilLed art workman. I have always felt confident that

your talent rightly used is such as would secure you a good place in

the front ranks of art workmen, a class that I have always honoured more

than that of artists. " His distrust of artists was further

expressed in the sane letter: "among all the artists whon I have known

I could not find one whom I could honour or respect -- for strength of

character -- high moral principle and a worthy ain in life -- e.g. to

serve God and do sone good in Iife."54 These were opinions clearly

couched in the ideals of his own background. Frederick Brigden was

keenly ahrare of social position, of the importance of religion, and of

Ruskin's admonition that art must express a high moral purpose. It is

also likely that the senior Brigden was aware of the encroaching triumph

of "art for art's sake," the aesthetic novement which had been gaining

ground ever since 7877 when Ruskin took Whistl,er to court for "flinging

a pot of paint in the public's face."55
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Two years later, however, in 1896, apparently while on a trip to

England, Frederick Brigden changed his attitude. Writing to hjs son in

his usual ambiguous manner he said, "I have thought over your artwork

and the course you have taken with it -- and in its outcome it has

seemed to have been well. ordered, in a large degree you have shaped it

for yourseLf." He admitted that he had been mistaken jn his judgements

and that Fred's "instincts have been more true your associations

have brought you into contact wjth a genuine art spirit, which if

somewhat provincial and lacking in the broader el.ement is yet a true

discernment of facts existing in nature and in art and not the mere

cultivation of an artificiaL faculty of mere dexterÍty and styì.e. "

Whether his visit to England had exposed him to new approaches to art is

not mentioned in the letter, but he concluded by saying, "tvlou have

gained the advantage of imbibing the latest form and spirit of art --

art as it is today. That is good as each age has its own more or

less marked form of expressjon to be in true s¡r,mpathy wJth it.',56 These

were opinions which he had certainly not voiced before, preferring to

stress the importance of "art--workmansh j p. " It is poss_i bì e, howeyer, as

he grew oLder and was taking time to practice the art of water-coìour

painting himself, that he had begun to understand and respect hjs son's

artistic gifts. Indeed, he began joining Fred and Manly and other

artists on their sketching and painting trips until, as Manly has

recorded, "he made it the great, chief thing"s7 in his life. And Fred,s

success in both his artistic and business careers could quite obviousty

no longer be denied.

By the end of the century, in the words of charles confort, Fred
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paintings exhibited with the Ontario Society of Artists and the

Canadian Academy, and in 1898 was made a member. of the Ontario

Society.59 But the Academy denied him assocjate menbership unti

and ful.l membership until 1939. His own view of this slight was

"the academicians were reluctant to elect an artist so close to

I 1934

that

the

business world as I was."60 It was an opinion supported by J.E.

Middleton who has referred to "the Victorian notions" of "brother

painters of professic¡nal status," who wondered if "a ma;r'in trade'

could be a real artist and so hesitatecì to admit him to membership."

Middleton has also described how Brigden's pictures were regular-ly

"passed and hung by a severe jury," but when the question of membership

was brought up, the answer was, "But he's a busin"", *un."61 When one

considers that this judgement was made by artists whose background was

in the field of photographic painting, it seems a most unjust evaluatjon

of an obviously respected painter, and suggests that there nay have been

other factors at work in the decision. Perhaps the fact that Fred

Brigden, like his father, would never accept that there were divisions

among the visual arts made him suspect in the eyes of the members of a

relatively new and insecure art estabLishment.

The issue of the relationship between art and busjness beder¡illed

the Canadian cultural community for years. 0n the one hand artists

exhibited regularly at the annual exhibitions of the Ontario Societ)¡ of

Artists or Lhe Academy,62 and on the other they taught'or worked for

commercial enterprises in order to make a living. Fred challener, for

exanple, worked for the lithography firm of Stone, Ltd.; C. W.
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Royal
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Jefferys, as well as teaching, worked as an iLlustrator for various

newspapers incÌuding the New York Herald and J. W. Beatty worked as a

cartoonist for the Canadian Magazine.63 No one could deny that

painters, illustrators, desÍgners or engravers worked Ín the same

general area, that of the visual arts: they undertook similar tasks and

created similar products. Nor could it be denied that many of them were

active in both areas anri that such organizations as the Toronto Art

Students League and its srìccessor, the Graphic Arts Club, never

disallowed membershjp orr the grounds of an assocjatio¡r with comm"""".64

But the implication that commercÍa.l work was only a step on the way to

"real" art began to gain ground. With hindsìght, art historians have

accepted the fact that these earJ.y associations with commerce provided

the seed-bed of a Canaclian national art.65 But they have invarjably

approached the connection in order to denonstrate Íts importance in the

early development of the members of the Group of Seven and as a period

in the evolution of a "real" Canadian art. Even Albert H. Robson, the

art director of Grip Limited and employer of many of the Group of Seven,

said, in 1932, "The comnercial studios proved to be a fertile training

ground that developed a number of landscape painters and represent a

novement fron conmercial art to painting that was to a degree peculiar

to Toronto."66 It is doubtful if it was a situation unique to Toronto,

but what is obvious is the perceived distinction between "art" and

"commercia.l 
.art. 

" As early as 1903, in a memorial presented to Sir

Wilfrid Laurier, the Ontario Society of Artists declared that "some of

our ablest artists have been obliged to take up Comnercial Art as a

means of livelihood."6T Subsequently, as Sybille Pantazzi has pointed
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out in her study of Canadian iLlustrators and commercial designers, "the

standard books on canadian art refer only incjdentaìly, jf at all, to

the artists as iltustrators. "6S

The position of the Group of seven in canadian art history is

currentJ.y undergojng revision. Untjl recently art hjstorjans have seen

the beginning of a "true" Canadian art in the work of Tom Thomson and

those artists who, in the 1920s, made up the initial Group: J. E. ll.

MacDonald, A. Y. Jackso¡r, Arthur Lismer, Frederick Varley, Lawren

Harris, Frank Johnston and Franklin carmichaer.69 More recent

historiography has suggested wider international contexts and has

related their achievements and promotion to contemporary literary and

nationalistic ui*s.70 This has not, of course, det-racted from or

changed the aesthetic worth of their paintings. It has served, instead,

to place the artists more closely within the context of canada's

deveJ.opment, the international artistic community and the rryorld of

business. It has to be recognjzed, however, that, as jn the earljer

period, it was commerciaJ. empìoyment and a club association which

provided the necessary support for this new generation of ari-ists.

J. E. H. MacDonald, the oldest member of the Group, who worked as a

designer, eventually head-deslgner, at Grip Ljmjted from 1895 to

1911,71 had initially worked as an engra\¡cr. for the Toronto

Lithographing company and was a member of the Art Student's League. He

was "a Iink between the League and the Grou¡1 " as pantazzi says,i2 ur"rd

one who recognized that the idea of a "national art" had begun among the

older group of artists. 0f the earlier generation he said, "Men like

Reid, Jefferys, and Fred Brigden and others had their place as
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pioneers and encouragers. The Art League . . . the Graphic Arts Club

There was a real stirring of Canadian ideas. "73 MacDonald r^ras an

excellent illustrator and designer, spending two years in London with

the Carlton Studios, a firm founded by four ex-Grip employees ancì sajcl

to be the first modern comnercial art studio in England.T4 He desÍgned

for books, for magazines, for the League calenders and for the pJ.ays and

f estir¡als of the A,rts and Letters cl ub. 75 Along wi th Jef f erys ancì

Brigden he did not hesjtate to credit the value of his commercial

training. It had taught hjm, he said, "a sense of discipline and

dextral. facility which would have been otherwise unobtainabl.e."76 tt¡ith

the exception of Lawren Harris, all the future members of the Group

worked for commercial firms at some time during their careers: Jacksorr

Ín Chicago and Montreal; Thomson at a photo-engravers in Seattle and at

Grip in Toronto; Lismer, who had been persuaded to emigrate to canada

by the Brigdens, at Grip;77 Varley and Carmichael at Grip, and.Iohnston

at Brigden's and Grip. When, in 1912, Albert Robson moved from Grip to

the fjrm of Rous and Mann as art director, Johnston, Ljsmr:r, Varley,

Carmichael and Thomson moved with him. All, with the exception of

Thomson who died in tragic circumstances in 191?,78 gradualty gave up

their commercial employment for full time painting, but even so were not

averse to providing book illustrations and designs, or to undertaking

teaching assignments of considerable importance.T9

If the 
.commercial 

studios provided the future members of the Group

with their early Iivelihood, it was the Arts and Letters club which

provided them with contacts in the wider artistic community. The

Graphic Arts Club had been the successor to the Art Students League and
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nunbered among its founder members such artÍsts as Jefferys, Beatty,

Holmes, Man].y, T. Itl. Mclean and Fred Brigden. But it was primariJ.y a

social club for artists, with space for them to exhibit their work, so

that although many members of the Group beJ.onged, it was not so

important for their future development as the Arts and Letters Club.80

There they associated with establ.ished academic artists as well as with

nusicians, writers and future patrons and supporters.Sl Formed in 1g0g,

the club was the virtuaL "centre of cultural activity" in Toronto, a

neeting place for men working in the arts or with an interest in

them.82 Members included musicians Ernest MacMiIlan, Healey Willan and

Michael Hambourg, the film makers Robert Flaherty and Roy Mitchell, the

scientist Ednund ltlalker, the historian and future dipJ.omat vincent

Massey, and such artists as George Reid, Wylie Grier, Jefferys, Manly,

Holmes, Challener and Brigden. Musical evenings and stage presentations

were of such a calibre that they can be seen as the beginnings of the

Toronto Symphony, the Toronto Mendelssohn choir and the Hart House

Theatre.33 Guests included Mischa Elman, Mark Hambourg, ysaye, Fritz

Kreisl,er, Pablo Casals and Rachmaninoff, Sir WiLfrid Laurier and various

members of the Royal canadian Academy.34 And included in atl this

variety of talent and established status were the conmercial artists.

Men such as lvor Lewis and Gene Beaupré, who worked for Eaton's

advertising staff,85 und Tom Thomson, Tom Maclean, Arbert Robson and all
the future. nembers of the Group who worked at Grip were members. It was

at the c]ub, in fact, that rhomson and the others first net Lawren

Harris, the artist who wouLd later join them as a Group member, and

Janes Mccallun, a physician, who would become their first patron. It
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r,vas also at the Club that they met those members of the academic art

conmunity who would create difficulties for them as they became known as

the Group of Seven and as their non-commerciaL work gained wider

acceptance. S6

In view of the social and cultural association afforded to a widr:

variety of artists by the Arts and Letters Club and the obvious

acceptance of the fact that in order to earn a living artjsts were

obl iged to teach or work f or a commercia.l f irm, the attitu<le of the art

establishment was confusing. unlike the situation in Europe, where

younger artists frequently dissociated themse_l.ves from academic

traditions,ST n"rb"rship in the .Academy was, for canadian artists, a

major symbol of artistic integrity. But the granting of membership

followed no discernible pattern, thus leading, not infrequently, to

bitterness.SS Like Brigden, the members of the Group of Seven exhibitecl

reguì.arly with the Ontario Society of Artists and at the Academy, but

their acceptance into the "official " art fraternity was uneven to say

the Least. It seems to have been quite arbitrarily based on their

careers and to have had little to do with their commercial connections.

MacDonaLd rcas made an associate in 1912, the year after he left Grip;

Lismer jn 1919 while he was still Principaì of the Victoria College of

Art in HaLifax, and Jackson in 1914, after working commercially until

1911. But Harrjs, who had never worked for a business, or even taught,

was not made. an associate until 1943. Johnston, who worked for

Brigden's and for Grip, was elected an associate in 1919. Varley in

1921 and Carmichael in 1935. The same indiscriminate selection also

applied to the granting of full memberships. Jackson received his
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nembership in 1919, whereas MacDonald, who was, by 7927, head of the

graphic and commercial art department at the Ontario College of Art, was

not elected until 1931, the year before his death. Carnichael, who

¡rorked for Rous and Mann before following MacDonald at the College, was

given membership in t938.89 t{ith the exception of Lisner and Harris,

all the members of the Group had been made either associates or members

of the Academy before Fred Brigden. This would seem to inply that the

style of art produced was not a factor in the choice. But also, because

of the confusing nature of the selections, it is impossib.ìe to infer

that election was denied on the grounds of commercial connections.

The reasons behind Fred Brigden's exclusion from the Academy untjl

the 1930s are, therefore, impossible to determine with any degree of

certainty. It could not have been due to his style of painting: in

view of the frequent controversies the work of the younger artists

provoked, his style was probably closer to the academicÍans'

preference.90 Nor, it would seen, in light of the Academy selections,

could it be re.Lated to commercial connections, although that is what

Brigden himself believed. He was recognized by his fellow artists in

Toronto, both in and out of the Academy, was Vice-President of the

Ontario Society of Artists fron 1913 to 1915 and President from 1927 to

1931, and was co-founder, with CarmichaeL and J. A. Casson, of the

Canadian Society of Painters in Water-Colour, of which he was the first

President from its opening in 1926 to 1930. He was, in fact, considered

to be the "dean" of Canadian water-colour painting.9l The only possible

explanation for his neglect seens to be his persistent disregard for the

consideration that there was a difference between "fine" art and that
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produced rcithin a commercial context.

In numerous J.ectures, in renarks quoted in the newspapers and in

opinions given to friends, Fred Brigden nade clear his belief that art
should not be placed on a pedestal. He felt that it was unnecessary to

separate "fine" from other forms of art, or to pretend that artists did

not need to ¡nake a living. whÍle it was accepted that the Group of

Seven and others were involved in commercial work of some sort, either

teaching or working for one of the graphic arts houses, this was usually

interpreted as a neans to an end: "from commercial art to painting," as

Robson said. Brigden, on the other hand, pointed out that art had

traditionally always been connected with practical pursuits, with

artisanship and the production of designs for furniture, ceramics,

tapestries and other articles of everyday use. rn a talk, "Art in
Relation to Business," given to the Toronto Rotary club in 1920, he

said: "For many centuries the Iine of dernarcation between the painter

and the craftsman working in applied art was not clearly defined and

in our nuseums to-day we give as high a place to the beautiful products

of past periods in applied art as to painted pictures and scuJ.pture.,'

Brigden recognized, however, that mechanization was changing the

position of artists who were designing for industry. Echoing Ruskin or

I{lilliam Morris, or for that matter, Karl Marx, he noted that "No longer

can each piece receive the individuat touch of the creative workman."92

9lhile. aware of the difficulties facing the designer in appJ.ied

arts, Brigden aÌso recognized the fact that advertising was the most

valuable element in the relationship between art and the public. In a

talk given in 1928, "Art in Retation to Advertising," in which he
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stressed the importance of good design, he made the point that it made

little difference to artists whether they were cornnissioned by the

Church or the nobiìity, as in earlier periods of history, or by

businessmen and advertising agencies in the twentieth century. "We

think of [the] great names Ín the history of art," he said, "as

representing the highest attainment possibJ.e in the field of the fine

arts and yet I believe it no exaggeration to say that the leading

commerciaL artists today are just as well trainecl in the fundanentals of

design and drawing as any of the painters of oLd." He added that in his

opinion "in the best conmercial work we have as nuch real art expression

as can be found in the altar pieces and wall decorations of the old

nasters," and went on to say that "many of our most gifted men who might

easily take rank with the great painters of any age, are devoting their

time and energy to so-called commercial art." Many of these men,

however, because they believed that their work possessed aLl the "art

qualities," resented the tern "commercial." Brigden refused to accept

that commercial art was inferior or merely a means to an end, Rather,

in the manner suggested by Thomas Munro, he defined it as one important

aspect of art in general.93

It was not a unique idea, but it was one which went against the

grain of an art establishment concerned with promoting "fine" art, and

against the grain of an art history increasingly devoted to the concept

of "art for art's sake" in place of art with a purpose. It was a

practical view which interpreted art as part of everyday life and as an

activity practiced by men and wonen working to make a Living. John

Berger and Teddy Brunius, as evidenced by their studies ained at the
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"demystification" of art, would agree with Brigden that art should be

considered within the social and cultural context of its time and

pLace.94 What is eventuaLly selected for retention in the art histories

as definitive of its age95 is not necessarily the art which was the mgst

popular or the most accessible in its own period.

The Canadian artist C. W. Jefferys, definitely felt that it was the

art of everyday life which would survive the test of time. He

considered that "the advertising poster, the wjndow and counter card"

were the most representative aspects of his century's art. certainly

they received the widest circulation of al I art objects among the

general public and may, as has been suggested by those critical of its

creation, have contributed to the rise of a new, popular, mass

culture.96 Jefferys admired the "sheer strength and attractiveness of

their design and the beauty of their colouring," and predicted that "a

hundred or two hundred years hence such work may be deened more

typical of the art of our time than some of the more pretentious

paintings which hang in our public galleries and museu,n"."97 whether

his p|ediction comes to pass or not, it was certaÍnJ.y a valid judgement

of the fact that the art most commonly seen was that of the "commercial"

variety. It was the same type of evaLuation made by Fred Brigden of the

artwork produced in the 1910s by Lionel LeMoine FitzGerald and Charles

Comfort. In 1919 he described a muraL created by FitzGerald for Eaton's

shop windo¡vs in Winnipeg as "both unusuaÌ and beautiful and acclaimed by

all who saw it," and he recorded how Comfort, as a boy of seventeen

working in the Winnipeg branch of BrÍgden's, had become the nost valued

nember of the staff, winning prizes for his Eaton's cataLogu" 
"ou""".98
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He saw nothing incongruous between the obvious tal.ents of FitzGerald and

confort and the commercial tasks they were perforning. This does not

nean that he denigrated those artists who gave up their comnercial

connections to paint full time. Instead, he felt that an artist was an

artist whatever he or she may be doing in the creation of visual images.

The issues inherent in the division drawn between "fine" and

"commerciaL" art were not, of course, confined to canada. A paralle1

with the experience of American artists in the early \.'ears of the

twentieth century is quite obvious. It can also be more fruitfully
studied because the opinions of a number of artists har¡e been recorded

by Susan E. Meyer in her book, Anerica's Great ILlustrators. Meyer has

noted how, as tìre "cleavage between fine art and illustratjon" widened

over the years, sone artists began to resent the inferior connotation of

"commercial artist. " N. c. firyeth, Frederick Renington and Howard

Chandl.er Christy, for example, all artists who had achieved fame as book

and magazine iLl.ustrators, would have preferred to have been referred to

as "fine" artists,99 whÍle James Flagg, equalry well known during the

1910s and 1920s, saqr the division as purely a "false set of vaLues." He

said that the only difference between "a fine artjst and an jllustrator"

was one where "the ]atter can draw, eats three square meals a day and

can afford to pay for them."100 Norman Rockwell, enphasizing the same

sort of obligations as those asserted by Fred Brigden, noted how a "fine

arts painter has to satisfy only himse]f." There are "no outside

restrictions placed on his work," whereas the situation is far more

denanding for the conmercial artist who "must satisfy his client as well

as hinsel¡."101 rn the early years, as in canada, there was little
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distinction made between the two types of art. Howard Pyle, for

instance, workjng as Art Editor at Mclure's in 1905, felt that "fine art

was simpJ,y a term designating quality and that the best illustration

wouLd certainJy qualify as fine art." And RockwelI is recorded as

saying that there was no distinction made at the New York Art Students

League between illustration classes or Jandscape and portrait classes in

the period from 1910 to 1912 when l¡e was there. "To us," he said,

"illustration was an enobìing profession. " It was somet.hjng which was

considered to be "in the main stream of the arts vitaLized by

contact with fjne writíng."7o2

Susan Meyer's argument concerning the division between the two

branches of art is that as publishing became more oriented towards a

mass audience, so the denand for good writing and good illustration

decreased. She suggests that artists working for magazines or book

publishers were constrained by the demands of their employers and

subsequently suffered a decline in status after the tgZOs.103

Considering that it was the use of visual material which contributed to

the success of the popular press, it is difficult to tell if this is a

valid assessment. Indeed, in the Canadian context, the period betwee¡r

the 1920s and the 1940s is referred to as "the golden age of mag'<tzjnes,

when "illustrators assumed an importance of unprecedented

proportions. " 104

From.1948, with the advent of new technology and new ¡nedia of

artists, tired of being excluded from the

take matters into their own hands. The new

¡cas instituted, art directors clubs were

comnunication,

world of "art,

profession of

commercial

" 105 would

graphic art
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formed and training programmes were created which were attuned to

contemporary conditions.106 This separation is still a matter for

debate, however. one contemporary designer says that "graphic design

solves probJ.ems in visual communications ... it may well be inspired by

the visual arts, but it is not an u."t,"107 while another says that if a

work "has integrity, it's a work of art, whether it's done for someone

eLse or for yourself."108 Robin Arkell reiterates the betief that "the

difference between com¡nercial art or iLlustration and fine art is simply

a matter of patrons. Instead of working for a cardinal or king you

are working for a corporation or a magazine," and emphasizes the fact by

saying, "Michelangelo's art didn't suffer because he was told what to

paint or what to scuLpt."1og

Thomas Munro, in his classified list of "Four Hundred Arts and

Types of Art" included all varieties of commercial art under the heading

"Types of Pictorial Art as to Nature of Product". 110 It is an approach

which suggests that perhaps it was the concept of art as a "product" in

the industrial or comnercial sense which provoked the initial division

in status. There was, in fact, a de.relopment among artists similar to

the early evolution of the engraving industry. Bewick, it will be

recalled, was, like other wood-engravers, considered to be an

independent artist-craftsnan, while those who later worked in the

wood-engraving studios for newspapers and magazines were labelled

"nechanica.l"_ engravers or "art-workmen." In the early twentieth

century, with the nechanization of the graphic arts industry, a division

of labour among artists working for the commercial firms created a

situation not unLike that of the earlier period, where engravers worked
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on their separate pieces of boxwood without seeing the end product.111

This sltuation in the commercial field was most apparent in the

¡ryork done for cataLogues. trlhen the Brigden firm took on the production

of the Eaton's cataJ.ogue, for exanpJ.e, the need for speed was as

important an elenent as it had been with the Engtish firms working for

the popuJ.ar journals. While the first catalogues consisted mainJ.y of

wood-engravings, by the 1910s the firn was incorporating photography and

photo-engraving and was increasingly, as the process became mastered,

using colour. Because of a new emphasis on coloured reproduction of

clothing, artists were required on the workforce as welL as engravers

and photo-engravers. Fred Brigden was put in charge of fashion

illustrations and took on the training of artists in the new

field,112 u" well as bringing in specialists from New York and Chicago.

The amount of work was such that artists were obliged to undergo a

division of labour: some drew only "boots and shoes siÌverware or

jewelry," or speciaJ.ized in furniture or other hardware, while others

devoted their skills to the design and decoration of the pages. A

further specialist was responsible for the overall lay-out of the

advertising material on the page, and even the fashjon artists, whom

Brigden described as the "aristocrats of the mail order catalogue," were

subdivided. These artists had to be highly skilled draughtsmen or

draughtswomen combining, as Brigden said, "a thorough knowledge of the

figure with 
.what 

night be called a fashion sense -- a feeling of style

¡vith the faculty of adapting the figure to the special vogue of the

season. " In spite of their skitls, however, sone r^¡ere required to paint

only faces or hands and feet, while others sketched in the garment over
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the figure or washed in the light and shade. And finally, there were

detail artists who drew in the buttons, stitching and ornanents on the

garment being advertised.l13 It was a very different situation to that

of the iLlustrators working for the magazines, who took a story or

article to be ilLustrated and were able to complete the whole thing.

Undoubtedly, many of the artists working for the commercial companies

were able to work in a nunber of fields, for the catalogues and

magazines as wel,l as for themselves. But the similarity to an assembly

líne in the overall functioning of the industrialized graphic arts house

nay have served to give the impression that, like the wood-engravers and

the photographers in earlier periods, commercial artists practiced a

"mechanical" art and were thus subject to a Loss of status merely

because they were involved in such work.

It is possible, considering the monotony of the work invoLved, that

the conmercial artists themselves would have seen the "pronotion" to

fine art as a move out of an inferior occupation, and certainl.y many art

historians have interpreted it that way: as a means to an end.114 But

many artists have credited their training in the commercial houses as

having provided a discipline and technical skill which could be used as

a base for whatever type of art they chose. when, for instance, charles

comfort went from the winnipeg branch of Brigden's to Toronto in 1925,

he became, according to PauL Duval, "the star comnercial designer of the

century and his published work was an inspiration for a generation of

art students who were not much younger than himsetf."115 He

subsequently became one of canada's most respected artists: he taught

at the Ontario College of Art and the University of Toronto, and was
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Director of the NatÍonal Gallery from 1960 to 1965. At no point in his

career, however, did he deny the value of his commercial training. As

he Later said, Fred Brigden and the Brigden firm were "a very real

factor" in his developnent as an artist.116

It is difficult, then, to determine why commercial and fine art

were considered to be entities with different social and aesthetic

status. Sone critics have argued that money was, and still is, the

determining factor: there is a "romantic mystique" that artists ought

to be poor. As Heather Robertson has recently said, artists who make

money at what they do "are dismissed contemptuously as 'commercial'and

therefore'6u¿'."117 This attitude seens to have had the sane effect on

the art establishment in the early years of the twentieth century.

CertainJ.y a division was perceived to exist between conmercial and fine

artists, but whether, in view of the fact that most artists had

commercial connections of one sort or another, it was a valid

distinction is decidely a moot point.

Within the graphic arts industry itself, however, conmercial

artists were defÍnitely a part of the workforce, along with the

photographers and the photo-engravers. Indeed, by 1914, within the

Canadian graphic arts industry the three components of business, art and

labour had come together. Major companies providing illustrative

naterial for the publishing industry were, by this time, weÌl

establishe.d,in eastern Canada. Brigden's, Barber and EIlis, Rolph,

Smith and Conpany, Copp, Clark and Conpany, and Grip Li¡rited, were among

the leading firms. They had absorbed their smaller rivals by 1900 and

most of them, through mergers and amalgamations, would survive into the
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tggos.118 In their employment were members of the International

Photo-engravers Union and other trade unÍons, and artists. The former,

in spite of periods of economic and social insecurity, had a certain

status due to their labour and union affiliations. The latter, because

of the perception of the type of art assignments they performed, r^/ere

denied status as "artists." They could no longer be classified as

"art-workmen," in Frecìerick Brigden's or John Ruskjn's sense of the

word, because of the separation of their tasks fron those of the

photo-engravers, photographers or pr.intc-rs, and conseeuentl¡r had to

settl.e for the term "commercial. artists." This meant that they became

subject to a forn of professionaL differentiation which perceived them

as inferior to "fine" artists or "artists. proper. But Brigden's, and

no doubt other graphic arts firms, ignored the impìications of inferjor

status bestowed upon its artists. The firm functioned as a provider of

visual material for advertising and other commercjal products and could,

therefore, be considered part of the development of a "popular" as

opposed to a "high" culture. At the same time, because Brigden's and

Grip and similar graphic arts houses empJ.oyed many extremely taLented

artists who went on to become influentiaì figures in a Canadian art

history no longer obsessed by nationalÍsm, the graphic arts industry can

be viewed as a bridge between conmercial and fine art.
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CHAPTER VI: BUSINESS, LABOUR AND ART IN WINNIPEG, 1913-1940

The developnent of the graphic arts industry in western Canada

followed much the same path as in the east. Individual printers and

engravers moved west with settlenent, increased in numbers in response

to the growth of newspaper publishing and, as printing became a

mechanized process, suffered the loss of artisanal skills and status

associated with industrialization. Artists in the west were, at first,

recorders and reporters: amateurs working wjth survey parties or

expJ.oration teams. A few, such as the painter Frank Lynn, settled in

Winnipeg, but most noved on.1 tt was not until newspapers and magazines

started to use visual advertising in the late nineteenth-century that

artists and engravers stayed to work in the newly industrialized city.

Individual engravers, J.ithographers and printers established businesses

for the production of illustrations and, as in the east, expanded to a

stage where they employed others. The period from 1913, when the

Brigden firm expanded west, to the beginning of the second world war,

sah', in Winnipeg, the acceptance of the graphic arts as an inportant

industry. Not only did it provide employnent for the photographers and

photo-engravers in the city, but it also contributed to the means by

which many talented young artÍsts were abLe to earn a living at a time

when to be an independent artist was not a practical proposition.

By 1913, Í{innjpeg was the metropolitan centre of western Canada.

ALL the elements of a modern, urbanized society were in place, including

transportation, industry, commerce, and financial and nunicipal
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institutions. It was a city with street cars, street tighting, fine

buildings, theatres, newspapers, printshops, engraving houses and trade

unions. Since its incorporation as a city in 1g23, winnipeg had become

the central point of the transcontinental railway system, of the western

wholesale trade, and of industries supplying the needs of the vast

hinterland of which it was the hub.2 Even prior tcr the completion of

the railwa¡r 1¡¡ 1885, it was the established centre of the grain trade, a

factor which encouraged the entl'ance into the city of grajn dealers,

insurance companies, banks, real estate agents and the numerous other

financial institutjons necessary for the creatjon and djstributjon of
a

capital." Because of the needs c¡f the farmers, on whom the whole

enterprise of the grain trade depended, the distribution of everything

from farm machjnery to lumber, paint and flour, was centred jn the:

whoìesaLe firms of winnipeg. Although dominated until the 1890s by

branches of eastern firms,4 th" wholesale trade was largeìy in the hancls

of local businessmen by the beginning of the present century.5 A Board

of Trade had been established as early as 1879 and such entrepreneurs as

J. H. Ashdown, W. F. Alloway, W. G. Fonseca and A. G. B. Bannatyne

became the founders of a commercial eLite devoted to the promotion and

expansion of their city.6 A, a consequence, I{innjpeg became a "cit5, o"
ntrade,"'with a whol.esale trade so prosperous and busy that it could

hardly keep up with the demands made upon it. The Manitoba Free press

of November, 1901, said:

Lights shining from the windows of wholesale
warehouses and offjces with rows of clerks bending
over ledgers at 9 or 10 o'clock in the evening are
indications of the immense business done by the
wholesalers of Winnipeg . . . Never in years has the
wholesale trade been as heavy as it has been tÌ¡is
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fall Firns have sold out their lines completely.
Clerks have been working overtime for the last
two months andoin some cases midnight finds the staff
still at work."

Along with the growth of the wholesale trade went a corresponding

expansion in industry. Spurred on by the winnipeg Development and

Industrial Bureau, an institution founded in 1g06 to boost local

nanufacturing,9 nur".ous firms established themselves in the city.
These included firms such as flour milìs and packing plants involved in

the processing of western produce, firns making such materials as paint,

lumber and bricks for the construction industry,l0 arrd engineering and

machine-shops providing steel bridges and lines for the railways. They

were all part of a period of prosperity which reached its peak in

1912'11 In 1913 the city entered a period of recession but one which

has been described as "prinariì.y a reduction in the rate of expansion,

rather than an absolute decline."12

Expansion in the size of Winnipeg was due to inmigration. The

population grew from two hundred and forty one people in 1821 to 42,340

in 1901; by 1911, Ít had reached 196,03S.13 The inmediate effect was

to create a "fLourishing construction activity"14 and, in a manner

similar to that of Toronto's deveLopnent, build a city "full of

contrasts." It was, as J. M. s. careLess has said, an "al.l-but-instant"

city, where "humble little frame structures of village years stood by

the heavy, brick and ornamental stone elegance of the 1890s; simple

workaday b'rick stores and warehouses of the 1880s beside the new secular

tenples of banking that went up in the 1900s."15

As well as being the industrial and wholesale centre of the west,

Winnipeg was aLso a cultural centre, with clubs, sporting events,
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theatres, nusic,16 and art. In 1892, a Women's Art Association was

founded, in 1903, the Manitoba Society of Artists came into being,17 und

in 1912, an Art Gallery was established in the Industrial Bureau

building on water street, At the same time, retail facilities hacì

increased to serve the expanded population, a factor which made the city

a shopping mecca, attracting customers not onìy from the city and

suburbs, but from other areas of the province and further afield.18 In

spite of the fact that the wholesale houses and rural- retailers were

becoming jncreasingl]' affectcd by majl order firms workjng out of

Toronto, many large and impressive buildings attested to the prosperity

of local retailers. J. H. Ashdown's store, for example, rcbuilt in 1904

after a fire, was considered to be the "finest hardware store in

Canada."19 It was Eaton's, however, whjch had the major. impact on the

retailing trade in Winnipeg. It opened its Winnipeg branch in 1905, in

a "mammoth new departnent store whjch enpJoyed 800 persons ancl

included five and a half acres of fLoor 
"pua"."20 Not only did its sizc

impress, but it introduced its eastern approaches to marketing, leading

to a situation where "thirty small retajl stores went out of business in

a single month."21 This was, of course, disastrous for many businesses,

but it was the Eaton's approach to advertising which was advantageous in

terms of the graphic arts industry.

The opening of Eaton's in Winnipeg also included the transfer of

its wester.n nail order operation, with the new store initially being a

combined retail and mail order establishment.22 Customers' mail orders

were, at first, filled from the store, but in 190? separate stocks were

kept, additions were made to the origÍnal building, and eventually, in
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1916, a separate mail order building was constructed.23 According to

the Eaton's "scribe," all. the faciLities for the publishing of the

western mail order catalogue were also housed in the same buildine, but

this, at least for nany years, was not the case. Eaton's had its own

printshop,24 but it was precisely for the production of the illustrative
naterial. for the cataJ.ogue that the Brigden firm opened a branch in

winnipeg in 1914. This means that, as before, Brigden's can serve as

the "window" through which the historical progress of the graphic arts

industry in Canada can be examined.

As in the older cities of eastern Canada and elsewhere, printing

and engraving were part of the urbanization processes which had changed

winnipeg from its status as a village on the Red River, "outside the

confines of the august Hudson's Bay Company's Fort Garry,"25 to un

important metropolitan centre and a provincial capital. In fact, it was

the political activities of early printers and their publications which

had had a marked influence on government po.licies. These had resul.ted

in the eventual transfer of the Red River settlement from the

jurisdiction of the Hudson's Bay company to its position as an

autonomous province within the confederation of canada in lgz0.26 The

earl.lest examples of printing in the Red River Settlement date from 1859

when the Reverend Griffith Owen Corbett published a political broadside

under the imprint "Headingly Press," and William Buckingham and WilLiam

Coldwelì. began publication of The Nor'wester.27

The Reverend Corbett used a primitive press and was obviously an

amateur, but Buckingham and coldwelr were professional printers and

journalists who had worked for The Globe and The Leader in Toronto and
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who brought their press ¡rith them. It was a Hoe's Washington

hand-printing press which they had purchased in St. Paul's, Minnesota,

and which was, according to George Winship, who used it in the late

1860s, already an antique.23 The Nor'Wester was primarily an or.gan for

politÍcal views advocating the end of the Hudson's Bay Company rule and

the annexation of Red R.iver by canada.29 It lasted for ten years ancl

consisted of news, editorials and articles, "usual ly of a serrsational

ltature , " etxcittpt ed f or otlrr:r :;n,.,a"orr . 
30 In 1860 , Buckingh¿rm r¿:t,u.i'nc:d 'r-cr

Upper Catiacìa, his share being taÌ<en over l.ry'' Janres Ross until 1863.íJl In

1864, John Christian SchuLtz bought a share in the press and after a

disastrous fire in 1865 bought out Coldwell who also l'eturned to Canada.

Schultz remained soÌe owner until 1868 when he sold the press to Walter

R. Bown. The press itself has been described by Winship, who joined the

staff in that year, as being in a neglected and dirty condition.

Ner¡ertheless, it contir¡ued to be used to print the paper until it was

confiscated by Louis Riel the following y"u".32

In 1869, Coldwell returned to Red River with a new press and the

ain of establishing a new paper, The Pioneer. But The Pioneer, along

with The Nor'Wester, was prevented from publishing by Riel and neither

newspaper reappeared in its original form. The Nor'Wester was, hor,qever-,

resuscitated after the settlement with Riel which created the new

province of Manitobu.33 Coldwell and Schultz were the major figures in

the early printing ventures, but a number of other printers were also

working in the area. Patrick Laurie, an American named l{alker and

George Winship are nentioned by Bruce Peel in his study of the political

involvement of printers in the Riel Rebellion of 1869 to 1870.34 Duriug
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the next ten years winnipeg was, in D. M. Loveridge's words, "a hotbed

of partisan, polemical and short-lived newspapers." Fron the

newspapers'beginnings in 1859 to 1884, there had been as many as ten

dailies and twenty-two weeklies or semi-nonthlies started at varjous

times. By 1885, after the rise and fall of numerous printing and

publishing r¡entures, one daily and four weeklies survived.33 Among them

The Times and rhe sun combined to form Tþe Manit!Þqn which, in turn,

wou-ld join wi th The Free Press in 1889. 36

During all these publishing experiments, the number of prirrter.s

kept pace with the growth of the city.37 But because of the nature of

the mergers and combinations which took place, printers working for the

various newspapers, not surprisingly, lacked job security. unlike the

earJ.y printers, who had worked for themselves in an artisanal situation,

frequently acting as editors as well as pubìishers ancl printers of tl¡ejr

own materiaL, the printers in the rapidly expanding urban situation

increasingly worked for others. They were, consequently, at the whjm of

the market and of entrepreneurial ventures. In 1ggs, when several of

theÍr number were "left out in thr: coLd" due to the demise of The Times,

the printers attempted to take natters into their own hands by

publishing their own newspaper, The Evening News. But this only lastecì

a few months.38 The printers, caught in the need to adapt to a nerr,

industrial system, turned for support to their Union and in the process,

proceeded to_ become an important element i n r,rrestern Canadi an labour

organization,

The Winnipeg Typographical Union #191 was chartered in 1881 with

ten workÍng printers as founding member".39 Its constitutjon statecl
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that:

Any printer, compositor, pressman, stereotyper,
electrotyper, bookbinder or member of kindred trades,
who shall have attained the age of twenty years,
worked five years at his respective business and is a
conpetent workman in like branch of the business
whicþ^he folLows, may become a member of this union

40

It also allowed for honorary membership to be accorded to those who

became foremen or empJ.oyers on condition that they continued to "respect

the principles of trade unions."41 At first, the composition of the

Union varied as members found themselves in the position of employees or

empJ.oyers. Many of them were still practicing in the independent

artisanaL manner of individuaJ. printers working for themselves, or with

one or two apprentices, but others had taken to the role of

entrepreneur.

Anong the names in the roster of members could be found those of

many men later to be prominent as owners of important Winnipeg printing

and engraving businesses. For instance, John Stovel, who with his

brothers founded the Stovel Company in 1889, is J.isted as early as 1882,

George Saults, of Saul.ts and Pollard, is listed as a member in 1887,

George StoveL in 188?, Chester Stovel in 1890 and 0. H. Pollard in

7892.42 In 1887, John Stovel was President of the organization

committee for the "Second Annual Dinner of the Winnipeg Typographical

Union #191,"43 but by 1899 the Union was having difficulties with the

Stovel firm concerning the wage scale for apprentices working the new

Mergenthaler printing naehin"".44 An organization which included both

enployers and employees was, obviously, inpractical once the craft of

printing became mechanized. At the Tribune printshop, for example, the
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owners broke the union agreement to pay the apprentice sca].e of $12 per

week for a ninimum period of eight weeks. Instead they brought in a

trained printer from 0ttawa. The union was successfuÌ in having him

dismissed and in establishlng the fact that there were enough local

operators capable of running the new machin"r.45

According to The Winnipeg Typographer of 18g4, the union had

successfully defended its members as early as 1882 when they had been

threatened by a wage reduction on the part of the city's "two leading

newspapers." By 1894, the union occupied an important posìtJon in thc:

printing life of the city. It had 110 members, incLuding job printers,

newspaper compositors, pressmen, book-binders and stereotypers; it was

affiliated with the International Typographical Union, and it had as its

ains the procurement of empJoymcnt, thc securlty of financial assistance

for ill.ness, and "provision for the general well-being of its members as

fa¡- as in it lies." This included promc¡tion of the "interests of

organized labour" throughout the region "between the Lake of the Woods

and the Rocky Mountains."46 In short, by the end of the century,

Idinnipeg printers were part of union activity in North America,

paralleling in their progress that of their fellow unjon members in

Toronto.

The Winnipeg Tv*pographical l-Ìnj on kept abreast of al I the changes

taking place across the continent. In 1900 it was in communication with

both the Allied Printing crafts l-tnion of Illinojs and the chicago

Photo-engravers. In 1901 it started to agitate for the 48 hour week, in

1904 it agreed to the formation of the Photo-engravers union, and jn

1908, along with the by now separate unions of the book-binders,
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stereotypers, printing pressmen and photo-engravers, became a member of

the newly forned Altied printing Trades council.4T By 1913, then, when

Brigden's decided to open a western branch, all the familiar problems of

industrial change in the printing and engraving trades were present in

winnipeg. But whereas stovel's, Bulman's and other engraving and

printing businesses were still coming to terns with the new situation,

Brigden's had already faced it in Toronto. The firm had accepted the

fact of employing members of the International Photo-engravers Union and

thus had a distinct advantage in the field of labour reLations in its
new location.

In their accounts of the family business, both Fred Brigden and his

nephew, Edward Nicholson, record that the decision to open a branch in

I{innipeg was the result of a request on the part of the T. Eaton

Company. Eaton's had found it too difficult to run the western mail

order business fron Winnipeg with a catalogue produced in Toronto. For

one thing, customers demanded different merchandise, especially clothes

and equipment more suited to the prairie climate and western rural

needs. The nanager of the winnipeg store, a Mr. Gilroy, had apparently

approached John Stovel first to see if his firm would take on the work.

Stovel, however, when he heard that Brigden's paid its artists $TS a

week compared to his $35, refused.48 whether this high salary applied

to more than the leading art specialists is doubtful. Certainly, those

artists who ¡emember working at trlinnipeg Brigden's do not mention such

figures.49 whatever the situation, Fred Brigden, in consul.tation with

Eaton's representative charles Band, was dispatched by his father in

1913 to find suitable premises for the ne¡c branch. As Nicholson has
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recorded, although by this time Frederick Brigden officially left the

running of the firm to his sons, his entrepreneurial instincts, onJy

four years before his death, "had not been duIted." His belief was

still that "if a major customer offered you an opportunity you shoulcl

grasp it no natter what the difficulties."50 considering that it was

only the year before that Brigden's had opened its new graphic arts

house in Toronto, it was indec.d a ma jor j nvestmr:nt tcr expanrj the

business to t{innipeg. Front the point of view cf an exanri¡ratir¡n of tÌre

graphi c arts inclust.r5 , hcxver¡el', the t{inni¡lr:g branch of Brigden's

demonstrated even nore clearly than its Toronto parent the essential

harmony needed between busjness, art and labour for. the functioning of a

successful graphic arts firm.

The Reed-Thompson EngravÍng conpany was purchased in 1913, the top

three floors of The Farmer's Advocate building on the corner of Notre

Dane and Langside streets were taken over, and early in 1914 Bl'jgden's

opened for business. It was a time of economic recession and, with the

outbreak of war in August, a period when, accordjng to Ruben Bellan, the

process of expansion, so rapid prior to 1913, would sl.ow down and then

"stop altogethe"."51 The construction trade virtually came to a halt,

economic activÍty was curtailed, the population decreased and the retail

trade, on which one mlght assume that advertising and, consequently,

engraving businesses depended, also suffered a decLine.S2 But, as í¡r

Toronto earL.ier, none of this seems to have affected the Brigden firnr.

rn spite of the inauspicÍous circumstances, the new branch was

established and, over the course of the next twenty years, proceeded to

fulfill in the west a role which, as Russeìì Harper has said, paraì.lelecÌ
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that of Notman in Montreal and Grip in Toronto.53

Brigden's did not, of course, come to a city devoid of competition.

There were a number of large and important firms aJ.ready well

established in winnipeg. Among them stovel's, Bulman's and Ransom's

were the most prestigious. John Stovel, one of the earliest pr.inters

noted in the Typographical union records, had estabLished his ow¡r

business in 1889. He and hjs brothers formed a graphic arts fi¡.n which

was so successfuL that in 1892 they noved from their original premises

in the rear of an offjce, with only a smaLl hand press, to a new three

storey building on the corner of McDermot and Arthur streets.54 As

Frederick Brigden had done in Toronto, so John Stovel improved his

business with new machinery. He added the first lìnotype machjne t9 be:

used in western Canada, connected electricity to mechanize the p¡esses

and in 1893, purchased from other members of the famlì¡,, an engr.arring

and lithographing fi"*.55 Accordjng to Berlan, it was claimed that ,,no

other firm in canada and onì.y six firms in North America, had the

facilities" of the Stovel company by tsos.56 Even if this was an

exaggerated description, Stovel's nevertheless considered itself to be

"a pioneering engraving plant in western canada." It bought special

plates for its photo-engraving and electroplating from France, and was

one of the first firms to introduce the three colour process to the

west.57 StoveL's emplo¡red a "Iarge staff of black and white and full

colour artis_ts, " as wel. l. as photo-engravers, wood-engravers,

lithographers, stereotypers, electrotypers, bookbinders and printing

p""""r"n.58 The firm was obviously capabJe of prorriding any type of

graphic work needed. It aLso published a nunber of books on Winnipeg,s
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ear.l.y history and at Least ten popular magazines and trade 3ournals.59

ftlith a simiLar entrepreneurial spirit, John BuLman, a young

lithographer from Toronto, came to I{innipeg in 1g92 to start a

photo-engraving and lithography business with his brother Thomas.

Bul.man Brothers, like the Stovel conpany and the Toronto Engraving

company, started in primitive circumstances. But the original "small

two storey frame structure" soon gave r{ay to a two st.orey block gn the

corner of Bannatyne and Albert stleets, nhere a five store=5' addition was

bujlt in lgOS.60 Both Bulltan'b^ arìd Stor,:el's suffel.ecl fiom l:llr:

devastating effects of fÍres, in 1904 and 1g16 respectively. Bul-man's

rebuilt as a lithography and printing firm,61 but stovel,s continued

into the early 1940s before deciding to concentrate soìeLy on

printing.62 Besicles stovel.'s aud Bulman's there were firms such as

Buckbee Mears, campbells, and commercial Eng.auerr.63 And there was

also the Ransom Engraving company, whose owner, E. J. Ransom, was an

"internationally known" artist-engraver and one of the founders of thc

Manitoba Society of Artists.64 Hís firm advertised itself as

"designers, artists, engravers," and in its promotional materiaL

directed to advertising companÍes and potential advertisers, saicl:

the combined arts of the engraver, the ink naker, the
paper maker and machine designer have thus pJaced in
the hands of the printer for the use of merchants and
publishers a nighty lever which has proved itself to
be the^frue ful.crum in the advancenent of the
world. bÐ

There were', -in fact, so.many firms active in the printing and engraving

field that one night assume an extra company woul.d be bound to fail.
But such was not the case. There seems to have been so much work that

firns frequently helped each other out with overflow work, or combined
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in the production of illustrations for pubrishers.66 Brigden's, with

the Eaton's contract, also had a number of other advantages. rt was

practiced in catalogue production, it had experience in the field of

organized labour and it already had a reputation for the quality of its
art work. Its acceptance of the InternationaL Photo-engravers Union has

been credited with being one of the reasons for the firm's stabil.ity and

success,6T while the employment of ArnoLd o. Brigden as nanager can

only, in retrospect, be described as inspired. It was Arnol.d Brigden

who proceeded to hire highly trained art directors, to employ gÍfted

apprentices who would later be among some of Canada's most respected

artists, to become personally involved in all aspects of winnipeg's

artistÍc community and, in the process, lead the firm into its position

of importance in the development of the graphic arts industry in western

Canada.

ArnoLd 0. Brigden was the nephew of Frederick Brigden. His family,

his education and his training in management had, however, given hin an

attitude towards business which was quite different to that of hjs

Toronto relatives. He had no concern for artisanal connections, for the

values of "art workmen" or the ideas of John Ruskin as had his uncle.

Nor did he have the artistic skilLs of his cousin, Fred Brigden. what

he had, instead, was an astute, Anerican style, business sense and the

gift of recognizing talent when he saw it. unlike his cousins, George

and Fred, who had come to Canada as infants in 1872 with their craftsman

father, Arnold had grown up Ín England. His father, Frederick Brigden's

youngest brother, was a Methodist ninister and Wesleyan scholar. In the

tradÍtion of the English Methodist Church, he and his family moved to a
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ne$¡ parish every three yu."".68 Arnold Brigden was educated at

Kingswood, the boys' school founded by t{esley at Bath in 1?4g, and

retained the connection all his life; indeed, he eventually founded an

0ld Boys'Association in canada and sent, with nuch correspondence, a

donation to the school on the occasion of its bicentenary

celebration.69 In 1904, Arnold, aged seventeen, came to canada to join

his uncle's Toronto firm as an apprentice engraver. He made his home

with his Toronto relatives, the Canadian and English sides of the famity

having retained close ties. He found, however, that his skills were not

really in the field of engraving. He stayed for the period of his

apprenticeship, but returned to England on its completion.T0

In 1910, Arnold Brigden accepted a position in New York with the

engraving firm of Gills, and by 1912 was in a supervisory position.Tl

He apparently exceLled in his job and was, according to a fellow

employee, a "real glutton for work."72 According to family letters, it
was general]y accepted that he would join the family firm; on the

occasion of the buiJ.ding of the new Brigden premises in Toronto, his

mother wrote, "I expect [Fred] won't be content until he gets you into

their firm."73 But it was not until the opening of the winnipeg branch

that he was persuaded to return to Canada. The decision may have been

nade easier by the fact that his eLder sister, Kathleen, was in Winnipeg

at the time as an exchange teacher under the auspices of the Colonial

Intelligence League.74 t{riting to him later she said, "I am more than

ever thankfuL that my tine in Winnipeg coincided with yours and Fred's

the whole Winnipeg engraving business night not have started when it

did at alÌ -- it meant a great deal of interest for ¡ne
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Once Arnold Brigden was instalLed as manager, Fred Brigden divided

his time between ItIinnipeg and Toronto. ItIith Arnold, "a practical

photo-engraver who has nade a close study of engraving nethods and has

set a new standard of quality," and w. J. Faulkner, "a specjalist jn all

phases of applied engravÍngs," the company advertised itself as having

experts" in all branches of the professjon."T6 There rvas ader¡uatr:

staff, the firm had modern equipment and was progressir¡e in its attitude

towal'ds u¡rionism. Btlt t.hr:r'i', was, in the early coÌ'respondence rela'rìrrE¡

to tlie'beginnittg of the t{i¡rnipeg branch, an ex1-raorrJinary anrount of

family discussion which seems vague ancl tentative to say the least. The

cousins wlote back and forth discussing the difficulties of finding good

designers, of harring their eJectrotSrping done satisfactorily, of

obtaining other customers besides Eaton's, and of comparing their work

with that of other companies.

The Brigdens did not seem to have been afflicted with the

"dyspepsia of the mjnd" described by Michael Bliss as the state r¡f tÌ¡c

business community in the early years of the twentieth century. The

perception of working in "a hostile environment," in opposition to

governmental, poJ.itical and professional forces,77 ai¿ not worry them.

Rather, their anxieties concerned their ability to compete with other

firms already in the city. Fol instance, in letters to hjs cousjn in

Toronto, ArnoLd Brigden discussed the design situation: "I saw the

Ransom cougr. colour sketches this noon They are quite original in

that there has been no cover like them before," of schenlau. a new

designer engaged by Faulkner, he said that he was insufficiently

"original in treatnent [He] is up against [Victor] Long wÍth Buckbee
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Mears, Gordon with Bruce Campbell and Sherris with Ransom we cannot

offer anything so original as any of these men give in winnipeg."78 But

later, with the art department running satisfactorily under the first of

a long Ljne of talented art directors, the unfar¡ourable comparisons

declÍned in number. The complaints changed to a concern for the amount

of work coming in and the lack of skilLed men to undertake jt. Arnolcl

was supervising the "nechanical" department himself and noted that "with

the amount of Eaton business when it comes we have no one here to tackle

the job; there may be a time when a trained superintendent can be

afforded as Ransom and stovel run, but you [Fred] may consider with me,

that the time we spend next to the work is of paramoutìt importance just
,,79now.'

It is difficult to tell how many photo-engraver"s there were in the

city at the time, of if they were trained men or apprentices. The few

mentioned i¡r the Allied Printing Trades councjl reco¡-ds were not

restricted to working for one company. They seem, in fact, to have

worked for all the engraving companies at one time or another. They

rareJ.y attended union meetings and seemed to have solved air],'grieva¡ces

with their emp-loyers wjthout Council help; this situatjon leads one to

assume that their services were in constant denand. As late as 1g2?

only twenty-five were listed as being permanently in the cjty, and it

was not until 1931 that serious conflicts with employers were

nentioned.S0 Even then there was no record of conflict wjth Brigden,s,

whose photo-engravers had a closed union shop from the beginning a¡d

whose financial security is renenbered with some envy by other Brigden

"rploy""".81 
unlike the Toronto firm, winnipeg Brigden,s did not have
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its own printshop, so there were no printers on the workforce.

If it is difficult to equate the somewhat frantjc messages between

the cousins with the writings and memories of Brigden employees, it is

equally difficult to ascertain the Brjgclens' reactjons to the local

econr.¡mic sítuation. By 1915 the business climate was dif f erent to that

in existence when the f i ¡ ni at-r'i vecl . The recessi on was oveì^, retai l

sales were booming and there was a bumper harvest; the autumn of 1g15

It'as, accot'djng to Bel lan, the most ¡rrof itable Winnipeg busjnessmen had

"uer knorn'n . 
82 The unenplo¡'¡¡s¡¡ of the precedì tìg ).,ears had been repl aced

by a narked improvement as war orders arrived for the machine shops anC

the flour miLls began to supply the British and Canadian governments.SS

Troops were stationed in the city thus contributing to consu¡ner demand

ancì to a general prosperity whlch lastecl to the encl of the war'; albejt

a prosperÍty which hid the true situation of the cost of living and real

incomes, ignored social conditions and paid no attention to a labour

situation which would coJ.lapse once the veterans returned.34 Of these

external problems, however, there is Little mention in the Brigden

correspondence .

During the war, Arnold and Fred Brigden adopted the policy of

"business as usual," and certainly, in winnipeg, the firm did not

suffer. But in Toronto the business had a harder time. Fred frequentìy

returned to help his brother, George, in the running of a firm in

difficulties, In a ]etter to Arnold he recorded that the clerical staff

"has been cut in two and everybody in the works except one or two

artists is on half time." He inplied, however, that it was not

necessarily the war which was affecting the business and emphasized that
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it was essential. to keep things going "not onì.y for our own benefit but

as much for the many depending upon us." He also had no doubts about

Arnold's ability to cope alone: "It wiLl be a great relief to me if you

are able to pull through in winnipeg without my having to cone out.

George never needed my backing nore than at this time. "85 In Letters

from England there was occasional mention of the war, but in 1915 most

of the correspondence concerned Arnold's adjustment to life in Winnipeg

and his organization of the business. His cousin Bertha wrote: "the

news of your doings in Winnipeg never fails to entertain us and we think

you are doing finely both in and out of business hours -- it a]l sounds

virile and full of accomplishment,"86 and hjs mother added, "we rejoice

that business is brisk -- and profits good -- you will soon be coming to

the end of your financiul y"u"."87 His mother was worried that his

church duties were being negJ.ected and that his health might suffer

through or¡er'-work. she felt that he was doing too much in order "to

prevent the necessity" of Fred having to return to winnipeg.SS .At the

same time it cannot have been al] work; his sister Kathleen noted that

he had "already scoured more of Winnipeg's outlying districts" than she

had in her two years in the city.8g

In 1916, Arnold must have discussed with his family in England the

possibility of enlisting. His nother responded by saying: "t{e think

you do well to wait and see how things go on -- all cannot be spared

from business even tho it be for such a good cause -- and you are doing

genuine work for the Brigden f irm .. . "90 As it transpired this r^¡as

sound advice: in 1917, Frederick Brigden died. This meant that there

was a general reorganization of the firn's management. George Brigden
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became President and Fred Brigden was made GeneraL Manager of both the

Toronto and winnipeg branches. In 1919, Fred returned to Toronto to

live and in 1920, the winnipeg branch was incorporated as a conpany in

its own right, Brigden's of winnipeg Linited. Fred Brigden was made

President of the new company, while Arnold continued in his position of

Munagergl and had virtual freedom to run the Winnipeg fÍrm in his owrr

manner. It was fron this time on that Arnold Brigden proceeded to placc

the business on a sound footing eve.:.r if, as he grew older, his

relationship with his empJ.oyees and his community, hÍs methods of

business, his interest in art, and his hobbjes made him appear somewhat

eccentric to his peers.

From Arnold Brigden's early letters to his cousin, expressing his

worries over the designer Schenlau, it might be thought that artistic

talent was lacking in l{innipeg when he arrjved. Such, of course, was

not the case. Artists had come and gone in Winnipeg from the Red River

days,92 brt western art and artists of the early twentieth century have

generally been ignored by Canadian art historians, possibly because most

of them were connected with commerce of one sort or another.93 The

Winnipeg artists of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries

were teachers, cartoonists for the newspapers and artjsts or engravers

working for the graphic arts firms.94 Victor Long, who worked for

Buckbee Mears, had arrived in 188?,95 Frank Armington came from parjs in

1900 and started his teaching studio, Hay stead was a cartoonist with

the Free Press and S. J. Ransom, an engraver of considerable repute,

founded his own company early in the centu"y.96 In 1903, Armington,

Stead and Ranson were instrumental in forming the first Manitoba Society
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of Artists, various art exhibitions were held at Índustrial and

agricultural fairs and in prìvate homes,97.nd in 1911, LioneJ LeMojne

FitzGeral.d began exhibiting.93 rn 1912, an Art Gallery was opened in

the Industrial Bureau building and in September of 1913, the t{innipeg

SchooÌ of Art, also in the Industrjal Bureau buìJding, opened jts dool.s

to students.99 As Ín Toronto, art a¡lcl comneì.ce ner.e closeJy linkccl . E.

J. Ransom, for example, argued that "better designecl products would help

Canadian jndustr]; Compete nore effiCje¡i-l¡: at,l-oiJd ancl that Corrnle:l.Cjal

art was itself an industry sclely in rreecì of der¡elcrpnrent, parti.cuJ"arì5'

in western canada. " 100 And tl¡e new Scrroor of Art was, f rc¡m the

beginnÍng, a school of art and design, founded to further not only the

der¡elopment of "canadian ar-t," but also "the training of commercjal

artists. "101

Besides the number of conpetent artists resident and workjng in

Winnipeg, there were trained artists and talented apprentices working

for Arnold Brigden from the begìnning. Although he hacl wrjtten to Freci

complaining of the lack of a trained superintendent for the "mechanical"

department, which presumabìy meant the photo-engraving and photography

departments, and worried about the firm's ability to conpete with othe¡

firns, these anxieties can onJy be construed as the impatience of a

far-siehted and ambitious young man. The art directors who worked for

him were all men of superior talent and experience. For example, Tom

Maclean, the first head of f{innipeg Brigden's art department, had worl<ed

at Grip Limited in Toronto with A. H. Robson, Tom Thompson, J. E. H.

MacDonald and the other Group of Seven members since 1g96.102 He was

folÌowed by men such as Jack Schaflein, an American artist who was in
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charge of the commercial art departnent in the 1920s and 1930s,103 und

Percy Edgar who started with the firm in 1915 and became head of the

fashion art department in tgzo.104 They were alt highly accomplished

artists, remembered by their subordinates as their first teachers and

the major influences on their own au""u"". 105

Apprentlces entered Brigden's empJoyment in the earìy years wjthout

any previous training. TheÍr taìent may have been recognized by a

parent or schclol teacher, but generaJìy speakìng, they were trained on

the job. They entered one of two specialities: "commercial" art or

"fashion" art. The formel' included the making of illustrations for

machinery, appliances, furniture and other hard goods advertising, while

the latter centred on art work for clothing, linen and soft goods. Botll

categories would, of course, come under the nore general consideration

of "commerciaL art" as opposed to "fine art."

The size of the Brigden workplace was such that photo-engravers,

wood-engravers and photographers worked on the top floor, fashion

artists on the middle and commerciaL artists on the Lower. At the same

time, The Farmer's Advocate contjnued to publish on the ground

fLoo".106 The Brigden advertising stated that the fjrm was equJppcd "to

supply illustrations and designs for books, catalogues, magazines and

generaì advertising of all kincls.107 The whole enterprise paralleled

the Toronto firm, both in its advertising and its technoJ,ogical

progress, although it never included a printing department as was the

case in the east. Wood-engraving continued for some time, until

graduaìly replaced by photo-engraving altogether in the 1920s; the

haLf-tone process and the three and four col.our processes were aÌso
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introduced during the same period. Customers were advertising agencies

or, more commonly in the early days, retail and whoLesale fir¡ns

contacted through the intermediary of Brigden's sales staff. They

included Hudson's Bay House, the Arny and Navy Store in Regina, the

Great West Garment Company in Edmonton, and Gaults, Birks and the

Christie Company in Winnipeg. But it was the Eaton's mail order

catalogue which provided the largest amount of work for the Brigden

engravers and artists. In fact, the whole organization of prclduction,

in Ílinnipeg as in Toronto, centred around the two annual. catalogues;

from February to May and fron September to Decemb*",108 specialists were

brought in from the United States, extra staff was hired for the "busy"

season, and low pay was supplemented by overtime.

Among the reasons given for John Stovel's refusal of the Eaton's

contract was his inabiLity to pay artists the high salary of $75 per

week they were thought to earn. This figure was obviously exaggerated,

although the American artists are recorded as having earned "good

noney." The average starting wage for a Brigden artist was closer to $9

per week for an eight hour day, with overtime payments of twenty five

cents an hour "*t"u.109 However, at catalogue time, enployees worked as

one has said, "from morning until night, each day much IÍke the

other, " 110 
w j '..h the result that they considered the two periods of

catalogue production as their major source of income. The

photo-engravers earned union wages and, according to oral sources, had

their own pension scheme, but the wood-engravers and artists, whether

apprentices or fully trained professionals, reLied, for the major

portion of their income, on the vagaries of the catalogue seasons.
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Ex-enployees all talk of the low pay, the poor lighting, the lack of

paid holidays, pension schemes and sick leave pay. The artists were

somewhat envious of the photo-engravers'security, but at the same tme

did not consider unionizing themseJves. Certainìy, in the Unjted

States, the Lithographic Artists, Engravers and Designers League and the

Poster Artists Association were organjzations wj th consjderable

111power.-** In llinnipeg, howeve¡-, the artists seem to have been grateful

for any type of work connected with art and refer instead to the

camaraderie they experienced: "It was fun at Brigden's," one of them

recalled, "in spite of the heavy work schedule. "112

The staff numbered from a hundred to a hundred and twenty-five

employees, including up to sixty*five artists, twenty-five engr-aver-s and

five photo-engravers as well as office and sales personnel. In the

early years there were as many as seventeen nood-engrarting apprentices,

but as photo-engraving and photography took over, so the numbers

declined. Some were always needed for the commer.cjal side of the

catalogue, but others transferred to marketing or to

photo-eng"urring.113 Among them were Frank Ferguson, who eventuaJJy

bought the winnipeg business in 1963, sid Vale, who became the firnr's

liaison wjth Eaton's, and ErÍc Bergnan, who worked for Brigden's all his

life and became one of western Canada's most respected artists.

Whjchever area they worked in, ex-enployees talk of the nunber of

"characters" who worked for Brigden's, people from a wide variety of

backgrounds who went on to use their skills in many different milieus.

Pete Hall, who had been a Canadian Olympic gymnastics champion, and

Arthur Sidwell, who was a professional swinming coach, worked in the
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photo-engraving department'114 Harold Foster illustrated the first

Tarzan books and created the comic book character, Prince Valient;115

Emile Laliberté and Jim Petrie painted covers for Harl.equin Books;

Charles Thorsen was considered to be the creator of Bugs Bunny and sued

WaIt Disney for the copyright, and Angus Shortt went on to becone a

noted painter of Canadian wi1dlife.116

Artists and engravers came from different countries and at

different stages in their careers. Ralph Garbutt and Arthur SidwelI,

for example, were both trained photo-engravers who had come from

England.ll? Artists whose reputations have not been given their due,

individuals appreciated LocaLly but not nationally such as Cyril Ashmore

and Alison Newton, aLso came from Engl.nd.118 Newton Brett had trained

in New York and Chicago before joining the firm in 1914,119 while

Pauline and Christine LeGoff who worked for Brigden's from 1918 to 1940

were fron France. The former, under her married name of Boutaì, became

famous for her theatrical sets and costumes and her own paintings, whiLe

the latter has been described by aLl who knew her as "the best fashion

artist in Cana,la."72O At times, however, the artists who worked for

Brigden's resembled a "Who's Who" of Canadian art. Charles Comfort and

Eric Bergman were with the firm from the start, while Victor Friesen,

Nicholas Grandmaison, Caven Atkins, Fritz Brandtner, Philip Surrey,

William Maltnan, Gordon Snith and William Winter were among those

working th.ere for various periods during the 1920s and 1930s. The work

they did for the catalogue never changed, but as WilLiam Winter has

said, "aLl of us, talented or not, had to go into commercial art, there

was no chance of earning a living at anything else."72I
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By the time of the econo¡nÍc crisis of the 1930s, Arnold Brigden was

accepted as a noteworthy, if somewhat eccentric, personality in

Winnipeg. His business opinions were quoted in The Free Press, he was a

member of the Art Committee of the Industrial Bureau which supported the

Art Gallery and the Art School, and his camping trips and "alpine"

hobbies, which included an Aìpine Club hut jn hjs backyarrr,,722 were well

known. He ma!'not have been a member of the locaÌ "elite," but among

artists, a¡-t teachers ancl col lectol-s he was an inportant. f jgure. Nc¡t

only did he put'chase the pi-ir:äí-e wc.¡il< of nian¡' of his employe"r,123 at a

time when few Canadians supported their own artists, but he also

assisted them, during the deplession, to tal¡e c]assr:s at the Winnipeg

SchooÌ of Art. Many of the artists had attended the schooL in the

evenitrgs or during the slack periods between the trvice yearly catalogue

rush, but in the 1930s the situation was sonrewhat different. Although

the firm survived the depression years, ex-empJoyees describe the period

as one where they wouì.d be arbitrarÍIy "laid off," have theÍr fees paid

to attend the school and then be re-hired as the situation improved: as

one artist has said, "Ít was a sort of retainer."724

In spite of the fact that Bligden artists were obviously working

under dÍfficult condjtions, were poorly pajd and were still obliged to

fulfiLl the monotonous assembly ì.ine production of the catalogue, they

nevertheless recall their years with the firm as rewarding. They were

at least semi-employed and were able to work in an atmosphere which was

congeniaì to their speciaJ interests. Winter says, "it was stjmulating

to acquire the skiIls, the materials of painting, the brushes, the

colours, and the enthusiasm of others." He has described what he calls
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"a tradition of water colour painting at the commercial houses," when he

and Philip Surrey and other young artists would spend their lunch breaks

sketching and painting in the cold Winnipeg winters, "rnixing glycerine

with our paints to keep them flom freezing."725 Caven Atkins has also

nentioned the stimulation of contact with other artists whiLe at

Winnipeg Brigden's: he has recorded, for example, how Fritz Brandtner

introduced him to the ideas of the German Expressionists and the Bauhaus

*ou"ln"nt.126 And Brancltner himself, already an accomplished artjst when

he came to Winnipeg from Danzig in 1926, was able, because of the

ljvelihood provided by his work with Brigden's, to experiment with hjs

version of "Canadian modernism" in his spare hou"r.127 For these

artists, then, Brigden's was a place where they were able to work and

exchange ideas, and could, at the same time, hone their skills in the

hope of a different future. But for some, like ErÍc Bergman and Charles

Comfort, it was the major impetus in their careers. They owed thejr

start to Fred and Arnold Brigden

Eric Bergman was to become an internatjonally known graphjc artist

who remained with Brigden's al,I his i,Íf e, but Comf ort f oLl.owed a

different path. This began when Fred Brigden was in Wjnnjpeg jn 1913

establishing the new branch of the firm. He was asked to judge a water

colour competition at the Winnjpeg Y.M.C.A. and awarded the first prize

to the thirteen year old Charles Comfort. He subsequently offered him

an apprenticeship at the firm for $3 per *""k.128 After some difflcuìty

with his parents who had "something more respectable in mind, " Comfort

joined the l{innipeg firm in November of 1914. He carried out the usual

mundane chores of drawing furniture, kitchen-ware and machinery for tlle
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catalogue during the day, and in the evenings attended the classes given

by Alex Musgrave at the Winnipeg School of Art.129 In 1918 and 1919 he

won the Eaton's catalogue cover competition and was able to go to

Toronto on the proceeds. There he started workjng at the Toronto

Brigden's becoming, as he said, "a kind of mobile empLoyee, moving back

and forth between Toronto a¡rcì Il'inrii¡leg as r-equired. "130 He settled jn

Toronto permanently in 1926 where, according to Paul DuvaL, he was "thc

star commerc jal clr:signet' of Lhr: coiì:li.r'y. "131 Hr: ct¡ntinucil worl<ing fclr-

Brigden's and othei grirphic ar-ts: lir¡ns, includin¡; liis orçn, untiÌ in 1938

he began teachitrg at the ll¡livelsi tl, of Tr.¡ronto. As wj th Fred Brigden,

however, his recognition b5 the Royal Canadian Acadenry did not come

untiI 7942, by which time he had tree¡l a working artist fol- over

twenty-five years. Later he was to be President of the Academy from

195? to 1960 and was then appointed Director of the National Galler'¡', ¿

post he held for the next five years.132 He became, in fact, an

important figure in the hÍstory of Canadian art but one who ner:er forgot

the debt he owed to the world of commerce. AJthough he said that he

could separate his commerciaL fron what he callecì his "expressive" work,

he is also recorded as saying that the blend between the two had "been a

great advantage." It kept him, he said, Ín touch "with life and men and

matters," thus avoiding the isolatjon from "the facts of Iife" which ca¡r

be "one of the greatest weaknesses of painte."."133 Like l{inter', he

respected the discipline and skills the commercial work had given him.

Also like William Winter, Comfort emphasized the stimulation of

association with other artists in Winnipeg, including those not working

at Brigden's. Among those who endeavoured to earn a living either
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commercial.ly or by teaching, s¡ere Lionel LeMoine FitzGerald and Walter

J. Phillips, artists who would eventuaLly become well known both in

Canada and abroad. And it is rryith these two that the nane of Eric

Bergman is most closely associated: the "Manitoba Three" they have

been caI1ed.134 FitzGerald, who was Winnipeg born, had already had a

painting accepted by the RoyaJ. Canadian Academy in 1913,135 und Phillips

had arrived in the city from England in the "ur" y"u".136 Both

concentrated theÍr skills on water-colour painting and wood-engraving

and both spent most of their Lives teaching in order to have an

in"o*".137 When, therefore, Eric Bergman arrived in Winnjpeg in 1914

from Toronto, he found artists with compatible interests. 0riginally

from Dresden, he was already trained as a wood-engraver and

photo-engraver and was enployed by Brigdenrs straight away. Initially,

like everyone else at the firm, he was caught up in the routine of

commercial work, but in the 1920s he was encouraged by Fred BrÍgden and

WaÌter PhiLlips to extend his creative talents outside his working

hours, The result was the creation of ¡r¡ater colours and engravings

which led him to international 
""no*n.138 

Unlike Comfort, however, he

chose to renain in Winnipeg, working at Brigden's and going on painting

trips with his friends. But for both of them, Bergman and Comfort, it

seems more than likely that without the support and encouragement of the

Brigdens, their art and their careers could not have developed in the

way they did in the years between the two world wars. Fred Brigden was

a painting companion to then, while Arno1d Brigden bought their work and

promoted its further exposu"".139

For Tlinnipeg artists in the years prior to the second world war,
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connections with commerce were obviously essential. Without them, they

would have been unable to work. While the School of Art and the Art

Gallery gave a formal recognition to the arts,140 it was in the

commercial art houses that artists wer-e able to earn a living and thus

keep their skills alive. It js interesting to speculate on the

historical influence of the Brigden artists on the artistic community of

Winnipeg. Certainìy, water colour paint.ing, e'ngraving and printing have

remained important aspects of prai.i" art.14i But as most. of the

artists who worked at the firm in the 1920s and 1930s ultÍmately left

I{innipeg, their ,inf Luence has obr¡i ousl¡r been f cl t. el sewhere . 0f f urthe¡.

interest is the fact that it was the production of the Eaton's catalogue

which prompted Brigden's to open its Wjnnipeg bl'anch and whjch providecl

work for so many artists of future importance. This clearly

demonstrates how a seeningly mundane commercjal venture could have

effects beyond its immediate aims.

In 1914, Eaton's, which gave no recognition in its records of

Brigden's, began withdrawing some of its work from the Toronto branch.

There are comments in the Brigden correspondence u¡hich lead one to

assume that the Eaton contract was not aìways reliable, in spite of Fred

Brigden's public pronouncements on the privilegc of workjng for Eaton's.

There is no record showing that the Brigdens were conscious of the

unfair practices carried on by Eaton's during the 1930s,142 but

ex-Brigden. ernpJ.oyees nention how, with the gradual deve-lopment of its

own advertising and art department, Eaton's tried to lure artists away

from the Brigden fi"*.143 In the 1940s, Winnipeg Brigden's was

producing more work for Eaton's than the Toronto branch, but in 1948 the
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whole catalogue production was returned to Toronto. The impression

given in the Eaton Literature would lead one to suppose that all work

was subsequently carried out in its own departments; as one ex-emp1o¡res

has said, "Jarge companies play down buying from others.,,144 In fact,
according to The Globe and Mail, Toronto Brigden,s was stitl doing art
work for Eaton's in 1920.145

During the 1920s, the g'a¡rh-ic arts irrcrtls-,tr.J' was nol_ ser.iousJy

af fected b!- external event:;. The t{inni¡.reg Str.iltc, the changes in the

wheat eCononr\: wlijcll affec.r_ecì rt'holctsalc and rct.¿rjl traclc, and thc rjvalry
for busi.ess between wester¡l canadian cities which was part of the

post-war situation,146 we'e r>ffset by improvcnents irr technorogy and

marketing.147 Thc¡.c was, jn fact, consicterabìe busjncss activity in
winnipeg, including the acldition of two neur mail order warehou.u".148

Brigden's, for example, was not obliged to reJ.y entirely on work for the

Eaton's catalogue. But starting in 1929, with the crash of the wall
street stock market a¡rd the nation wide sLump,149 Brigden's, along with
many other firms, suffered a period of economic difficulty. As a

business it weathered the depression years, but for its artists and

other employees the decade was obviousry a time of great insecurity.
The artists, as arready mentioned, have described it as a period of
erratic employment interspersed with sessions at the winnipeg School of
Art, but there are no records of how the situation affected the

photo-engravers. They are not mentioned in the Allied printing Trades

records of the depressiôn yea"s, aJthough there was considerable

unernploynent among the typographers and pressr"n.150 The

photo-engravers are, in fact, only referred to in the records when, in

I
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1933' they had contract problems with stovel's and were involved in an

employment dispute with the tribune.151

For the Brigden firm itserf, in spite of the economic situation,
the 1930s were years of consoridation and retrenchment. The two

branches worked in crose co-operation throughout the period, but by the
1940s the I{innipeg branch was in better financial health than its parent
company and Arnold Brigden was being urged to move to Toronto to take
over as generar manager of both companies. Arnord Brigden, hower¡er,

like his uncle Frederick Brigcren, the founder of the company, was werl
aware that in order to survive, businesses need to keep pace wÍth
changing concepts in both technorogy and management. His refusar, in
7942' to accept the combined position, incr.uded the comment that,,the
tine of the otd family-pact is going. others can equally well master

the ro.Le, wÍth some embellishments which can be acquired.,, 1b2 It was a

response indicative of the next phase in the growth of the canadian
graphic arts industry when famiìy owned and run business would gradually
give way to non-family, or corporate systems of management.

By 1940, then, forrowing the expansion of the graphic arts industry
into western canada, the commerciar reproduction of visual images by

mechanical means had become universally accepted. rndustrial,ization had

followed the railway across the country, resulting in the mechanizatiorr

of printÍng presses, djvisions of labour and a new cornmercial atmosphere

which affected arl who worked in the production of ir.rustrations fo.
newspapers, books, advertisements and mail order catalogues. As in the

east earLier, printers and engravers who had previousry worked

independentLy in an artisanar. situation, were now emproyed by eithcr
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printing firms or commercial graphic arts houses, with separate unions

to protect their interests. Artists were also obliged to work for
commercial companies in a difficul.t economic climate and, like their
Toronto counterparts, suffered from the perceived inferiorjty of being
"conmercial" artists.153 The period between the two world wars was,

finally, one which saw graphic arts firms consolidate the business,

labour and al't aspects of thejl productjon jnto unjfiecl jnstitutions and

one which extended the concept of ¡nodern nass communication across the

country .
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CHAPTER vII: MANAGEMENT, UNIONS AND ART, 1914-19s0

t{hiIe it is possibre to consider the expansion of commercial

reproductive processes into the west as a najor contribution to the
growth of the canadian graphic arts industry, there were a number of
other developments in the history of the industry in the interwar years

whi ch should a-l.so be taken into consideration. These included the

change in business structure as founder-owners of firms retired or died;
the inpact of new technorogy on both management and rabour; and the

changing status of artists in relation to "commercial,,and "fine,,art.
Business firms had to accomplish the difficult transfer of leadership to
either second generation members of the founding famiry, non-famiry

members, or a conbination of both in a new managerial situation. At the

sane time they had to acconmodate their organization to include the

latest in technical equipment, a factor which also affected their labour

force .

workers in the industry who were unionized (generarry

photo-engravers, but also printers and lithographers in some firms), not

onìy particÍpated in such union activity as the campaign for the shorter
work week, but were involved for the whole period in disputes concerning

the introduction of off-set lithography, This process, whjch became the

dominant technique for the reproduction of visual images, prompted a

debate over union jurisdiction which was not settled until 1964.

Business and labour were, therefore, both affected by new technology.

Artists, on the other hand, were not affected until the end of the

period. Their mode of nork within the industry continued much as

before' However, their reactions to the depression, the new forms of
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prevail.ing attitudes concering',fine" and,,commerciaL,, art, were also
representative of a period of transition. By the late 1g40s, there
would be changes in the perception of connercial artists which would

lead to their work being recognized as having a distinctive value of its
own. Fortunately, it is again possibre to use the Brigden records to
trace the evolution of the canadian graphic arts industry during this
period of managerial, technological and artistic change. It is arso
possible to suggest that it was the response to these changes which led
to new attitudes towards the reproduction of visuar images within the

context of modern mass communication.

In a study of the rise and decline of smaLl fÍrms, Jonathan Boswell

has described certain situations in the life of small businesses which

seem to parallel the experience of Brigden's and other similar firms
during the 1920s to 1940s. He has defined "snall firms,'as private
companies with fewer than five hundred emp_Ioyees and less than fifty
shareholders. The firns in his study were usualry owner-managed and

more often than not, family firms.l They were also firms whjch, because

they did not invite the general pubtic to buy shares, were,,removed from

the capital ¡narket: a factor of great sÍgnificance in terns of their
frequent financial. problems." printing and publishing firms and, by

extension, graphic arts firns were included by Boswell under the

definition of "smaLI firms."2 They were invariably established by an

entrepreneur-owner, who may or may not have ar.so been a craftsman, and

were then enlarged into a family business with the inclusion of sons and
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brothers and nephews.3 The sma]I firm pattern, as frene Tichenor has

also noted, was one where there was "participation of the owner in
nanagenent, dependence on local markets, absence of stockmarket

financing, and personar rerationships between proprietor and

customer. "4 certainry, canadian graphic arts firms forrowed this
development: they progressed from artisan-ownership to family business

wi thin a loca_l and personal enr¡ironmr_.nt . Boswel I , s study concerne<l the
problems which occurred when firns were intrerited by second or third
generation famjly members.

The successor or inheritor of a firn hacr usuarJy received his
training within it, working in arr areas of activity, forrowing a ,,grass

roots training" as Boswell has called it. But while sone successors

were enthusiastic about entering the family f irn, others wou].d sooner

have followed different professions and a further group were

indifferent, merery conforming to what was expected of them.5 Th"

successor usually made faily rapid progress through the various leveLs

and departnents of the business. Actuar responsibility was, however,

often given reluctantly and even if the successor was nominally in
charge, the founder-owner still retained power of decision making. As a

result, the successor' usua]J.y a son, onry became chief executive on the

death of his father by which time he was no ronger young himserf. He

had, therefore, "less chance to deveÌop al.ong fresh and distinctive
lines,"6 continuing instead in the tradition created by his father.
Itloreover, the long period of association with the firm meant that the

successor had, nore often than not, no training or experience outside

the fir¡r and had been subject to the inevitabre pressures of famiry
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rivalries.

In order to establish sone sort of niche for hinself, the successor

would turn to more public aspects of business life. Rather than

concentrating on the entrepreneurial interests of the foundu",7 h" wouLd

emphasize his memberships in such organizations as the local chanber of

Conmerce or Manufacturing Association. Boswell does not agree with the

theory that second generation owners Lacked energy or imagination. He

argues, instead, that their abilities becane bl.unted because of

environmental and psychologicaL restraints. This limiting factor thus

hastened a business decline which, when it occurred, was invariabiy
attributed to the circumstances associated with the inheritance. once

the problems were recognized, however, and a need for change accepted,

then the possibility of the firm's revival could be assessed. The

introduction of new, or non-family, managerial staff into the firm could

remove the need to rely on the loyatty of family members. And at the

same time "tinkering" with short term financial neasures, usually the

borrowing of family money, could be replaced by large scaLe capital
investment in new machinery and equipnent, and by adaptation to new

marketing techniques . 
8

Boswell's investigation was of sixty-four EngJish firms and was

carried out in the 19s0s and 1960s,9 b.rt, as he has noted, the processes

of change which occurred in smaLl family businesses were present in the

nineteenth-century and continued into the twentieth. The same thene can

be found in all periods: the problems of inheritance coupled with the

econonic situation within which the transfer of ownership took place,

created a period of non-growth or actual decline which could only be
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aLleviated, if at arr, by the introduction of new brood and new

technÍques. In the context of canadian graphic arts firms, the two

worl.d wars, the depression years of the 1930s, and the Íntroduction of
photo-mechanics and off-set lithography were the najor external e.lements

forcing businesses to recognize the need for change. As an individual
firm undergoing transference of ownership within a difficult period of
political and economic security, Brigden's experience closely followed
the model established by BoswelJ, both in the probrems it encountered

and in the policies taken to alLeviate them.

on the death of Frederick Brjgden in rg17, the firm was inherited
by his sons George and Fred, now forty-seven and forty-five years of age

respectively' Although nominaLly General Manager of the Toronto branch

since 1908, George had been second fiddle to his father for years; at
times of crisis or decision making he had relied on his father's ideas.
He was active in rocar business affairs but quite obviousJ.y, when Ít
came to running the family firm, he did not have the entrepreneurial
skills of his father and his cousin Arnold, or the personality traits of
his brother Fred. George Brigden had entered his father's firm in 1gg6,

when he was seventeen years old. He worked in the office, looking after
sales and orders.10 There is no record of him working as a wood

engraver or of even being interested in the art side of the firm. But

in 1890 he was sent by his father to Dayton, ohio, to rearn the new

technique 9f Rhoto-engraving: "the mysteries of negative making and the

etching of both line and half-tone plates,,,11 u" it says in the Brigden

account. Edward NichoLson records that George was made Manager of the

business in 189s rryhen the firm was incorporated,12 but this is not
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confirmed by the Toronto Directory. The Directory lists him as llanager

in 1900, a state¡nent then confused by the listings in the Toronto

Assessment Rolls. The only name mentioned from 18g0 until 190g was that
of Frederick Brigden, as "proprietor" or "oh¡ner,' of the Toronto

Engraving company. In 1972, however, following the name change to

Brigden's Limited, Frederick Brigden was listed as ',president" and

George as "Manager." This form of presentation continued until after
Frederick Brigden's death: George was not in fact ljsted as presjdent

of the company until 7927, although he had been occupying the position

since 1917. 13

Despite the absence of letters or diaries written by George

in the family records, there were many references to him and his

in the correspondence between Fred and Arnold Brigden. George's

Br i gden

fami 1y

interests rryere of a more conservative nature than those of his father or

brother. He was a founding nember of the Rotary club of Toronto, a

nember of the Canadian Manufacturing Association and a director of the

canadian National Exhibition. He served as president of all these

organizations at different periods of time,14 and in 1940, a year before

his death, was President of the Toronto Graphic Arts Association. He

would appear to have been the epitome of the business executive, active

in the Life of his conmunity, where he continued his father's work with

the deaf,15 and his trade, where he was involved in its nanagerial

organization, the Graphic Arts Association. His pattern of activity
was, in fact, closely rêlated to Boswell's description of a second

generation successor kept waiting too long for actual responsibility.l6
ït is difficu-ì.t to know what George Brigden's feelings were when,
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in 1913, nith the new buitding in Toronto onJ.y just opened, his father
decided to extend the family business to winnipeg. Arthough, as

recorded by Nicholson, George and Fred Brigden had been in,,active
management" of the company since 190g,17 thu winnipeg decision seems to
have been entirely their father's. The subsequent difficulties which

occurred cannot, therefore, be raid entirery at George,s feet, in spite
of the fact that famity nembers referred to him as "erratic and

inpulsive" in business matt""".18 It would seem to be far more ]ikely
that the prob].ems inherited by George BrÍgden in 191T had started with
the expansion of the business to Winnipeg in 1914.

The impact of war on eastern business affairs had caused

considerabl.e confusion. In spite of protestations of "business as

usual" in such publications as the Monetary Times, Ít is obvious that
canadian business and financial circ.les were uncertain about the

situation. t4lhile some firms were already receiving orders for nilitary
supplies, others were being forced to close because of curtailment of

their overseas orders.19 As R. c. Brown and Ramsay cook have noted,

"Neither business nor government Í¡as prepared for the demand of a

war economy."20 The banks, in particular, were affected by wartime

policies,2T u factor enphasized in a speech given by J. Itl. Flavelle to
the Montreal canadian club in November of 1914. He told his audience

that they should not criticize the banks for refusing loans. This was

not being .done "from a desire to be nasty.', The banks were, instead,

obtiged "to so conserve ¡natters that confidence in canadian finances

tcould remain unshaken." He noted that business problems would be

financiaì rather than commercial, and that because no borrowed money rdas
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coming into canada, it courd nean "very anxious times for bankers as

rvell as merchants and manufacturers."22 It is difficurt to terr, then,
given the circunstances, whether it was the onset of a ¡rar economy, an

unwise nove on the part of Frederick Brigden to extend his busjness into
I{innipeg, or the possible ineptitude of George Brigden which prompted

the firn's financial crisis.

At the end of 1914, Fred Brigden was hurriedry recar.r.ed from

winnipeg to Toronto where, as he said, he found himself "plunged into a

turmoil of troubles, mostly financial." Apparently the firm,s bank

(which bank is not mentioned in the correspondence), was loath, ,,in this
time of war, " as Fred Brigden exprained in his ].etters to Arnord, to
contjnue the firm's line of credit. The bank objected to the fact that
so much of the firn's "riquid assets" had "disappeared during the rast
year without any reduction in their ],oan. " The fact that the money had

been used to complete the Toronto building, to instalr new printing
equipnent and to open the winnipeg business was not looked upon kindly
by the bank.23 Although the Brigden,s accountant fert that the

buildings were sufficient security for continuation of the loan, the

bank required "a number of personal securities" from Frederick Brigden

himself' obviousry in the eyes of the roan manager of the bank, the

firm was still in the hands of the founder. It was also a situation
which supports BoswelL's description of family noney being used to tide
a fÍrn over during periods of financial difficulty.24

Fred Brigden restored order to the Toronto branch but for the next

five years he moved back and forth between winnipeg and Toronto. He

placed great faith in the t+rinnipeg business and in his cousin Arnold,s
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nanagenent of it, although profits were certainly not remarkable. He

reported to Arnold that the bank statement of August lst to Decenber

1st, 1914, showed a profit of $4000 "between Toronto and winnipeg," of

which l{innipeg was responsible for $1?00. He concluded that the

winnipeg branch, in spite of its newness, woul.d be able "to save the

whole business during the rather dark days ahead," and expressed the

hope that it would "make a little real money for u"."25 In spite of

this optimism there were still difficulties in Toronto. Eaton,s had

begun to remove work from the firm and another major client, the Bon Ton

Company, had "faÍled," J.eaving a debt of $?000. In 1915, financial
considerations were forcing cutbacks in staff,26 und in 1916 ther.e were

problems in obtaining certain types of papers and inks, and in finding
sufficient trained employees.

t{illiam Brigden, Frederick Brigden's brother, had been running the

printing department since 190g. rn 1916, he wrote to his nephew Fred

concerning the scarcÍty of "heIp." It was, apparently, a worker's

market' The enploynent situation was such that employers were offering
apprentices and trained workers wages much above the accepted norm.

I{illiam Brigden complained that his platen-feeder apprentice whose

normal wage was $6 per week, and who was already earning $g.S0, was

being Lured away by an offer of $12.so.27 The presses were being run by

one or two feeders instead of four, reguests were continually made to

"l'end out" the skilled 
.nen, 

and woundecl veterans were re-empJ.oyed where

possible. All in aÌL, the firm was not in the best of circumstances

when Frederick Brigden died in 1917 and George Brigden had to take over.

As Boswell has said, either external narket factors or "defects of
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inheritance" could be sufficient to cause business decline; together

they might compound one another and would invariably lead to the 1oss of
a firm's stability.23 clearly George Brigden,s uncertain leadership and

the financial and organizational problems created by the war placed the

Brigden firm within Boswell's nodel of a s¡nalt firm in danger of

decl ine .

It is possible, moreover, to take the pattern further and

denonstrate that the Brigdens felt into the three categories of

inheritors suggested by BoswelJ.'s study. George Brigden was obviously

the conforming successor, foLlowing in his father's footsteps without

enthusiasn, while Fred Brigden would sooner have been following an

independent profession in art. Arnold, in ttlinnipeg, wouLd, of course,

have come under the "enthusjastic" category;29 but he was not a true

inheritor and couì.d, instead, be classified as an example of the',ner,J

blood" needed in order to inject new business approaches. It was, then,

left to Fred Brigden to prevent the Toronto business from falling into
further decline. He had always had to juggle his artistic career and

his loyalty to the famity firm, so did not seem unduly disturbed when,

in 1919, he was nade Generaì Manager of the Toronto branch. From then

on he left Winnipeg in the hands of his cousin, returned to Toronto for
good and virtuaLly ran the Toronto firm himself. He was not an

entrepreneur like his father or his cousin Arnold; he managed to

naintain the business on a more or less even keel through dint of his
personality and his abiiity to understand his enployees.

In his biography of Fred Brigden, J. E. Middleton has described the

difficul.ties of keeping the plant in fulJ. production during a period
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when "competition was sharp and getting sharpe"."30 The period of
adjustnent after the rcar had, following an initial econon¡ic crisi",31 by

1925 returned to a position referred to by fir. A. Mackintosh as one where

"commercial policy had been normalized."32 There uÌas a rapid and

widespread" econonic expansion over the next five years33 which, no

doubt, affected the graphic arts industry as much as any other.

Brigden's customers, "in the excitement of the times,,, as Middleton

recorded, "expected niracles both in the quality of the product and in
speed." In fulfilling their requirements and in managing ,,a growing

staff of temperamental artists and photo-engravers," Middleton concluded

that Fred Brigden performed "an executive task of the first
magnitude."34 charles comfort, however, offered a different
interpretation of Fred Brigden's capabilities. He recognized that Fred

was an artist and not, by nature or inclinatjon, a busines"run.35 But

he suggested that it was precisely because Fred Brigden was an artist
that he was able to manage the firm as well as he did. comfort said:
"the Brigden business was concerned with art and artists and Mr. Brigden

employed artists, befriended artists, and was a benefactor to artists.
rt was the rare combination of orderJ.y thinking, a curtivated taste,
incomparabJ.e honesty, and humanitarian motives, that made him a success

as an employer of artists and an artist in business. "36

Fred Brigden did not give up his outside interests in order to run

the famiJ.y business, but they were of a different cast to those of his
brother ' He nas not interested in the canadian Manufacturing

Association or sinilar business organizations. rnstead, he retained hjs
connections rcith the yMcA, the Saturday Club and his art associations.
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He was one of the founders, and first president, of the canadian society
of Painters in water colour in 1926, and president of the ontario
society of Artists fron r9z7 to 19g1.37 He began to travel further
afield on his painting trips, wrote numerous articles and gave many

talks on art, freguently mentioning his lack of understanding of,,modern

art."38 rt is interesting to note, however, that when a group of

conservative artists organized a boycott of the National Gallery in
1923, allegedly because of its too liberal support of "nodern,,artists,
Fred Brigden was among those who had defended the Gallery,s policies.3g

In 1927 he bought his sumner home at Newtonbrook, ontario, and there he

created a studio and a meeting pi.ace for the members of the various

organizations in which he was interested.40 In all his areas of
activity, Fred Brigden is recall.ed as having fulfilled them with loyalty
and generosity. unfortunateJy, these were traits which, while

sufficient to keep the firm fron slipping into declÍne, were not enough

to encourage its growth. As Ronald Edwards and Harry Townsend have

pointed out, "a business cannot afford to stand still it needs the

same quality of leadership at all stages."41

The situation remained nuch the same during the 1930s. The

economic crisis ¡vhich engulfed canada fron 1929 to 1933 and which

continued intermittently until the second world *ur,42 obviously

affected the graphic arts industry as much as other industries. The

subsequent lack of initiative or ability to invest in new equipment

after 1933, as described by Michiel Horn in his study of the depression

years in Canada,43 *u" certainly true in the case of Toronto Brigden,s.

The firm suffered "severe capital losses," hras not able to renew its
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nachinery or install.new processes, and did not nake *.y progress

towards alleviating its financial position until the early 1940s.

According to an independent progress report, it only "Just got by,,

during the depressjon period.44

There is Iittre naterial retating to the 1930s in the Brigden

records. rt wour'd appear, however, as if emproyees, as suggested by

Horn for workers in other service industries, managed to retain their
jobs,45 

"rrun 
if their hours of wor.k r.r¡ere somewhat curtailed. rn

Idinnipeg, as previously noted, artists worked intermittently and

attended the winnipeg schoor of Art when not emproyed. The

photo-engravers also seem to have been fairly regularly empìoyed. In
Toronto it is difficult to tell. while the Assessnent Rolls recorded

employees from 1906, the numbers were so variabLe that it is impossible

to trust their validity. The numbers ranged fron eleven employees in
1914 to fifty-four in 1924 and ten in 1932. Fro¡n 1940 employees were

not recorded at arl.46 considering the size of Brigden,s building in
Toronto, one could assume that the normal workforce would consist of at
least sixty-five to a hundred emp.loyees as in winnipeg, but the total
nay have been considerabty Iower during the depression years. ¡¡hatever

the numbers employed it must have been an extremely difficult sÍtuation
for both managenent and workers. The photo-engravers courd not have

been unaware of the availability of new nachinery, the plant itserf was,

apparpntly, "dirty and in bad repair,"47 and money was stirl being found

on the strength of private securities. If the firm was to recover and

grow it h¡as essential to introduce new or non-family members into the

managerial structure of the fir¡n. As BosweLl has described, this would
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remove the need to rely on farnily loyalties for managerial appointnents

or family money for "tinkering" with short tern fjnancial neasures.

Newcomers, preferably professional managers ¡rith outside experience,

would be capable of bringing a "fresh approach" to managenent;

sonething subsequently seen in investment in new machinery and in
improved marketing strategies. 48

This developnent in the Brigden firm's response to the residual
effects of the depression began to take effect in the earJ.y 1940s.

George Brigden died in 1941, and in 1942 Fred Brigden retired from the

dual position of president and Generar Manager. He rearized, as

Nicholson has said, that the joint position was "too onerous for a

seventy-year old and that it needed a more youthful. vigour to guide the

company through the difficult war years."49 He remained as president

but, as the progress report recorded, "new young men took hold and with
aggressive selling methods and new internal policies and labour

relations, completely reorganized the company, taking advantage of the

war boon. "5o

The new executive of the company was created through promotion of
various nenbers of the manageriar. staff: L. G. Janes became General

Manager, R. Yeomans comptroller and George Brigden's son Geldard was

appointed Vice-President with duties in the field of sales and business

promotion.Sl The Board of Directors hras enlarged to incLude such nen as

F. H. Enel.and, the plant Superintendent; T. A. Hagarty, the Sales

Manager, and Ed¡card Nicholson, the production Manager and grandson of
the founder, Frederick Brigden. Throughout aIl these managerÍal

changes, however, Arnord Brigden, in winnipeg, was carred upon for
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advlce and support in decision naking. It was noted in the progress

report' written ln 1947, that there had been a great deal of difference

between the manner in which the lnheritors of the Toronto business had

nanaged affairs and the development of the firm in t{innipeg. There,

Arnold Brigden, "through intense study, application and tbvl devoting

his life to the job ha[d] hinself made possible the success

attained'"52 The fact was, of course, that Arnold possessed the

entrepreneurial flair of his uncle and had been in the fortunate
position of running the winnipeg firm by choice and not through loyaìty
as had his cousins in Toronto.

Considerable pressure h¡as initially put on ArnoLd Brigden to take

over as General Manager of both companies. Once again $¡ar was making

financial' arrangements difficult and the Brigden bank, besides pointing
out the need for new management, also suggested that Arnold was ,,the man

to plan the retrenchnent campaign and see that it is carried out.,' As

Fred Brigden said in one of his appeals to his cousin, "you are called
on to nake a wartine contribution of najor importancu."53 Fred Brigden

further emphasized the bank's suggestion by saying that the bank,,looks

on you as the best solution, not only because of your proved ability in
administration, but also because your relieving ne would look like a

reasonable rnove and Less likely to arouse suspÍcion as to our financial
standing' "54 Arnold not only had no desire to move to Toronto but was

also an astute enough businessnan to realize that it was ti¡re for najor
changes. He wrote, "are we not wishing conventional adoption of ,name,

and connection - following the Line of a'fanily'affair too readily -
without now - at this ti¡ne - resorting to a new connection of
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responsibility - outside the family tree?"Ss After acceptance of his
decision there was much correspondence between the cousins as to the

most suitable appointees for the new nanagerial positions. Arnold then

asked Janes and yeonans to visit him in t{innipeg, outlined plans of

management for them and visited Toronto to help put then into
practice'56 He noted later that his actions were necessitated by the

fact that "Fred seemed to have ìost the grip somehow and did not know

what to do'"57 In spite of these initial difficulties and of occasional

disapproving opinions on the part of Fred Brigden,SS th" new nanagenent

took hold' It succeeded in reviving the company in the manner described

by Boswell: money was invested in improving the physical plant and in
introducing new technicaL processes, while narketing techniques were

modernized. The result was a great improvenent in "sales and profits,,,
and a return to the original premise of Frederick Brigden that a firm
had to keep abreast of new technorogy if it wished to remain

competitive.

A firm the size of Brigden's does not fit the model established by

Alfred chandler in his analysis of the "managerial revolution:,' it
cannot be included in the hierarchy of businesses which allowed

entrepreneurs to becone "robber barons" or industrÍal statesmen."59

Nonetheless, the fir¡r was, as has been described, affected by what

chandler has called the "technologicat revolution,rr69 and did, in
response to the new technology, introduce changes in its managerial

structure. There was, on a r.inited scar.e, the stratification of a

nanagerial hierarchy as described by chandl"".61 The Brigden firm,
using the nanagenent plan drawn up by ArnoLd Brigden, divided its saLes
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and operatlonal strategies between the Vice-president and the General

Manager, its financial and budgetry organization under the comptroller
and lts production and plant requlrements under assistants to the

General Manager.62 However, because of the difference in size of the
firns described by chandler and the recognition he himself gives of the

inpossibility of certain industries, by the nature of their product, to
develop larger firms, Boswel.l's model is far more suitable for a study

of graphic arts firms. The graphic arts was an industry within which,

as chandler noted, "the small, single-function firm continued to prosper

and conpete vigorously. "63

If new technology urtimatery provided the inpetus needed to jolt a

static business out of its J.ethargy, it was aJ.so responsibre for a great

deal of confusion within the graphic arts labour force. Throughout the
period under discussion rr¡orkers in the printing trades were involved in
a continuing struggle with employers for improved working conditions.
Hours of work and rates of pay renained bones of contention until the

1940s' But at the same tine, printing pressmen, rithographers and

photo-engravers were further involved in union disputes over the
jurisdiction of new off-set printing and photography processes, a

difficulty which was not settled satisfactority until the 1960s.

IYhile the forty-eight hour week had been achieved prior to the

first world war, this had been gained, in most part, at the expense of a

cut in nrug""'64 The first aim following the war was to work towards

inplenentation of a forty-hour work week without reduction in rates of
pay' This had apparently been "amicably agreed to" in 1919 by employers

and nenbers of the Toronto rocar of the rnternationar Typographicar
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union, the largest of the printing trades union".65 But in 7927, the

newly formed enployers association, the Toronto Typothetae,66 refused to
recognize the commitments made earlier. Arguing that the lglg
agreements had been made with its predecessor, the Master printers

Association, the Toronto Typothetae was adamant in its refusal to
negotiate with the union over hours and *ug"".67 As described by H. A.

Logan in his study of canadian printing unions, the ernployers, position
"amounted in fact to saying the union could have the 44-hour week on.ly

by accepting a wage reduction equivalent to the reduction in hours.,,

Whereas the union demanded $44 for a forty_four hour week wjth an

"implied recognition of the closed shop," the Typothetae offered $3s for
a forty-four hour week and "the elimination of the name of the union

fron the agreement."68 This deadlock led, in 7922, to the Toronto

printers strike. organized, in spite of internal friction, by Local

91,69 the strike was to rast for four years, though dogged by lack of
support and financial difficul.ties. The numbers of men on strike varied

throughout the whole period and confusion reigned over strike pay and

interference fro¡n the International Typographical Union executive in the

united states.70 At the conclusion of the strike in 1925 it could

hardly rate as a success. Logan has recorded that "[h]alf the shops

conceded the union conditions," but this was, in fact, the,,44_hour week

at the same weekly pay as had previously been given for 4g hours. ,,

while "gradually thereafter the 44 hour condition becane

general,"71 thi" had no imnediate effect on the wage scale. Moreover,

as Sally Zerker has pointed out, the costs of the strike counteracted

the gains. Menbership in the union declined, while printing firms went
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thus limiting theout of business or else relocated

actual amount of work availabl.e.

There is little information indicating how much support was given

to the typographers by the other printing trades, The pressmen and the

book-binders initially cane out on strike with the typographers, but due

to limited strike defence funds and to resentment at the lack of

recognition given to their support by the typograph""",73 they gradually

returned to work. The photo-engravers are not nentioned in the

Typographical union records at aìJ., a factor which supports Zerker's

contention that "the printers' indifference to both the commitment and

the plight of their allied craftsmen" contributed to the ultinate
failure of the strike.74 AJ.though the photo-engravers nade up the major

portion of the graphic arts industry's unionized workforce, it is

impossible, because of the lack of documentation, to determine how the

individual graphic arts firms responded to the printers' strike.
similarly, in the 19s0s, when the typographers started agitating for the

forty hour week,75 th" amount of support given by the photo-engravers is

not recorded.

There were, however, firms which in spÍte of the financiaL

exigencies of the depression, remained unionÍzed, kept to the agreed

forty-four hour week and ran a closed shop. In 1933, employers fron

this group met with representatives of the printing trades unions in

order to work out a systen which would "stabilize working conditions on

a union basis."?6 The 'result was the Fair shops Employers Association,

an organization ¡rhich included members of twenty-two businesses but

which only survived for four years. At the same time, other employers

forned the Graphic Arts council, a body r,rhich was committed to
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advocating non-union or open shop policies.TT rn the case of the

Brigden firm, it is known that it ran a closed shop in both Toronto and

ItinnipegTS and there is no record of it changing its policy during the

1930s. George Brigden was, it is true, a member of the Graphic Arts
Association in the 1940s,79 but if one bears in mind the paternalistic
views of Frederick and Fred Brigden, it can only be deduced that the

firn's attitude towards its employees was in keeping with the aims of
the Fair shops Employers Association. Moreover, the photo-engravers

belonged to a smaLl and self-sufficient unio¡r. There are few records of
friction with employers and in the long union debate over jurisdiction
of the off-set process, the photo-engravers were obviously capable of
holding their own against much larger fellow unions,

starting before the first world war, the off-set ljthography debate

occupied the printing unions for over fifty years. The lithographic
off-set press had been in existence from 190680 and had, from the

beginning, created problems between the lithographers, the printing
pressmen and the photo-engravers. The issue did not cone to a head,

however, until in 1909 it was suggested that the pressmen,s union should

establish a trade school. This was to teach its members how to operate

the new presses and utilize the new photographic processes before the

lithographers acquired the skills. The pressmen,s union journal quite

openly encouraged its readers to have first claim on the new technology:

"Don't wait.for your half-brother, the lithographer, to carry off the

honors. Cinch the first place ....',81

off-set lithography, arso known as photographic off-set or

photo-lithography, is a "planographic', process.32 Unlike
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raised above the surface, or r.ike photo-gravure, where the design is
below, the parts to be printed in the off-set method are on the same

level, or prane, as the parts not to be printed. The design is
transferred from a prate to a rubber branket and then,,off_set,,to the
paper on an impression cylinder. The ¡+hore process was found to be

speedier and more accurate, and it increased production because more

copies could be nade fron a singre prate.83 problems arose from the
fact that the chemicar processes invor.ved were more famiriar to the
lithographers who, perhaps not surprisingly, claimed jurisdiction over
the new situation'84 The printing pressmen, on the other hand, claimed
that the off-set technigue was ',a further advancement of the art of
printing... and not of writing or drawing on stone.,,BS And because
photo-engraving u¡as a prÍnting rer.ated process, the printing pressmen

assumed that the photo-engravers wourd support them in their
establishment of the trade schoor and in their opposition to the
lithographers. This did not, in fact, occur. The photo-engravers,

¡ryhose union rvas considerabry smail.er than either the Amarganated

Lithographers of America or the Internationar printing pressnen and

Assistants union,86 
"upported the reconnendations nade by an Adjustnent

connittee to the A¡rerican Federation of Labour in 1g16. This was that
"the Lithographic Pressnen and Lithographic press Feeders and all
printing p.ress room workers in printing press rooms and in Iithographic
press rooms shalr be nembers of the rnternational pressnen and

Assistants union," white ar.t "rithographic artlsts, transferrers, and

those engaged in the process of providing ptates fro¡n which printing is
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done shall be nenbers of the photo-Engravers union.,,87 The

lithographers turned down this suggestion, retained only superficial
links wÍth the Anerican Federation of Labour and remained independent

until 1964 when they eventualry united with the photo-eng"u,r""..88

In the 1920s, agreements were drawn up which made it possibre for
local photo-engravers' and local Iithographers' unions ,,to enter into
cooperative relations and understandings based upon rocal

conditions."39 The pressmen, according to Fred C. Munson, historian of
the lithographers'union, "did not much care for the local cooperation
plan" and continued throughout the 1930s to press for jurisdiction.g0
In 1933 they suggested that it was rack of contror over the off-set
press which was putting pressmen and photo-engravers out of work,91 but

the photo-engravers themselves did not appear eager to enter into
further dispute with the lithographu"".92 In 1936 there was another

attempt to clarify the situation where, at an Executive council meeting

of the American Federation of Labour, the photo-engravers probabi.y

defined the true cause of the interninable debate. As the president of
the International photo-engravers union pointed out, there was little
difference in the processes of off-set rithography and photo-engraving:

"A ca¡nera is used in both processes, a similar screen is used in both
processes ' and a person who can nake a negative for the one can

equally well nake a negative for the other." He added, however, that
the only d.ifference bet¡ryeen the lithographers and the photo-engravers

was that the for¡ner "produced negatives and plates for a lower wage

under inferior conditions" than the ratter, thus creating a situation
¡ryhich "injured all the printing trades."93 It see¡ns, therefore, that
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there was rnore at stake than jurisdiction over new photographic

processes.

whether the true state of affairs was a concern for the historicai
continuity of the art of printing, or fear of the loss of economic

advantage, union cooperation effectiveìy functioned at the local level
and improvements continued to be nade in working conditions. In canada,

the photo-engravers gaitred the forty hour week by 1930 and paid holidays
by tg+0.94 They we.e also, obviousJ¡i, part of the satÍsfactory
introduction of the new technolog!¡ into the graphic arts firms. The

first firm to utirize photo-mechanics in Toronto was Rorph and crark,
the original Toronto Lithographing Company.96 It installed a

photo-composÍng machine in 1912. Brigden's apparently invested in an

off-set press at roughly the same time.96 But, as with other machines

in the firm's pÌant, upkeep and improvements were not maintained or

initiated untiì the 1940s. According to Erizabeth Baker, in the ten
years between 1932 and 1947, "the dollar volume of off-set lithography
expanded two and a half times as compared to one and a half tines for
letterpress and gravure"'97 such financial advantage led to a number of
fir¡rs, including Brigden's, converting themselves into,,combination
plants."98 At the end of the 1940s, Toronto Brigden,s added a,,complete
lithography department Iwith] camera, plate and press.,,99 It therefore,
¡cith its engraving and printing departments, and under its new

management, had developed into a complete graphic arts house.

unlike managenent 'or the unio¡rized workers in the thirty years

under discussion, artists working in the graphic arts industry were not
subject to noticeable changes. At Brigden's they were still enployed as
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apprentices at nine or ten dorrars a week and they stilr spent rnany

hours carrying out the mundane assembly*line art work for the Eaton's
catalogue and other advertising contracts. As previously discussed,
Eric Bergnan, ltlilriam I{inter, phirrip surrey, caven Atkins and Fritz
Brandtner were arr in Iilinnipeg, whire charres comfort, by 1926 the
"star" of the company, was in Toronto. The 1920s and 1g30s were,

however, a period during which canadian art was searching for a new

identity, and one in which nany of the artists working for the

co¡nmercial. art firms began to formulate their own ideas and

phi losophies .

During the 1920s the canadian art world was dominated by the jdeas

of the Group of Seven. The Group had become, as Charl.es Hill has said,
"Canada's 'National. School'."100 Its nembers were recognized in art
journals and exhibitions outside canada as representing canadian art to
the extent that no other canadian artists might be thought to exist.
opposition to and resentment of this dominance naturarry grew among

younger artists. This new generation, in their search for new

directions and new ideas, felt that the Groups'enphasis on landscape

painting linited their own creativity. The 1930s, in spite of the

desperate economic clinate for artists, was in fact the period in which

canadian art moved fron a concentration on nationalisn to an awareness

of international developments and involvement in wider asthetic issues.

The c.onf licting theories of "art for art's sake', and ,,art with a

purpose, " debated by Ruskin and ltlhistler in the nineteenth century and

returned to public consciousness by Roger Fry and clive Bell in the

1920s,101 *u"" hotry debated by artists and critics in canada in the
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1930s' on the one hand artists such as Bertram Brooker, echoing Fry and

Bell, claimed that an artist has "no obligation to society, but only to
an abstract, indefinable'beauty'and to himserf." He said, ,,Art is not

- and should not be - useful to society, in any sense whatevert,,TOz Art
was, in his view, something which shourd appeal "purery to the

spirit."103 This support of "art for art's sake,,was countered by the

alternative argument that "abstraction" or,,modernism,, as artistic
styJes only served to separate artists fron a,,vaster [and] more

appreciative, audience."l04 As Willjam Morris had argued in the late
nineteenth-century, "art for art's sake" can lead only to an elite form

of art, one appreciated by a rimited f"*.105 In the context of the

depression years in canada an art which renoved itself from its social
milieu was obviousJy unacceptabr.e to nany artists. Not only were they
personally aware of the economic situation but they were aesthetically
influenced by the emergence of "sociar art" ersewhe"".106

In the search for new formulae, younger artists began to consider

the Royal canadian Acadeny and the ontario Society of Artists as

organizations representative of a canadian art establishnent unconcerned

with social issues or aesthetic innovations. This was, obviously, a

narrow interpretation, especially as it coincided with a period of
reform in the Academy's policies.107 unfortunately, it was one which

has been perpetuated by Later art historians. Although the canadian

society for Painters in ïrater coLour has been recorded as being ,,one of
the leading exponents of progressive canadian art,',108 the ontario
Society of Artists which, ironical.ly, included nany of the sa¡ne members,

has been described as having been "more and more dominated by comnercial
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artists, repeating in stick and superficial work the 'canadian, themes

of the Group of seven."109 The use of the term,,commerciar artists,,is
noticeabl'y derisive. There was, however, renewed interest on the part
of independent artists in the graphic arts, that is, drawing,

wood-engraving and rithography, as art form".110 Indeed, one could
argue that the graphic arts were returning to the status they had

enjoyed bef ore industr j al,i zat j on. But whether. t-h j s was clue to changi ng

aesthetic values or to practical necessity is a nìoot point.
IVater-colour, bl'ack and ttlrite clt'awjng aucl wood-c.ngravjng were certainly
the most economical nedia for the times;111 they were, also, the media

favoured by many of the artists workÍng as commerciar artists.
To distinguish between "commercial" and "fine,' artists during the

1930s is both tautologica-I and ahistorical. Most artists who continued
to function as artists worked in both fields. As l{illiam winter has

said, there was no other choice.112 Any attenpt to work independently

was, for the majority, futile. For example, the ontario society of
Artjsts, after an exhibition in 1929 which had nade g923 worth of sales,
sold no paintings at art Ín 1932 and sord no more than two at any

exhibition untjl 1940;113 the Academy sold no works at its 1932

exhibition and only "two small landscapes" in 1g33;114 und, as an

individual exanple, the painter, Carl Schaefer, earned $12 from his
independent work in 1930 and nothing in 19gr. This improved in 1934

¡rhen he earned $t¿s.115 rt is snarr wonder that artists, if they were

not to give up artogether, had to have some sort of arternative
employment; in ¡nost cases either teaching or working for conmercial

firns. Besides those on the staff of such firns as Rous and Mann or
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Brigden's, others worked as free-lance commercial artists or as window

and display artists for the department stores. At Eaton's, René cera,
the head of the design department, is remembered with gratitude as

having provided "work and much needed money,, for many artists.116 It
is' therefore, ignoring the historical facts if one interprets artists,
association with commerce as demeaning or as denoting inferjor skjlls.

unlike the united States in the years of the depression, where the

works Progress Administration scheme prorrjderì government sponsored

projects for AmerÍcan artists,117 thu Canadian government ignore¿

canada's artists' Also unlike the situation in America, where artists
had developed an aesthetic directry rerated to prevairing sociar

conditions, canadian artists were at odds among themselves concerning

the nature of art'118 some of them were, it is true, infr.uenced b5r

American "sociar reari"*"119 brt, mainry because of rack of supp'rt,
this did not reach the status of a "school" as it did in the united
states. The financiar position of canadian artists was always

precarious, even when working for the co¡nmercial companies, and they

¡'uere too scattered across the country to be united by the various art
societies in any sort of cooperative venture. The onry attempt at a

cooperative politicat activity related to the interests of artists was

the brief existence of an artists' union. This is. described in the

magazine, New Frontier, of Aprir 19s2,120 in an article by A. T. vivash,
the "President, Local ?1, Artists' union, Toronto.,, vivash has recorded

that a nunber of artists, most of them "conmerciar," had applied for and

received a charter from the Trades and Labour congress in Jury 1936.

starting with fifty-five members, less than a year later there were tÍro
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Inhundred and fifty in Toronto, "with applications stilL coming in.,,
Hamilton, vivash added, artists "are about zs% unionized." He

emphasized the fact that "[m]embership in the union is not ]imited
empJoyed artists nor to commercial artists." The union, he said, "

sonething to offer to every artist who has to depend on his art for
daily bread." At the same time, the major concern of the union was

establish a minimum price scheduLe and service charge for alI forms

art work," similar to one already prepared by the Artist.s'union in
United States and "working successfully in St. Louis .,,121

Barry Lord has said that the artists' union only recruited

to

lhas l

his

"to

of

the

"commercial artists who were concerned to stop price cutting on their
jobs."122 But vivash seemed to have been well aware that all artists
needed help: "We know that the majority of those artists who do not do

commercial work or illustration can no longer support themselves by the

sale of paintings." He pointed out that "it is the artist who makes an

exhibition possible, the public pays and the exhibitor collects." The

union proposed that there should be an agreenent whereby artists woul.d

"collect at least a do]Iar a ¡veek for each painting loaned to an

exhibition." Vivash noted, however, that many artists were un$¡iLling to
join a "trade union," in spite of the fact that they considered

themselves to be "moderns," and "talkIed] freely of social improvement

and 'cfass consciousness' ."723 Thjs would seem to imply that those

artists rr¡ho followed the "art for art's sake" school of thought would

agree with Bertram Brooker that "[t]he job of economic stabilization is
not the artist's business."724 While there is no further mention of the

union in the Ne¡s Frontier, Lord says that its efforts resulted in no
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Iasting contractual changes and it gradually went into declin".r25
unfortunately, there is no information on the union in any of the

accounts of artists working in the 1g30s, arthough it is crearry
apparent from their work that many of them were socially and politically
u*u"". 126

rn his discussion of the artists'union, Barry Lord has argued that
it was the fairure of the union which destroyed any possibirity of a

unity between "fine" and "commerciaÌ" art in canada. He consiclered that
this unity had existed in the early days of the Group of seve., but had

disappeared in the 19s0s. In his opinion, "ttloo many ,fine artists,
disdained 'commercialism' while some of the commercial artists Looked

upon painters as potential price-cutters who night do free-lance
commercial work in the studios.,,727 However, if one considers the true
state of affairs, that it was the same peopJ.e workÍng in both fierds
because of financial necessity, then it is impossible to agree with his
assertion. rnstead, the perceived separation of ,,fine" and,,commerciar,,

art had started, as has been described, when engravers, irlustrators and

artists began to be employed by the conmercial engraving or graphic arts
firns. on the other hand, the actuar separation, into two areas with
their own specialized professional training, did not begin until the

1 940s .

Attitudes towards art and artists changed as the result of new

policies on the part of government and commerce. on the one hand, in
the 1940s, the canadian government became aware of the value of art for
propaganda and other purposes, ¡chile on the other, it was finally
recognized by advertising agencies and by ,,commercjal,, artists
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thenselves, that the skitls needed by an artist working for a

contenporary graphic arts firm were not necessarily the sane as those

needed by an artist concerned solely with independently produced ,,fine,,

art' The government sponsorship of pubtic ¡.vorks of art u¡as inf luenced
by the American IdPA Murals exhibition which toured canada in 1940128 and

by a conference held in Kingston the following year. The conference $ras

attended by artists from across the country and had, as its aim, the

defining of the role of the artist in canadian society. Because of the
interest it generated, it resurted in the government supported

Federation of canadian Artists. It was ironical, as charles Hirl has

noted' that "a government that had done nothjng for artists during terr
years of economic crisis was able to support an artists' organization in
the forties, primarily because it enhanced the war effort, a politically
popular struggle '"729 such projects as the officiar ,uar Artists
programme' which comnissioned artists to record the impact of war both

at hone and abroad,130 and the victory Bonds poster campaign organized

by the Nationar [.lar Finance Board131 oia, however, resurt fron
government involvement and thus contributed to providing a considerabLe

amount of work for artists.

Also in the 1940s, the professionarization of graphic artists
gradually began to take place. It was recognized by artists and art
directors alike that commerciar art, whether used for government poster

campaigns or. commercial advertising, was essentiall.y concerned with the

comnunication of inf or¡nation. 132 unlike the ,,f ine,, artist, whose

personal interpretations could determine stylistic outcome, the graphic
designer was required to provide the immediate conmunication of ideas
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through visual means. These ideas might be political or commercial:

for example, they might include the propaganda of wartime in the form of
recruitment posters, or the advertisements directed at potential

consumers by retail stores, travel agents or filn companies. whatever

the enployer's field of promotion, as the 1940s progressed and as new

technology such as television came to rival the printed inage, so a new

status for those working in the graphic arts industry began to emerge.

Art Directors clubs, first formecl in Tor.onto in i949, extended to

MontreaL, vancouver and t{innipeg, exhibitions of graphic design began to

be held annually and the need for professional training aimed at the

incorporation of new techniques, was seriousry addressed.133 In short,
those working in the field came to have an appreciation of their work

which had nothing to do with their position as a "commercial', or ,,f ine,,

artist.

The years fron 1g14 to the end of the 1940s were, obviousry,

crucial ones for the canadian graphic arts industry. Not only was it
the period which savr¡ expansion across the country, but it was also a

major period of change in all areas. It saw the changeover Ín

nanagerial control from family nembers to non-family corporate

organization, as witnessed in the Brigden firm, the deveLopment of union

activity which addressed probJens in the workplace as weìì as problems

of jurisdiction over new processes, and the growth of a new awareness on

the part of co¡nmercial artists that, while critics and others might

inpute a lesser sensitivity to their work, this was not necessarily the

case. The work they did had a different purpose to that of "fine" art
and had, therefore, a value of its own. Many artists continued to work
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in both fierds, and nany of them, as charles comfort has noted, found

this a distinct advantage.134 In the three areas which constitute the
graphic arts industry, business, art and labour, the impact of war,

economic crisis and new technoJ.ogy had profound effects. Business fjrms
such as Brigden's were forced to adapt to new managerial ideas and new

technical processes in order to stay competitive; artjsts learned that
they couLd no longer vacirlate between the demands of an increasingry
technical communications industry and the luxury of an independent art
style; and unions slowly noved towards the notion that all the trades
involved in modern mass communication should work together. Arthough

they did not achieve complete unification for another thirty years, they
nevertheLess began the sr.ow progress towards that end. By the beginning
of the 1950s, then, the various er.ements of the contemporary system of
mass communication through visual media were in place and the

modernization of the graphic arts industry could be said to have been

conpleted,
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CHAPTER VIII: CONCLUSION

The canadian graphic arts industry began in the 1g?0s with the

establishment of a number of smalL, artisanal, engraving and Iithography

firms in eastern Canada. These fir¡ns relied on the nechanization of
printing and the creation of a popular press, developments which had

taken place in the previous decades. The history of the industry can,

therefore, be deemed to have its foundation in the 18s0s, by which time

industrjalizatjon had improved transportation, mechanized the prjnting
presses and increased newspaper and magazine production. Increased

literacy, the result of changes in the education system, created a new

reading public, while retail entrepreneurs began to develop new forms of

comnercial advertising. The engraving firns were then able to respond

to the denand for visuar images from newspapers , magazines, book

publishers and advertisers in a new social and industrial milieu. As

these firms prospered and enlarged, they lost their original artisanal
status' Progressing from their snall. r.¡orkshops wÍthin which an

individuaL craftsman ¡r¡orked alone, or with one or two partners, they

cane to occupy large, specially designed buildings, to use the latest in
mechanical technology and to employ skilled assistants. rn these

graphic arts houses, there emerged a division of -labour not dissinilar
to that in other industries and, on the death or retirement of their
craftsmen-founders, the firms were passed on to men with new ideas of

business organization. . Expansion across the country, war-time

exigencies and changing technology necessitated adaptation and led to an

industry which would be, by the 19s0s, one of the most inportant in
contenporary society.
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The graphic arts industry was unique, however, in canada as

elsewhere, in that its organizational structure included not only

businessmen and skilled workers, but aLso artists. Its product, the

reproduced visual image, was always ultimately dependent on the

creativity of certain members of its workforce. Even when some

processes of the original art-work became mechanizecl, when wood

engraving was repl.aced by photo-engraving for example, the human element

was never completely repJaced b5' machines; the end ¡lroduct was, and

still is, dependent on creative skills. As the industry moved from the

workshops of its craftsmen-founders in the njneteenth-century to its
industrialized position in the twentieth, the inter-relationship between

the three elements of busjness, art and labour was, therefore, integraJ

to the growth and success of the industry as a whoLe. Its history has

thus required consideration of the route by which these three elements,

in spite of following different paths of development, have remained

together. That they were united in the creation of a commercial product

which inevitabl'y contributed to Canadian popular culture means that the

industry's history has overlapped into areas not customarily associated

rcith industrial or business activity.

In the first place business, art and labour were unífied jn the

persons of individual craftsmen. Men like John Ellis, John and Joseph

Rolph, George, John and.Thomas Bengough, charles and Henry Beale and

Frederick Brigden provided al.t the necessary reguirements for their

comnercial enterprises. They rented or bought their premises, owned

their own tools, balanced their o¡{n accounts, advertised their own
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products and used their own skills to provide them. Indeed, it was

their skills as artist-craftsmen, or "art-workmen," as Frederick Brigden

¡rouLd have said, which enabled them to suppry work for the reading

entrepreneurs in the newspaper and retailing world of their day. George

Brown of The Grobe and John Ross Robertson of The Teregram had

recognized the value of iÌlustrations in increasing sales in the 1gz0s,

and Timothy Eaton started using illustrations for his catalogue in the

1880s' Expansion for these smalr, often one or two man, engraving firms
followed the route of other smal-l businesses. They either took over

firms smaller than themselves, as did Frederick Brigden with the
photo-engraving firm of Roger cunningham in lgg9, or went into
partnership with another craftsnan, as did Joseph Rolph with David Smith

as early as 1873. They noved to J.arger premises and hired additional
enployees' In many instances this simply meant employing members of the
founder-craftsman's family. As has been noted in connection with the

Brigden firm, Frederick Brigden enployed his sons as soon as they were

sevellteell' persuaded his naster-printer brother to join him in Toronto,

and employed his nephew as manager of the Winnipeg branch. But it also

neant enploying others and at first, in the nineteenilr-century, Llr,s

¡neant employing nen with the same skills as the owners thenselves. The

question then arises as to why so¡ne craftsmen-engravers became business

entrepreneurs while others remained engravers and became employees.

An approach to this issue is to be found in the argument presented

by Jonathan Boswell, as weLl as Ronald Edwards and Harry Townsend, that
there is a specific "psychology of founders;,' that some individuals are

naturaJ-ly capabre of sizing up the narket prace and perceiving a demand.
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An alternative courd, perhaps, rest on a more prosaic lever. Frederick
Brigden, for example, through following his strict religious berief in
thrift and judicious expenditure, had savings of Ê100 when he came to
canada. In r\7z, while not great wealth, this was a considerabre sum.

Thus, when he put his "life savings" into the enbryo firm of the Toronto

Engraving company, his entrepreneurship had a practicar, economic base

as well as a psychorogicar one. certainry, Brigden recognized, as has

been described, what was needed to put the ajìing Beale Brothers firm on

a sound footing, but r+ithout some investment he would have been unable

to put his ideas into practice.

0f further re-levance to the development of the business side of the

canadian graphic arts industry and to the separation of

engraver-craftsmen into employers and employees was the impact of new

technology. The inventions of photography and photo-engraving

necessitated the employment of workers wÍth these technical skills and

the enlargement of prenises to house them. In the l_ate

nineteenth-century, this did not necessarily mean employment of large

numbers of people because, as Frank shaw descl-ibed in his account of the

printing trades in 1916,1 rnuny of those first emproyed performed a

variety of tasks. But by the end of the 1g10s, photography and

photo-engraving were accepted graphjc arts techniques, and a successful

manager like Arnold Brigden e,as skilled in both. The introduction of

colour processes into printing aìso involved further expansion for
graphic arts firms which did their own printing, as did Brigden,s in
Toronto and stoveL's in winnipeg. By the end of the First world war, it
had becone apparent that new technology demanded changes in management.



New forms of business organization were obviousry necessary

which incLuded artists, photo-engravers, photographers and,

cases, printers, as well as office and sales personnel. But

tradition of inheritance through famiry members, the impact

the depression of the 1g3os delayed serious consideration of
change until the 1940s.
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to run firms

in some

the

of war and

manager i a I

Graphic arts firms were not affected by the "managerial revolutjon,'
to the same extent as firms incl.uded in Alfred chandLer,s analysis of
big business' Nor do they seem to have been over]y influenced by ideas

of "scientific managenent" and the extreme separation of labour

described by Harry Braverman.2 As RaJph yeomans, the

secretary-treasurer of Brigden's board, said in a letter to Arnold

Brigden, "ín photo-engraving, Inanagement] is a personaì thing, not

nerely a textbook theory."3 Non-fanily members were introduced intcr

positions of nanagerial importance and a limited form of hierarchial
structure was put into place. But family members frequently remained

involved in the order firns. Edward Nichorson, for exampre, Frederick

Brigden's grandson, was President of Brigden's fron 1956 to 1969,4 F. M.

Rolph, a direct descendent of John Rolph's, is currently president of
Ronald's Federated, the contemporary version of the Toronto

Lithographing Company,S and in Winnipeg there is a John Bulman still at
the head of Buìman's Limited. As businesses, graphic arts firms becanre

important components in the development of modern mass communication,

but their o$¡ners, at leãst for the period under discussion in this study,

never became industriar tycoons in the same sense as the rairway or

retail store magnates.
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It can be argued that it was the nature of the industry's product

itself which bridged the customary gulf between manage¡nent and workers.

One coul'd suggest that products did not have a simiLar role in other

industrialized fields. The ross of craft skills described by

Bravernan6 r"u" never rearly a serious issue in the graphic arts

industry, although management certainly concentrated on organization as

firms grew in size and as technoloEV changed, and many managers had the

same skiLls as their employees. But the divisions of labour in the

graphic arts which came about as the result of new technology were craft
oriented and not determined by managerial instruction".T Even in such

situations as the production of the Eaton's catal.ogue, for example,

which certainly had an assenbly line format, the skills of the artists
themselves deternined the eventual outcome. The divisions of Labour

were basically drawn between artists and those who used mechanical

processes; that is, between artists on the one hand, and

photo-engravers and, in some firns, printers, on the other. And yet,

the divisions could not be clearly delimited. Eric Bergman, for
exanple, was a water colour artist, a wood engraver and a photo-engraver

and sid Vale, who was a photo-engraver at wÍnnipeg Brigden's for many

years before entering the sales division, and who declared that he was a

technical worker and not an artist, produced wood engravÍngs which prove

thjs not to be the case.8 The reproduction of visual inages, with jts

unique relationship to the world of "art," cou.Ìd not be carried out

through managerial directives any more than it could be produced

entirely by nachine. The founder-owners of graphic arts firms had come

out of an English tradition which had emphasized the connections between
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art and craft, and had frequently, LÍke Frederick Brigden, felt that
what they produced as "art workmen" was of equal, if not greater vaLue

to society than the work of "fine" artists who were detached fron
everyday life and whose work had no "purpose." As Charles Comfort has

said, he needed his commercial connections to keep him in touch with
"life and men and matters." It was a point of view which,

unfortunately, was not always accepted by those menbers of society who

forned the canadiall art establjshment and whose opinions have defined

artistic classification.

Artists working fc¡r the graphic arts fjrms, once the founder was no

J'onger the so-le producer and once the new technological and advertising
demands required skjlled illustrators and designers, found themselves in
an ambiguous position. They were "artists," with the training and

tradjtional talents of artists, but they were perceived by critics and

connoisseurs of art as "commercial artists" and therefore inferior.
This was frequently a farse assumption, both historicarry and

criticalJ'y. HÍstoricalty, it has been shown that many bona fide artists
worked easily in both fiel.ds. canada's nineteenth-century artists, for
exanple, ¡rorked with photography firms such as Notman's, and those

artists who became famous as the Group of seven worked for Grip and

other engraving companies in the early years of the twentieth century.

And, as has been described, many important Canadian artists worked for
Brigden's.in t{innipeg in the years between the two world wars.

critically, it is obvious that working for an employer, who in earlier
ti¡nes wouLd have been called a "patron," had no adverse effect on an

artist's creativity. Gowan argues that it was critjcs and so_called
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"fine" artists themselves who created a false division between "fine',

and other forms of art: the elite artists and their supporters

presented and popularized the concept of "art for art's sake" as opposed

to "art with a purpose."9 l{hut"uer the reasons behind the perception of

commercial artists as inferior, what is undeniable true is that the art
produced by these artists estabLished an audience among the generaì

public in a manner only rarely achieved by "fine" artists. unlike the

work of the latter, which is often created in protest against the

society in which it is made, or which is frequently too personal or too

symbolic to be understood by the general mass of peop.le, the work

created by commercial designers for advertising and other everyday

concerns, is aimed directly at the "person in the street" and is,
therefore, expected to communicate.

Today, the division between "fine" and "commercial" art

narrower. The return to popularity of representational art
something to do with this, commercial art always having been

may be

may have

representational in order to impart its message. There is also the

suggestion that artists are tired of being separated from what Raymond

t{illiams has called the "common life of society." Bruno Munari, in

Design as Art, argues that artists have a desire "to get back into

society, to re-establish contact with their neighbours, to create an art
for everyone and not just the chosen few..."10 Munari agrees with John

Berger and ALan Gowans, two contemporary critics, and reasserts the

perspective estabLished by Ruskin and Morris in the nineteeth-century:

"it has become necessary to demoLish the myth of the'star'artist who

only produces masterpieces for a small group of people." And, Munari
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adds, it is the conmercial designer who "re-establishes the long-lost

contact between art and the pubtic, between living people and art as a

living thing."11 rt can, of course, be argued that comnerciar artists
and engravers had never Lost contact r,;ith the public or that it is only

since artists like Roy Lichtenstein and Andy Warhol demonstrated the

more obvious power of popular, conmercial images,12 thut commercial

artists have become respectable. In any event, it seems possible that
those artists who produce work on commission for magazines, for
advertising agencies, or for promotional purposes may no longer have to

suffer the derogatory judgements that used t.o be applied to their work.

Even so, as DanieI Mothersill has recounted, Canadian illustrators are

"far from well know¡."13 rn reference to James Hill, one of canada,s

leading illustrators, and an exhibition of his art at the United States

consuLate in Toronto, Harold Town has said, "I find it remarkabl.e that

his work is on dispLay at the consulate, whiLe artists who aren't good

enough to carry Jinmy Hill's shoes have exhjbits at museums and art
galleries."14 This attitude may not disturb commercial designers toda¡r

as nuch as it woul.d have done their predecessors in the period prior to

the Second ülorld War. Since the professionalization of graphic design

in the 1950s, the field has become one of international importance.

Those working in any area of commercial illustratjon are trained in
schools of design and technology in preference to art schools and belong

to a large family of similar artists connected by international.

exhibitions, conpetitions and professional 5ournals.15

The traditional media of graphic design, the arts of wood

engraving, black and white illustration and drawing, have also rega-inecl
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respect. The art of Thomas Bewick, having started the graphic arts
industry on its conmercial course in England, Canada and other parts of
the world, has re-energed as an art form in its own right. certainly,
such canadian artists as Eric Bergman and [rr. J. phil]ips had always

worked in these areas, as had the many Engtish and European artists with
whom they were in contact.16 But it is only in recent years that wood

engraving, silk screen printing and other printing processes have

returned to popularity as art forms.17 The technical skilLs and

creative imagination needed to produce these reproductive images, or

"prints" as they are more generally known, are now recognized by crjtics
and coLlectors; ironical]y when they were used in a commercial

environment they were ignored or treated as merely "mechanical.',

Artistic creativity has been, then, from the beginning, the

back-bone of the graphic arts industry. The founder-owners of the earJy

firms in Canada were artist-craftsmen capable of creating reproductive

images by their own efforts. But with expansion and the enployment of

others, a workforce emerged which owed as much to industriaLized labour

movenents as it did to its continuing craft foundation. Although many

of the first technically skilled ernployees were photo-engravers who

still worked within the craft tradition -- they often combined the

skills of wood engraving, photography and photo-engraving -- the actual

processes of photography and photo-engraving were nore complicated and

invoìved more people than wood engraving. As in the example of the

Brigden firm, however, tn" number of artists employed was always larger

than the number of photographers, photo-engravers or printers. The

photo-engravers were cLosely associated with the typographers in the
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formation of the first printing trades unions in the united states. By

1904' the first Canadian local of the International photo-engravers

Union was estabtished in Toronto and Brigden's became the first canadian

graphic arts firm to accept unionized employees. It might be thought

that a division of I'abour in the graphic arts firns wouLd have caused

status difference between artists and other workers. such does not,

however, seem to have been the case. The workers, whether unionized or

not (very few artists seem to have joined the short lived Artjsts,
Union), rryere always skiLled and therefore, even at times of economic

crisis, or when involved in the ongoing disputes among the various

printing trades unions, did not fear that their work would be undertaken

by unskilled hands. The International Photo-engravers Union remained

independent until 1964 when it merged with the Amalgamated Lithographers

of America to form the Lithographers and Photo-engravers International
Union. In 1972 this body united with the International Brotherhood of

Bookbinders to become the Graphic Arts International union, an

institution which has been of major importance in promoting graphic arts
schools in Canada and.A¡nerica. As outlined in its promotional material ,

it was dedicated to keeping up with technoJ.ogical change through

training and retraining programnes. At the same time it described its
individual menbers as: "The Graphic Arts union Member: Dignity, pride,

Craftsnanship."lS It was a declaration of a philosophical outlook stjll
related to its foundations in the world of John Ruskin, Frederick

Brigden and "art-workmen. " The final nerger of the printing trades

unions under the one banner of the Graphic Conmunications International.

union in 1983 does not seem to have diminished this long standing
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att i tude .

During the period under discussion it seems to have been accepted

that the skiLls of the photo-engravers Ívere equally as valuable as those

of the artists' At the same time, a nanagement without knowredge of
either new technology or artistic credibility would have had diffÍculty
producing a worth-while product. Arnold Brjgderr, it will be renembered,

was as concerned about his technical staff as he was about his artists.
Business , art and Iabour were , increed , inseparabr e , a_I tirough the graphi c

arts fÍrm dominated by a single craftsman-founder underwe.t a series of
transformations. The "pr-oducers" of commercial graphic art followed

different paths as they specialized in particular tasks, whether as

business managers, conmercial designers or unionized photo-engravers.

But at all times they retained a relationship that was essential to the

product of their industry, the reproduced visua-r inage.

The historical narrative of the canadian graphic arts industry for
the years 1870 to 1950 has traced the development of one busjness and

one means of conmunication. From its artisanal beginnings to its place

as a major contemporary institution, the industry had paralleled the

growth of other industries and the experience of the nation. The

history of the graphic arts firms, represented by that of Brigden,s in
particular, encompasses the history of emigration and entrepreneurship,

employment and econonic crisis, and the necessary adaptations to

technologi.cal change. It can thus contribute a further chapter to
Canadian social history. The issues raised by the industry,s product,

however, are somenhat more conpl.icated. The impact of the type of art
produced in the context of nodern nass conmunication is the subject of
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considerable critÍcal discussion. That commercial art is part of

contemporary popular culture is not denied; what is debated is its
value as an art form and its influence on the taste of a,,consumÍng,,

public. Leo Lowenthal, in his discussion of literature and popular

culture, has noted that most critical conmentary is directed not so much

at the product but "against the systen on which the product depend".,,19

While it is generally agreed that a popular culture can include novels,

newspapers, magazines, music and films, it is when the art fclrms of

these cultural fields are commercially produced for a mass audience that
extreme attitudes appear among its' critics. According to Ernest van

den Haag, "All mass media in the end alienate peopJ.e from personal

experience ... Ithey] impair the capacity for meaningfuÌ experi"n.u.,,20

For van den Haag popurar art, rike popurar cur.ture in generar, is a

"substitute gratification" for the real thing.21 Dwight MacDonald goes

so far as to say that mass cur.ture "is not and never can be any

good."22 He bases his argunent on the assertion that mass audiences a.e

"passive consumers" who are exploited to make a profit. He considers

that traditional "High" culture has been debased and that,,Mass,,culture
is a "revolutionary force" which has broken down "the otd barriers of

class, tradition and taste. "23 It is the _loss of ,,taste,, which appears

to distress these critics, although as Lowenthal has pointed out, there

is "no consensus on the taste of the popurace." He has also noted that
some criti.cs respect "the people's instinct for what is good," but adds

that "the prevailing view seems to be that onry the bad and the vuÌgar

are the yardsticks of their aesthetic pleasure.,,24

There are, of course, a number of critics who see the strengths of
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popuLar culture and guestion the elite attitudes towards nass

production. David Manning l{hite, for example, has suggested that it is
the mass media which provides the "average,'man with "a cultural
richness no previous age courd give him ...."25 Through paperback

books, tel.evision and, he night have added, reproductions of works of

art, the public is offered the opportunity to decide for itself which is

"bad" or "good" and which it prefers. As Raymond WiIIiams has pointed

out, "it is much too early to conclucle that a majority is necessarjly

low in taste'"26 Williams has also notecì that any assessrnent of the

culture of the past, whether "high" or "low" has to respect the

selectivity process which has taken place over tjme.27 Therefore what

critics consider to be the "bad taste" of a contemporary mass audience

may not necessarily be viewed in the same Hay in the future.

Another approach is provided by Alan Swingewood who argues that the

concept of a nass culture rests on a "myth." To claim that mass culture
exists, in his view, is to assert the existence "of superior groups who

take the important decisÍons on behalf of the others, an elite, or

elites, who work for the peopre over the peopl"."28 To accept such an

implication, he says, is to ignore the democratic potential in a popular

culture which gives people a choice. His argument also demystifies art;
as Swingewood says, "The decay of the aura and the mass reproduction of

high culture and the trend towards the artistic depiction of reality in

everyday terms are elements of a potentialJ,y democratic culture and not

the symptoms of cultural stagnation or decline.',29

There are obvious problems in translating this discussion into

canadian terms. There is, to start with, little in the way of
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historical or critical debate on the issue. Also, one might question

whether the subject need arise at alI. If, as MacDonald argues, mass

culture is "a corruption of High culture,"30 th"n in a country without

an art tradition to provide art historians and critics with a canon of

"classicaL" or "national" forn, there is nothing to be ,,corrupted.,, But

Canadian art historians and art critics have generaJ.ly written of their
countryrs art and cuLture as if it were part of a longer tradition. The

fact that Canadian "high" and "popul.ar" culture arose at the same time

and were created by the same people has more often than not been

ignored. If the purpose of art is more clearly defined, however, and if
the product itself is made nore prominent in the discussion, then it
seems possible to suggest that in Canada, at least in the historical
period before the Second l{orld War, conmerciaJly produced art work

contributed as much to the development of Canadian "fine" art as it did

to popular culture.

Prior to the emergence of the concept of "art for art's sake" in

the nineteenth-century, art was always assumed to have a purpose. Alan

Gowans hes described how art served four major functions: recording

through "substitute inagery," illustrating in order to disseminate

information, publicizing ideas or convictions "intended to persuade

people to new or dif ferent beliefs, " and beautifying.Sl Art r,¡as part of

everyday life; it was "enjoyed as an element of life itself," as Gowans

writes, ad.opting the views of Johan Huizinga.32 within this traditiou,
the reproduction of the visual. inage, from its first appearance in the

fifteenth-century' was a far-reaching extension of cultural expression.

Like the reproduction of the written word, reproduced visual images
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fulfilled the four functions described by Gowans. Moreover, as t{illiam
Ivens has emphasized in Prints and Vjsual communication, the history of
the reproduced art ¡rork, or the "print," is not,'as many people seem to
think" the history "of a minor art form but that of a most powerfuJ

nethod of communication between men ..."33 When, therefore, the

mechanization of printing and the adaptation of Thomas Bewick's

white-line engraving aJlowed the nass production of visual images jn the

new popular press of the mid-nineteenth-century, it continued the

function of communication or the dissemination of knowledge, but made it
avaiLabLe to a public previously denied such information. As David

sander has said, the new graphic art and its artists, ,,il.luminated 
an

entire century,"34 The visuar images produced through commercia.r

reproduction provided the necessary communications for a public living
in a period of rapid and confusing change.

It is this function of art as communication which can be adapted to

the Canadian situation and which can be apptied, at least until canadjan

artists became part of international art move¡nents, to both "fine" and

"popular" art. Because most of the art concerned was produced by

artists classified as illustrators or connercial artists, it is evident

that the graphic arts industry played an important role in the

developnent of a popular culture. It is interesting to note that it is
the older canadian art histories which recognized the importance of the

illustrators and engravers in this context, in. the recording of the

Canadian scene and the dissemination of knowledge about Canadian life.
Newton MacTavish, writing in 192s, discussed the skills of etchers and

illustrators and lamented the fact that they were largely
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He noted the value of the Toronto Art students' League

Calendars in the years 1893 to 1904 with their depictions of,,Canadian

waterways, everyday life of the past, country life, the lgth century in
canada, village life, sports, cities, and randscapes from coast to
coast'"36 And he discussed the importance of c. w. Jefferys,black and

nhite illustrations for the Chronicles of Canada.37

|dillian colgate, in his canadian Art pubrished in 1943, developed

the discussir¡n f ul'ther . He recognizecì the collnect j ons wi th photography

of the early canadian painters,SS tl," valuc, of newspapers and magazines

for canadian artists and irlustrato"",39 and the importance of the

engraving hou""",40 But in his accc¡unt of the publication of

Picturesque canada in 1gg2, he says that the artists and engravers

involved "did nore to kindle an interest and pride in Canadian scenery

and canadian pictorial art than any single agency up to that time.',41

This publication was a perfect exanple of a commerciaL undertaking

disseminating information in a visual form. In a country the size of

Canada, the inages it presented of landscapes and everyday life offered

a vision of their nation to peopìe who, in all probabllìty, had no

conception of its variety. It gave, in swingewood's words, a "depÍction

of reality in everyday terms. " colgate also enphasized the importance

of the Art Students'League Calendars and Jefferys'historical art work.

Although neither MacTavish nor colgate discuss the point, these

publications nust have had an impact on creating the concept of an

artistic national identity long before the work of the Group of seven

was given that distinction. The point to be stressed, however, in the

context of this study, is the fact that it was artists working in
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connercial companies ¡rho drew or engraved the art work and the graphic

arts firns who produced it. The style used was representationar and

could, in no sense, be said to be separated fron the generar pubric. As

Edward Hamilton has said in regards to contemporary popurar art, ,,it is
responsibì.e popular communication that, more than ever, binds together
the fabric of our society,"42 Certainty, in Canada, visual
communication fulfilled this function and, in the process, created both

its art and its popular culture.

For those artists who provided irrustrations for magazines and

newspapers, it was, as colgate has sajd, "but a brief transition,,to
contributing to the "advertising pages of these publication".',4s Most

discussion of advertising is concerned with the powers of its persuasion

and manipulation and, as in the debate on mass culture itself, fails to
consider the product. But, bearing in mind Williams,s ideas concerning

the selectivity of the art of the past, it is possibÌe that, as c. r{.

Jefferys said, advertising art may, in the future, "be deemed more

typical of our art" than nany of the works currently "in our pubJic

galleries and museums."44 It is a point of view supported by Marshall

Mcluhan who says, "The historians and archeorogists wirr one day

discover that the ads of our times are the richest and nost faithful
daily reflections that any society ever made in its entire range of
activities."45 And certainly, when one looks at the art of advertÍsing,
one can se.e how, by virtue of its style and its need to communicate, Íts
practitioners retained contact with society in a manner not always

possible for "fine" artists. As has been described, there were nany

artists who did not feel it demeaning to work in the conmercial arena of
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advertising. Obviously they avoided the problems faced by those artists

discussed by Munari who have felt cut off from the rest of society. In

Canada, there were times when advertising art had implications equally

as unjfying as Picturesque canada. The Eaton's catalogue, for example,

had an importance for rural families which can only be interpreted in

terms of a popular culture.46 It allowed people to feel part of a much

larger whole and to know that they were "keeping u¡r" with the rest of

Canadian society. The advcl'tisjng mater.ia,l jn thc catalogue clid not

denote "substitute gratificat.ion, " it was not "corrupting" but edif¡,ing,

and it made no attempt- to "mystify" art. It presented, instead, a

practical and useful application of the skills of commercial artists.

Whether the hjstorical process of mass comnunjcatjon across Canacìa

as briefLy nentioned here has had an effect on canadian aesthetic

judgement is a subject for another discussion. But when one considers

that the same artists who contributed to Picturesque Canada also worked

for Notman's photography studio, that those who contributed to the Al.t

Students' Calendars worked for Grip and Brigden's and Rous and Mann, and

that those who worked on the Eaton's catalogue for Brigden's included

Eric Bergman and charles comfort, then it has to be concluded that, in

Canada, the development of a popular artistic expression ran parallel to

the development of "Canadian art. " The graphic arts industry has indeed

occupied a centraJ positjon in Canadian social and cultural hjstory.

Through the "window" provided by the Brigden firm, it has been possible

to trace the industry ' *' growth and to observe the necessary

inter-relationships between its business, artistic and technical

elements. It has also been possible to consider the cultural
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inplications of its product. A clear demonstration has thus been

afforded of how wideLy divergent aspects of history can be united in a

single entity.
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